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Nanoscience and nanotechnology are research areas that have shown great promise 

towards addressing clean and sustainable energy, environmental protection, and human 

health. Metal oxide nanoparticles are widely used in various applications, including 

removing pollutants from contaminated water, tracking cancer cell growth, targeted drug 

delivery. These nanoparticles are highly reactive, and their abundance in the environment 

brings potential concerns to their exposure, leading to increased interactions with 

biomolecules that have impactful environmental and health effects. Ecological systems 

have multi-components, including natural organic matter, oxyanions, and biological 

macromolecules; biological systems also contain complexity as proteins and nutrients can 

all be found at the nanomaterial-water interface upon nanoparticle exposure. Although 

significant research has been pursued on the surface transformations of metal oxide 

nanoparticles, multi-component adsorption kinetics, changes in adsorbate structure, and 

the impacts on the nanomaterial properties in complex environments remain unclear. 

Once nanoparticles are introduced in complex aqueous biological and 

environmental systems, proteins adsorb onto their surfaces and form a dynamic layer 

termed "corona." Newly occurred corona may change the nanoparticle interfacial state and 

its biological and ecological identity. If altered, the new identity influences the nanoparticle 

fate within the surrounding complex media. Details of protein and amino acid (building 

block of proteins) interactions with nanoparticles and substantial structural change on 

nanoparticle surfaces remain unclear.  
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These processes can be affected by various factors due to the complexities of nano-

bio surface interactions. Therefore, it is necessary to study multiple parameters 

individually, and a systematic study on the impacts of influential factors on the adsorption 

at the nano-bio interface is strongly desired.  

The research presented in this dissertation pursues a greater understanding of metal 

oxide nanoparticle characterizations, implications, and biomolecule-nanoparticle 

interactions from studies of amino acid and protein adsorption. Nanoparticle- and 

environmental-related factors, including effects of pH, nanoparticle-type, biomolecule 

concentration, pre-adsorbed phosphate and lipopolysaccharides, and nanoparticle 

production in a workplace environment (occupational health study), were investigated. We 

studied the influencing factors of the complex environment individually to examine each 

aspect in detail. Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR), as well as various microscopic and spectroscopic tools, were employed to 

help better understand the impact of these factors.  

In this dissertation, adsorption of α-amino acids, lysine, glutamic acid, glycine, and 

serine, onto TiO2 nanoparticles in buffered solutions was determined. The predominant 

molecular surface species and the adsorption affinity were highly pH-dependent. 

Adsorption of lysine and glycine were increased proportionally with changes in pH, 

whereas glutamic acid adsorption decreased with increasing pH. We attributed these 

differences to the functional groups of different species and the TiO2 surface charge at each 

pH.  
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Furthermore, the effects of nanoparticle type and amino acid concentration on the 

mechanisms of amino acids, lysine, aspartic acid, and arginine, adsorption on α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles were investigated. The detailed chemistry in the adsorption processes 

implied the formation of outer-sphere and inner-sphere complex differences between 

different nanomaterials. Combined in-situ ATR-FTIR and curve-fitting provides insights 

and a greater understanding of changes in secondary structures of bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) and βeta-lactoglobulin (β-LG) upon adsorbed onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles in the 

presence and absence of co-adsorbed phosphate. The results indicated that structural 

changes were time-dependent, and the existence of pre-adsorbed phosphate influenced 

adsorption and desorption kinetics. An additional part of this work showed that pre-

adsorbed lipopolysaccharide additionally played a role in the interaction of 

Immunoglobulin G (IgG) adsorbed onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. In agreement with the β-

LG adsorption, a significant change in Amide I/II ratio was observed for adsorbed IgG, 

indicating changes in the protein secondary structure compared to the solution phase. 

Deconvolution analyses revealed that the α-helix content of the adsorbed IgG was higher 

than the unbound conformation in the presence of lipopolysaccharides.  

Moreover, to complement our understanding of protein and amino acid adsorption, 

we also investigated airborne nanoparticle presence in different production sites in an 

occupational health study. Identified nanoparticles in these settings were characterized by 

two forms: sub-micrometer fractal-like agglomerates from activities such as welding; and 

super-micrometer particles (nanoparticle collectors) with nanoparticles coagulated on their 

surfaces. 
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These agglomerates were proposed to affect deposition and transport inside the 

respiratory system. The respirable incidental nanoparticles would have corresponding 

health implications regarding their primary and/or secondary sites of uptake. 

Overall, the research in this dissertation provides essential insights into 

understanding the behavior of metal oxide nanoparticles in complex environments. Studies 

on amino acid and protein adsorption, along with the detailed characterization of the nano-

bio interface with spectroscopic and microscopic methods, allowed us to understand the 

effects of a multitude of influences on biomolecule-nanoparticle surface interactions. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Nanoscience and Significance of Metal Oxide Nanoparticles 

"Nanoscience" or "nanotechnology" refers to science and engineering performed to 

control and manipulate matter on a scale less than 100 nm to improve material properties.1 

Nanotechnology offers excellent opportunities for making superior materials for a wide 

range of applications.2,3 There are "bottom-up" and "top-down" approaches that have been 

used in nanotechnology to assemble nanostructures, materials, and devices.1 These 

approaches allow nanomaterials to attain unique properties compared to their bulk sizes, 

including but not limited to the large surface area, magnetic characteristics, light 

absorbance capacity, high chemical reactivity, and long-term adsorbent stability.4 Among 

nanomaterials, metal oxide nanoparticles consist a large percentage that has been used in 

cosmetics,5–7 energy,8–10 antibacterial/microbial applications,11,12 optics and electronics,13 

materials,14 food processing,15 and biomedical applications.4,16 The use cases of metal 

oxide nanoparticles are broad. The potential uncontrolled release of these nanomaterials 

into the environment brings concerns about their adverse impacts on the environment and 

human health.17 However, there is little known about metal oxide nanoparticles in terms of 

their environmental fate, transformation, and toxicity. 

1.2 Environmental and Human Exposure to Metal Oxide Nanoparticles 

Metal oxide nanoparticles could be released into natural ecosystems through 

intentional or unintentional pathways18 and be sourced as atmospheric or terrestrial.19 

Intentional nanoparticles are synthesized/engineered in a controlled manner and could have 
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uniform properties. Three emission scenarios are generally considered: (i) release during 

nanoparticle/nano-enabled device production; (ii) release during use; and (iii) release at 

waste handling (after disposal of nanoparticle-containing products).18,20 Whereas 

unintentional or anthropogenic metal oxide nanoparticles could be produced as byproducts 

of human activities (i.e., combustion) or natural reactions.18,21  

 

Figure 1.1: Pathways and transformation of metal oxide nanoparticles  in the 

environment.  

Released metal oxide nanoparticles could go through various physicochemical 

processes in the environment (Fig 1.1)20–22 as macromolecule interactions, biodistribution, 

reactive oxygen species production, aggregation, ligand binding reaction, etc.21,22 The 

interplay between the nanoparticles and these processes determines the fate and the 

toxicological potential,23 in fact, nanoparticles could negatively impact the environment 

and human health.24 Therefore, several studies on the NanoEHS (environmental health and 

safety) and molecular-level interactions between nanoparticles sorbates exist.25–27 Despite 
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the comprehensive research efforts and available information on metal oxide nanoparticle 

emission, there is a lack of studies on the environmentally and biologically relevant 

complex media.28 Biomolecule-nanoparticle complexes are highly heterogeneous, and 

their interactions consequently remain poorly understood. A detailed understanding of 

nanoparticle interaction with the environment could provide a safer use of engineered 

nanoparticles with minimal hazardous impact on the environment. 

Environmentally abundant metal oxide nanoparticles could enter the human body 

through various exogenous and endogenous pathways:17,19 pulmonary routes, oral 

ingestion, dermal contact, or intravenous injection from biomedical applications.29 Upon 

introducing biological fluids, metal oxide nanoparticles can undergo interactions with 

biomolecules, and adsorbed biomolecules could impact nanoparticles' identity and 

environmental fate.29 Depending on the size of nanoparticles entered the body; they could 

deposit on primary tissues or translocate to secondary sites. Oral ingested nanoparticles can 

subsequently travel into the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Larger sized inhaled nanoparticles 

could deposit the section of the lungs (1–30 μm, and the submicron particles (< 1 μm) and 

nanoparticles (< 100 nm) penetrate deeply into the alveolar region, where removal 

mechanisms may be insufficient.19 In fact, ultrafine nanoparticles could penetrate the lungs' 

deeper level,30 disrupt cell-type-specific cytoskeleton,31 and accumulate in the brain tissue 

bypassing the blood-brain barrier.32 Secondary site depositions would increase the adverse 

health effects due to particle tissue and particle–cell interactions.33,34 
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1.3 Overview of Selected Nanoparticles  

In this dissertation, aqueous phase biomolecule adsorption studies were performed 

with two different nanoparticles: titanium dioxide (anatase, TiO2) and Fe(III)-oxide 

(hematite, ɑ-Fe2O3).  

1.3.1 TiO2 Nanoparticles 

TiO2 is one of the most highly manufactured and widely used nanoparticles globally 

in surface science as a model semiconductor and versatile metal oxide compound.35–39 The 

annual production of TiO2 exceeds four million tons per year, and it has found many 

applications in the pharmaceutical industry, cosmetics, food processing.40,41 TiO2 has a 

unique bandgap structure that allows TiO2 to be a promising catalyst for water splitting and 

solar energy conversion.8,42 In addition to the photocatalytic properties of TiO2, it has 

applications in the environmental and energy fields, self-cleaning surfaces, air/water 

purification systems.43 In the biomedical field, titanium is used as a well-known implant 

material for dentistry.44 Upon exposure to oxygen, the titanium surface will oxidize and 

form a layer of TiO2; therefore, the biocompatibility of TiO2 becomes critically important. 

There has been an increasing interest in TiO2 interactions with biomolecules (i.e., amino 

acids and proteins) to improve material performance and better to understand biological 

component-surface interactions at the molecular level.45–51 Studying amino acid and 

protein interactions with TiO2 surfaces contributes to determining surface species and 

nanoparticle's new physical identity. The results can provide insights into the complex 

biomolecule adsorption mechanism and structural changes upon adsorption. 
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TiO2 exists in nature in different crystalline forms, anatase, rutile, akaogiite, and 

brookite. At elevated temperatures (400 to 1200o C), anatase could transform into the rutile 

phase.52 This phase transformation and its kinetics depend on multiple factors, including 

the morphological and chemical properties of TiO2 and the specific heating methods.52 

Anatase TiO2 has shown higher photocatalytic activity than rutile due to its larger bandgap, 

more efficient charge transport, and different surface properties.53,54 The anatase and rutile 

forms are often used in the industry. However, anatase TiO2 showed superior toxicity as 

inducing DNA damage and increasing protein nitration in the presence of ultraviolet 

illumination.55,56 Despite the existing NanoEHS studies, there is still a gap in a complete 

evaluation of toxicological effects and biocompatibility of anatase TiO2 in terms of 

interactions with the biological systems and the environment. Nanoscale anatase TiO2 is 

selected in this research to analyze biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions. 

1.3.2 ɑ-Fe2O3 Nanoparticles 

Iron oxide – i.e., Fe(III)-oxide (hematite) form – is present in terrestrial and marine 

systems and are among the most common minerals on most soils and sediments.57–60 Iron 

oxides are significant sinks of a range of environmental elements, including organic 

compounds.61 α-Fe2O3 is a thermodynamically stable mineral surface with high surface 

enthalpies, which promote strong water adsorption and interaction with ions.61 Due to its 

high surface reactivity, thermodynamic stability, and subsequent adsorption capacity, it is 

a suitable sorbent for organic compounds and contaminants.62–64 Iron oxide nanoparticles 

and their bio-inorganic hybrid forms are used in various applications, including coatings, 

cosmetics, catalysis, drug delivery, and environmental remediation.65–67 Additionally, they 
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are also being studied for their potential use in imaging environmental sub-surfaces, 

detecting hydrocarbons in rocks near oil fields, sensing contaminants in waterways, and 

targeting various environmental interfaces for pollution treatment.68 An exciting 

application of adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 is removing hazardous chemicals from aqueous 

environments. For instance, the arsenic-hematite compounds can be removed from their 

environment by reducing the amount of toxic arsenic in the system.69 α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles 

can also regulate uranium quantities in contaminated environments. By adsorption of 

uranium onto these nanoparticles, uranium(VI) is reduced to less mobile and more easily 

separable form of uranium(IV).70 These applications make iron oxide nanoparticles very 

useful in maintaining the quality of environmental systems. It is beneficial to understand 

the specific mechanisms involved with a substance's adsorption onto the nanoparticle 

surface. 

In biological systems, abundant α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles is a suitable surface for 

biomolecule interactions, impacting nano-bio complex environmental fate and nutritional 

element lifecycles.71 α-Fe2O3-biomolecule adsorption studies suggest that the hematite 

phase is highly reactive, and iron promotes the preservation of organic matter in 

sediments.59 α-Fe2O3 exposure promoted adverse impacts on Escherichia Coli bacterial 

cells.73 α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles are more toxic than microscale particles due to their strong 

interfacial physicochemical interactions with the cells revealed insight into size-dependent 

toxicity mechanisms.74 Despite the widespread occurrence of biomolecule-hematite 

complexes in natural and industrial systems, the kinetics, structure, and persistence of 

protein and amino acid adsorption – particularly in heterogeneous aqueous matrices – are 
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not fully understood. Structural changes resulting from the adsorption of biomolecules onto 

α-Fe2O3 mineral surfaces may alter their functions and other environmental interactions. 

1.4 Chemical Complexity at the Nano-Bio Interface 

The "nano-bio" interface constitutes the kinetics and thermodynamic exchanges, 

dynamic physicochemical interactions between nanomaterial surfaces and the surfaces of 

biological components.75 These components can be proteins, amino acids, membranes, 

phospholipids, endocytic vesicles, organelles, DNA, and biological fluids. Furthermore, 

aqueous environmental and biological systems consist of naturally-occurring assemblies 

of salts, nutrients, oxyanions, and heterogeneous organic compounds with varying 

molecular weights, which may compete for bridge or aggregate with biological 

components in solution.76 While the understanding of nanoparticle behavior and 

biomolecule interactions has advanced in model systems, the experimental design often 

does not account for aqueous systems' natural complexity. Since there are complexity and 

heterogeneity of environmental and biological systems, understanding the biomolecule 

orientation and interaction in water and ion-containing systems and their dynamics in 

response to external stimuli within the aqueous systems is needed. Therefore, processes 

that could occur at nano-bio interfaces remain the subject of constant fascination for 

researchers. 

1.5 Nano-Bio Surface Interactions 

Understanding the impacts of nanoparticles on environmental and biological 

systems is essential for the safe use of nanotechnology and nanomaterial design for 
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biological applications. Interaction of a biomolecule with nanoparticle surface depends on 

adsorption affinity, diffusion kinetics, and solution chemistry as compounds dynamically 

compete, co-adsorb, and scaffold on the nanoparticle surface.77–80 In this dissertation, the 

adsorption of proteins and amino acids onto TiO2 and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were studied. 

1.5.1 Protein Adsorption and Bio- and Eco-Corona Formation 

Proteins and amino acids play an essential role in many environmental and 

biological processes.81 The sequence of amino acids was found to influence peptide binding 

and protein adsorption.82 Thus, studying amino acid and protein interactions with 

nanoparticle surfaces contribute to our understanding of nanoparticles' fate in the complex 

biological and environmental milieu. When nanoparticles interact with biological fluids, 

proteins create a dynamic coating termed "corona," and it determines the nanoparticle 

identity and influences physiological and environmental responses to the nanoparticles.83–

85 In biological systems, this dynamic layer is termed the "protein corona" 76,82,86, whereas 

it is termed "eco-corona" in the environment.87 Depending on the binding affinities of 

protein onto the nanoparticle surfaces; the corona can be classified as "soft" or "hard." Soft 

corona contains the proteins that adsorb rapidly but reversibly to the nanoparticle surface. 

Hard corona proteins interact with surfaces slowly but irreversibly.85,88 The formation of 

corona can influence cellular uptake, inflammation, aggregation, toxicity, and 

transformation of nanoparticles in complex environments. Furthermore, the nanoparticle 

surface can induce structural changes in adsorbed protein molecules, affecting the 

nanoparticle's overall bio-reactivity.80 
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1.5.2 Structural Changes of Proteins Upon Adsorption 

The composition of protein surfaces and protein structural flexibility determines 

both the affinity and specificity of protein-nanoparticle interactions and plays an essential 

role in regulating surface-driven modifications to their secondary structure.89 The 

interactions between nanoparticles and biomolecules requires the same principles as those 

between colloidal particles.75 Enthalpic and entropic driving forces govern protein 

adsorption onto nanoparticle surfaces, including hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic 

forces, and entropy-driven binding. Still, they require special consideration for events 

occurring at the nanoscale.75,85,90 Hydrophobicity minimizes the non-polar amino acids' 

exposure in the protein structure toward the hydrophilic aqueous media.91 Thus, proteins 

tend to undergo conformational changes to enable the maximum interaction of their non-

polar parts on the surface. If the nanoparticle surface is charged, electrostatic attractions 

can drive the protein adsorption from the polypeptide backbones of the protein.92 However, 

proteins can adsorb with high flexibility and low conformation stability even under 

electrostatic repulsion, and this is majorly entropy-driven binding owing to the structural 

rearrangement of proteins upon adsorption.93 For instance, bovine serum albumin (BSA) 

was found on negatively charged surfaces at pH higher than its isoelectric point.93,94 This 

means that both the protein and the nanoparticle surface are negatively charged, and 

electrostatic repulsion exists. However, the adsorption that occurred was explained as BSA 

unfolding upon adsorption exhibits a maximal number of positively charged lateral chains 

(i.e., lysine residues) towards the nanoparticle surface.93,94  
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Nanoparticle surface-induced protein conformational changes could impact the 

downstream protein-protein interactions, cellular signaling, and DNA transcription.80 DNA 

transcription is crucial for enzymes, as enzyme activity loss can happen due to the 

conformational changes in the protein active site, which interacts with the nanoparticle 

surface.80 Such conformational changes can increase the accessibility of the enzyme active 

site for its substrate.80 RNAse and lysozyme retained their native structures on silica 

nanoparticles, whereas albumin and lactoperoxidase underwent irreversible 

conformational changes.95  

There are different levels in a protein structure as primary, secondary, tertiary, and 

quaternary.9697 Primary structure contains the sequence of amino acids along with the 

polypeptide chains. Secondary protein structure has the α-helices and β-strands (including 

β-sheets and β-turns). These conformations are formed due to the twisting and folding of 

polypeptide chains driven by the hydrogen bonding between amino acid groups. The three-

dimensional arrangement of a protein is considered the tertiary structure, and it is a further 

result fold of the polypeptide chain and corresponding secondary structure. Lastly, multiple 

tertiary structures associate could from protein quaternary structure. In this dissertation, 

“conformational change” or “structural change” is referred to as secondary structural 

rearrangement of the proteins upon adsorption on nanoparticle surfaces. The secondary 

structure of proteins was analyzed to investigate the surface-induced conformational 

change of protein upon adsorption using spectroscopic methods. 
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1.5.3 Parameters Governing Biomolecule-Nanoparticle Interactions 

The nano-bio interface contains three dynamically interacting components: (i) the 

nanoparticle surface; (ii) a solid-liquid interface; (iii) the contact zone of the solid-liquid 

interface with biological substrates.75 Surface characteristics of nanoparticles are mainly 

determined by their physicochemical composition and morphology, and nano-bio 

interactions occur when the particles interact with components in the surrounding medium. 

Details of protein interaction with nanoparticles and respective structural changes on 

nanoparticle surfaces remain unclear as these processes can be affected by various factors. 

Many factors could affect protein-nanoparticle surface interactions and the structure of 

adsorbed proteins on particle surfaces. These factors can be classified into three major 

categories: (i) nanoparticle-related factors (i.e., elemental composition, porosity, size, 

surface chemistry, crystallization); (ii) biomolecule-related factors (i.e., protein and amino 

acid species, dimension, molecular weight, isoelectric point, conformation stability), and 

(iii) surrounding medium-related (i.e., ionic strength, pH, the composition of the medium, 

environmental temperature).98 Due to the complexities of nano-bio interactions, it is 

necessary to study various parameters individually.  

1.6 Dissertation Motivation and Objectives 

The overall objective of the research presented in this dissertation was the 

determination of fate and transformation of metal oxide nanoparticles in complex 

environments from amino acid and protein adsorption studies. In the present dissertation, 

biomolecule-nanoparticle surface interactions were investigated, focusing on the effects of 

pH, nanoparticle type, amino acid concentration, pre-adsorbed phosphate, and 
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lipopolysaccharides, and finally, nanoparticle production site (occupational health study). 

The influencing factors were individually studied in the following five chapters to 

investigate each aspect to better understand how different factors could affect biomolecule 

adsorption, structure in solution, and adsorbed on nanoparticle surfaces. All projects were 

conducted both macroscopically and at the nanoscale to understand the fundamentals 

governing the biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions. In Chapter 2, the experimental 

methods were used to achieve the research objectives, and the details of the experimental 

protocols are outlined. Instrumental techniques are classified into three sections: (i) 

nanoparticle physicochemical characterization, (ii) nanoparticle–nanoparticle interactions 

and aggregation studies, and (iii) aqueous phase biomolecule surface adsorption. 

The research work presented in chapter 3 is about the investigation of pH-

dependent amino acid adsorption on TiO2 nanoparticles. The selected amino acids were 

lysine, glutamic acid, serine, and glycine as representative biomolecules in complex 

biological and environmental systems. The primary aim of this chapter is to uncover in 

detail how pH impacts amino acids speciation and adsorption onto nanoparticle surfaces. 

In-situ Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy 

was used to monitor amino acid adsorbates by probing the spectral changes during the 

adsorption process. Zeta-potential analyses and dynamic light scattering methods were 

employed to analyze the impact of surface coverage on TiO2 physicochemical properties. 

In chapter 4, pH-dependent adsorption of arginine, aspartic acid, and lysine on ɑ-

Fe2O3 nanoparticles were investigated to uncover the effects of nanoparticle type and 

amino acid concentration on surface interactions. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was used to 
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probe the spectral changes. The principles obtained from pH-dependent amino acid 

adsorption in chapter 3 were used to explain molecular level details of amino acids' 

adsorption mechanisms onto ɑ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. 

Chapter 5 of the dissertation includes adsorption of the proteins of bovine serum 

albumin (BSA), β-lactoglobulin (β-LG), and immunoglobulin (IgG) onto ɑ-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles in the presence and absence of pre-adsorbed phosphate and 

lipopolysaccharides (LPS). ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was combined with curve fitting 

(deconvolution) analyses to provide an understanding of real-time biomolecule-

nanoparticle surface interactions and protein conformational changes in a multi-component 

environment. To identify the effects of phosphate and LPS on the protein adsorption and 

desorption experiments, kinetics analyses from the ATR-FTIR spectra were further 

performed by looking at Amide I and II peak intensities. This chapter explains the 

fundamental mechanisms involved in protein adsorption/desorption in a multi-component, 

more complex aqueous environment. 

Chapter 6 is aimed to complement our understanding of protein and amino acid 

adsorption studies. In this chapter, elemental and morphological analyses of airborne 

nanoparticles were performed in different production sites in an occupational health study. 

The dissertation author conducted electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-Ray 

analyses (EDX) to identify the produced nanoparticles in these settings. Characterized 

particle agglomerates were in two forms: sub-micrometer fractal-like and super-

micrometer particles (nanoparticle collectors). The agglomerates with nanoparticles 

coagulated on their surfaces proposed to affect deposition and transport inside the human 
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respiratory system. This chapter aimed to show that the incidental nanoparticles would 

have corresponding health implications regarding their pulmonary site of uptakes. 

The conclusions and future directions of this research are given in Chapter 7. These 

studies will collectively provide essential insights into understanding the behavior of metal 

oxide nanoparticles in complex environments. The results from the studies on amino acid 

and protein adsorption, along with the detailed characterization of the nano-bio interface 

with spectroscopic and microscopic methods, contribute towards the growing database on 

the potential environmental and health implications of metal oxide nanoparticles. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental Methods 

A variety of experimental methods and techniques were used in the research 

presented in this dissertation. These techniques provide insights into the detailed behavior 

of metal oxide nanoparticles in complex environmental or biological environments. Using 

physicochemical characterization tools that allowed for extensive macro- to nano-scale 

analyses, this dissertation aims to contribute to a conceptual framework for understanding 

the fate and implications of biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions from amino acid and 

protein adsorption studies. The details of the experimental methods utilized are described 

within the respective chapters. A summary of the experimental techniques used in this 

dissertation is shown in Table 2.1. The specific experimental designs were tailored case by 

case for each project to investigate the different aspects of the research. 
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Table 2.1: Experimental techniques used in this dissertation to probe nanoparticle 

physicochemical characterization, nanoparticle–nanoparticle interactions and aggregation, 

and aqueous-phase biomolecule adsorption to mineral surfaces.  

 Techniques Data Provided 
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 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM) 

Nanoparticle morphology (i.e., size, shape) and thin-

film thickness measurements. 

Energy Dispersive 

X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

Elemental mapping analyses of airborne 

nanoparticles. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) 

Nanoparticle morphology (i.e., size, shape) 

measurements, and aggregation state analyses. 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 

(BET) Analyzer 

Specific surface area measurements of nanoparticles, 

including pore size and pore volume analyses. 

Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Crystalline phase identification of nanoparticles. 
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s Dynamic Light Scattering 

(DLS) 

Colloidal stability, hydrodynamic diameter, 

aggregation behavior, and aggregation kinetics of 

nanoparticles. 

Zeta Potential Analysis  

(ξ-potential) 

Nanoparticle surface charge and stability as a 

function of pH, concentration, and  

functionalization  

in aqueous environments. 
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Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR) 

Molecular-level characterization of biomolecule-

nanoparticle interactions as a function of pH, 

concentration, and type of adsorbed molecules. 
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2.1 Nanoparticle Physiochemical Characterization 

2.1.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is designed to analyze solid objects' surfaces 

by utilizing a beam of focused electrons of relatively low energy as an electron probe 

scanned over the sample.1,2 The signals from the interaction of the electrons and sample 

surface produce secondary, backscattered, diffracted backscattered electrons, X-ray 

photons, etc. A teardrop-shaped electron–solid matter interaction volume with respective 

limits to the depths where each signal type can be emitted or detected are shown in Fig. 

2.1. When an electron beam interacts with the specimen, the action stimulates the emission 

of high-energy backscattered electrons and low-energy secondary electrons from the 

specimen's surface. In SEM imaging, secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are 

mostly used. As the energy of secondary electrons is usually low (< 50 eV), the mean free 

path is limited in solid matter, and beams can escape from the surface after beam electrons 

have ejected them from atoms in the sample.3,4 Backscattered electrons emerge from the 

specimen with a large fraction of the incident energy intact after experiencing scattering 

and deflection by the electric fields of the atoms in the sample.3 The signals are then 

captured in a detector to provide direct information about the surface features. 
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Figure 2.1: Different types of signals generated with electron–matter interaction 

volume. 

For this work, SEM was primarily used to image nanoparticle morphology (i.e., 

size, shape) and acquire thin film thickness measurements of TiO2 and α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles. The thickness of the nanoparticle thin film over an internal reflection 

element (IRE) is crucial for ATR-FTIR measurements to understand the interaction and 

adsorption of molecules on the nanoparticle surface. Combining various detectors and 

beam generation systems within an SEM chamber has been very useful for different 

applications in nano and material science.5 In addition to traditional SEM, Field Emission 

SEM (FE-SEM) was employed for thin-film thickness measurements. Compare with 

conventional SEM, this technique differs from producing clearer, less electrostatically 
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distorted images. FE-SEM was used to create improved spatial resolution images at low 

potentials (1-3 kV for this study). To simulate a film preparation on the crystal, the ATR 

crystal was initially covered with 16 silicon wafers (5x5 mm each). 1 mL of 3 mg/mL TiO2 

and 5 mg/mL α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle suspensions were deposited on the IRE and dried 

overnight. The wafers were then placed on cross-section sample holders to image the 

thickness of the films. The FE-SEM results showed that both α-Fe2O3 and TiO2 

nanoparticle films were ~3 µm (Fig. 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional FE-SEM images for a) α-Fe2O3 and b) TiO2 nanoparticle 

thin films over silicon wafers. 

2.1.2 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is an analytical tool used for the 

elemental analysis or chemical characterization of a sample.6 The method relies on the 

interaction between X-ray excitation and sample composition. The characterization 

capability of EDX is based on the fundamental principle that each element has a unique 

atomic structure allowing for a unique set of peaks on its X-ray spectrum.6  

When a high-energy beam of charged electrons or protons, or a beam of X-rays, is 

focused onto the sample, it stimulates X-rays' emission. Briefly, every atom in its ground 

state has electron shells bound to the nucleus. When the electron beam interacts with the 

specimen, an electron can eject from its inner-shell, creating a hole in its ground state. An 
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outer electron, a high-energy electron, fills the gap, and the difference in the energy is 

released as an X-ray.1 In EDX, the number and energy of the X-rays emitted from a 

specimen can be measured. The difference between the energy levels of two shells is 

element-specific, allowing the elemental composition of the specimen to be determined.6,7 

EDX can be used for elemental analysis of the specimen surface while obtaining color-

coded elemental mapping from SEM images. In this dissertation, EDX was used to analyze 

the elemental composition of airborne metal-containing particles collected on substrates 

from Microorifice Uniform Deposit Impactor (MOUDI)8 stages at the machining center 

site and the foundry site. The details of these experiments are explained in Chapter 7 of the 

dissertation. 

2.1.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) provides molecular-level resolution 

images, and it is widely used in nanomaterial characterization.9 TEM leverages the 

advantages of accelerated electron beam transmission (by the high voltage electric field) 

through a specimen, allowing for imaging of the internal as well as external features of 

material by analyzing morphology, composition, and crystal structure.10  

Both SEM and TEM present unique advantages when compared to the other. In this 

dissertation, TEM was used to measure the size and size distribution of individual 

nanoparticles and analyze d-spacing to assess exposed facets of surface planes. Before 

imaging, diluted nanoparticle suspensions in MilliQ water were sonicated for 2 minutes. A 

10 µL droplet from the sonicated suspension was then deposited on a formvar/carbon-

coated 100-mesh copper grid and kept inside a dry (H2O-less) air chamber until dried. 
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Images of the nanoparticles were taken by a JEOL JEM-1400 Plus transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) at 80 kV. The acquired TEM images were processed using ImageJ 

software that allowed for lattice spacing measurements and size distributions. 

2.1.4 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

Crystalline phase characterization of the nanoparticles was completed using 

powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). XRD is a technique based on the constructive 

interference of monochromatic X-rays and a long-range-ordered, crystalline sample. In this 

method, an electron cloud movement is created by the incident X-ray waves interacting 

with an atom on the crystal surface. Re-radiation of the same frequency waves creates 

elastic scattering. The diffracted waves can then interfere to produce a diffraction 

maximum at certain incident angles, and specifically, constructive interference (and a 

diffracted ray), when conditions satisfy Bragg's Law, as shown in Equation 2.1:11  

2d sinθ = n λ                         (Eq. 2.1) 

where d is the interplanar distance of the crystal; θ is the angle of incidence; λ  is the 

wavelength of the incident X-rays, and n is a positive integer representing the order of the 

diffraction. Samples rich in Fe could create fluorescence12 under the incident Cu Kα beam 

from Cu XRD anodes, resulting in polychromatic radiation and an elevated background. 

This heightened background occurs because the Kα line of Fe emitted radiation (6.40 keV) 

is close to the Cu Kα (8.04 keV).  Fe-derived radiation will be detected,   which would not 

affect peak position or intensity but increase the background. Two different types of XRD 

anodes (Mo and Cu) were used in this dissertation to eliminate this issue. The crystalline 

phase of TiO2 nanoparticles was determined with a D8 ADVANCE Bruker powder XRD 
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using Cu Kα radiation at λ=1.54184 Å. Whereas, the crystalline phase of α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles was determined using an APEX II Ultra diffractometer equipped with a 

CCD-based area detector, using Mo Kα radiation at λ= 0.71073 Å. 

2.1.5 Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) Surface Area Measurements 

Specific surface area (SSA) was calculated by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

analysis using a multi-point N2-BET isotherm approach. A Quantachrome Nova 4200e 

surface analyzer was used for SSA and pore size measurements. Prior to nanoparticle 

loading, empty borosilicate sample tubes were weighed. Powdered nanoparticles were then 

placed in sample tubes and degassed at the desired temperature and time to remove any 

pre-adsorbed (impurities) molecules from the sample surface. After degassing, the sample's 

accurate mass was obtained by subtracting the initial sample tube mass from the total mass. 

N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms in the relative pressure range (P/P0) of 0.05-0.95 were 

used to determine SSA. The BET equation used for the calculations is shown in Equation 

2.2:13 

1

𝑊[(
𝑃𝑜
𝑃

)−1]
=

1

𝑊𝑚𝐶
+

𝐶−1

𝑊𝑚𝐶
(

𝑃

𝑃𝑜
)                      (Eq. 2.2)        

here, W is the weight of the adsorbed N2 gas; Wm is the weight of the adsorbate constituting 

a monolayer, C is the BET constant, and P and Po are the equilibrium and saturation 

pressures.  
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2.2 Nanoparticle–Nanoparticle Interactions and Aggregation Studies 

2.2.1 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) for Hydrodynamic Diameter 

Surface chemistry of nanoparticles plays a crucial role in their physicochemical 

behavior within complex environmental and biological processes, some of which can be 

seen in Fig. 2.3. In an aqueous environment, surface chemistry can affect adsorbate affinity 

to the surface.14,15 A detailed understanding of nanoparticles' surface chemistry can help to  

understand the relationships between nanoparticle structure, nanoparticle, and sorbate 

chemical activity. Hydrodynamic size indicates how nanoparticles behave in a liquid 

environment,16 and one of the most critical factors determining distribution kinetics.17 

When characterizing nanoparticles, it reflects the size of the colloids in solution and 

includes surface coatings.18 Upon adsorption of the molecules to nanoparticle surfaces, 

hydrodynamic size could change due to surface modifications. Determining the changes in 

hydrodynamic size for bare and biomolecule-coated nanoparticles is an important factor as 

most applications of nanomaterials occur in solutions. In this dissertation, nanoparticles' 

hydrodynamic sizes were measured using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), which enables 

us to investigate the correlation of particle sizes with physiological responses in a 

continually changing, dynamic state, where molecules adsorb onto the particle forming 

coronas. 
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Figure 2.3: Surface chemistry parameters of nanoparticles that impact their 

environmental and biological fate in complex aqueous systems.  

In an aqueous suspension, nanoparticles undergo Brownian motion due to the 

random collisions with the solvent and diffusion. The diffusion of particles is impacted by 

multiple factors and can be described by the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 2.3): 

𝐷 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

3𝜋𝜂𝑑
                                        (Eq. 2.3)           

where D is the diffusion coefficient, kB is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the absolute 

temperature, 𝜂 is the viscosity, and 𝑑 is the hydrodynamic diameter. 

DLS quantitatively investigates the nanoparticle aggregation state in the aqueous 

milieu. When a laser beam is directed to the nanoparticle suspension, the beam scatters due 

to Brownian motion. The intensity fluctuates as a function of time and is then monitored 

and analyzed by autocorrelation functions in the instrument. The time decay in the 

correlation functions is a result of the hydrodynamic size of particles. To reduce their 
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surface free energy, nanoparticles tend to aggregate in an aqueous medium; therefore, it is 

essential to consider the hydrodynamic size of these nanoparticles. It is a more realistic 

depiction of their behavior compared to the calculated or observed size determined by 

electron microscopy imaging.  

Hydrodynamic sizes of bare and amino acid-coated TiO2 and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles 

were investigated using a Beckman Coulter Delsa Nano submicron particle analyzer. A 

nanoparticle stock suspension was sonicated for 2 min, and aliquots were added to prepared 

amino acid solutions to reach final nanoparticle concentrations of 0.03 g/L and 0.01 g/L 

for TiO2 and α-Fe2O3, respectively. These target concentration values were substantially 

more dilute than those used in ATR-FTIR experiments to increase light scattering 

efficiency.19 Prior to nanoparticle addition, amino acid solutions were filtered through 0.2 

µm syringe filters (Acrodisc, PALL) to remove any dust that could potentially distort the 

analysis. 

2.2.2 Zeta Potential Analysis for Surface Charge Measurements 

Nanoparticles in aqueous environments have charged surfaces. Zeta potential can 

be defined as the electric potential at the "slipping plane" or the interface which separates 

the mobile fluid from the fluid that remains attached to the nanoparticle surface, as shown 

by the schematic in Fig. 2.4.20 In here, a negatively-charged nanoparticle surface is 

illustrated. Once the oppositely charged ions in the aqueous medium are attracted to the 

nanoparticle surface, they create ion clusters and ionized layers. Those ions strongly 

bonded to the surface is defined as the "stern layer."  The layer between the stern layer and 
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slipping place is termed as the "diffuse layer." The diffuse layer and the stern layer together 

are referred to as the "electrical double layer." 

In this work, Zeta-potential measurements were carried out with a Malvern 

Instruments Zetasizer Nano instrument. Samples were prepared following the same method 

for DLS measurements (section 2.2.1). Triplicate measurements were taken with 120 

seconds equilibrium time given between each repetition. Zeta-potential results were fit to 

a Gaussian model and the mean values were reported. 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic showing the zeta-potential concept and the respective charge 

layers. 
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2.3 Aqueous Phase Biomolecule Surface Adsorption 

2.3.1 Attenuated Total Reflectance–Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-

FTIR) Spectroscopy 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy are 

highly established techniques for solid-phase characterization. Attenuated total reflection 

Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy has been developed to probe the 

molecular structure of, and interactions between, solid-phase compounds.21 A schematic 

representation of an ATR-FTIR experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.5. Spectra are 

obtained from the absorbance of the evanescent wave from IR active moieties in the 

interfacial region. Therefore, ATR is a sensitive technique to probe the interfacial region 

rather than the bulk sample, even in the presence of strong absorbing solvents, like water. 

These features make ATR-FTIR applicable to real-time in-situ analyses of the adsorption 

kinetics and molecular structural changes associated with adsorption. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of ATR-FTIR experimental setup. 

In this technique, an infrared light beam is directed at an internal reflection element 

(IRE) at an incidence angle (𝜃). Total reflectance occurs at the interface of two materials 
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with different optical refractive indices.21 The material with a higher refractive index 

(optically dense) is the IRE, while the one with the lower refractive index (optically rare) 

is the sample medium. At the point of reflection, an evanescent wave is generated below 

the sample. This field has a certain penetration depth (𝑑𝑝), which depends on the properties 

of the materials involved and their respective refractive indices and is a measure of how 

far the evanescent wave extends into the sample. More specifically, the penetration depth 

is a result of the IR beam energy being absorbed by the molecule, due to the excitation 

from the ground vibrational energy level to a higher energy level. The difference within 

vibrational frequency changes provides information that allows for the study of molecular-

level interactions of nanoparticles on liquid-solid interfaces, including the chemical and 

structural changes that occur during adsorption. The parameters involved in calculating the 

penetration depth are given by Equation 2.4:21 

𝑑𝑝 =
λ

2π𝑛1√[𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 − (
𝑛2

𝑛1
)2]

                                      (Eq. 2.4) 

 

where 𝜆 is the wavelength, 𝑛1 is the refractive index of the IRE, and 𝑛2 is the refractive 

index of the sample medium in direct contact with the IRE. 

In this dissertation, ATR-FTIR spectra were collected using a horizontal flow cell 

with an Amorphous Material Transmitting Infrared Radiation (AMTIR) crystal in a 

Thermo−Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer equipped with an MCT-A detector. This crystal 

was selected because of its high chemical resistance in acidic and neutral environments and 

larger penetration depth compared to other IREs such as ZnSe and Ge. ATR-FTIR spectra 

were recorded across various time intervals suited to the research questions of each study. 
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1 mL aliquots from either 1.5 mg/mL TiO2 or 5 mg/mL α-Fe2O3 suspensions were 

deposited on the AMTIR crystal and dried overnight to form a thin film. Initially, pH 

adjusted MilliQ water (or buffer solution) water was flushed over the nanoparticle thin film 

for a desired amount of time to eliminate loosely bound particles, followed by a collection 

of a background spectrum. Spectra of adsorbates bound on nanoparticle surfaces were then 

acquired by subtracting the background spectrum from the time-dependent spectra. To 

determine surface-induced conformational changes of adsorbates, solution-phase spectra 

of the desired biomolecule were also collected. 
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Chapter 3 pH-Dependent Adsorption of α-Amino Acids, Lysine, Glutamic Acid, 

Serine and Glycine, on TiO2 Nanoparticle Surfaces 

3.1 Abstract 

TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs) are widely used in different applications, and potential 

exposure to these NPs raises concerns about their impact on human health. In contact with 

biological fluids, proteins adsorb onto NPs to create a protein corona. Protein adsorption is 

highly dependent on the affinity between exterior amino acid residues and the NP surface. 

Thus, studying amino acids adsorption onto NPs can provide insight into protein corona 

formation. Herein, the pH-dependent adsorption of α-amino acids onto TiO2 NPs in 

buffered solutions is described. Methods include attenuated total reflectance-Fourier 

transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy to analyze molecular interactions and 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) to measure changes in size and zeta-potential upon 

adsorption. Since pH determines the surface charge and functionality, and the predominant 

molecular species, the adsorption affinity is highly pH dependent. Adsorption of lysine and 

glycine increases proportionally with changes in pH, whereas glutamic acid adsorption 

decreases with increasing pH. Serine shows the highest adsorption at its isoelectric point. 

These differences are attributed to the different speciation of the functional groups within 

the amino acids and the TiO2 surface charge at each pH. Analyzing the pH-dependent 

adsorption of amino acids can provide a better understanding of biomolecule-surface 

interactions in in vivo and different biological milieu.  
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3.2 Introduction 

In the last few decades, the increased use of NPs has led to concerns about their 

impact on human health and the environment.1-4 This leads to intentional or unintentional 

exposure to NPs through pulmonary routes, oral ingestion, dermal contact or intravenous 

injection for biomedical applications.5 As soon as NPs interact with biological fluids, 

competitive adsorption of different proteins and biological components creates a dynamic 

coating on the NP surface. This layer is termed the “protein corona”, and it determines the 

NP biological identity and influences physiological and therapeutic responses to NPs.6, 7 

Contingent upon their biological identity, NPs can deposit on primary tissues or translocate 

to secondary sites. Furthermore, they can disrupt cell type-specific cytoskeleton,5 

accumulate in regions of the lungs8 or even aggregate in the brain.9  

TiO2 has been widely used in surface science studies as a model semiconductor 

metal oxide.10-12 There has been rising interest in TiO2 interactions with proteins and amino 

acids to improve the in situ material performance and better understand biological 

component-surface interactions at the molecular level.13, 14 Amino acids adsorption on NPs 

has been reported in numerous theoretical and experimental studies.15-25 These studies 

conclude that the sequence of amino acids influences peptide bonding and protein corona 

formation. Studying amino acid interactions with NP surfaces contributes to our 

understanding of the “new biological identity” of NPs in biological milieu. The results of 

these studies can provide insight into the formation of protein corona, as well as protein 

secondary structural changes upon adsorption in potentially a predictable way.  
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In aqueous environments, amino acids adsorb onto oxide NP surfaces on different 

surface sites. Hydroxyl groups are often involved in these interactions.20  For amino acids, 

carboxylate groups can displace surface hydroxyl groups and directly bind to titanium sites 

at the surface.26 For example, carboxylate groups play an essential role in cysteine 

adsorption.27, 28 pH-dependent adsorption studies of cysteine onto TiO2 have shown that 

adsorption is through electrostatic interactions and/or carboxylate coordination onto the 

surface.23, 29 A molecular dynamics (MD) study16 concluded that adsorption probabilities 

of arginine and aspartic acid (at pH values where these amino acids are charged) on TiO2 

NPs were significantly higher than aromatic and non-polar residues. Serine demonstrated 

weaker adsorption, but results were still higher than adsorption of less polar amino acids. 

However, physiological conditions such as pH and ionic strength were not considered in 

that study. In fact, the pH in different regions of the human body varies quite a bit. It is 

acidic in the stomach (pH = 1.5–4), neutral in the blood (pH = 7.35–7.45) and slightly 

alkaline in some parts of the duodenum and the intestines (pH = 7–8).30-32 Thus, 

understanding the pH-dependent mechanisms of amino acid adsorption is essential. A 

recent study correlated the protein corona formation with the amino acid sequence of the 

protein exterior,33 suggesting that protein adsorption behavior onto NP surfaces is related 

to amino acid interactions.  

The primary aim of this study is to uncover in detail how pH affects amino acids 

speciation and their adsorption onto TiO2 NPs. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy is used for in situ 

monitoring of amino acid adsorbates by probing the spectral changes during the adsorption 

process. Furthermore, the impact of surface coverage on NP physicochemical properties is 

analyzed using a DLS instrument and zeta-potential measurements. The size and surface 
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charge of NPs can impact living organisms and play an important role in how the human 

body responds to exposure and/or detoxifies NPs.34-36 Therefore, the findings of this current 

study provide molecular level detail of the pH-dependent adsorption mechanisms of amino 

acids onto TiO2 NPs. The insights from these studies contribute to elucidate specifics of 

the protein corona formation and aides in further understanding of biomolecule-surface 

interactions. 

Table 3.1: Amino acids used in this study including their side chain characteristics, 

molecular structures, logarithmic dissociation constants (pKa), and isoelectric points 

(pHIEP) at 25 ºC. 

Amino Acid 

(Abbreviation) 

Side Chain 

Characteristics 

Molecular 

Structure 

 pKa  
pHIEP 

pKa1
 pKa2

 pKa3
 

Lysine 

(Lys, K) 

polar 

positively 

charged  
 

2.15 9.16 10.67 9.47 

Glutamic Acid 

(Glu, E) 

polar 

negatively 

charged  
 

2.16 4.15 9.58 3.22 

Serine 

(Ser, S) 

polar 

neutral 

 

2.13 9.05 – 5.68 

Glycine 

(Gly, G) 

non-polar 

neutral 

 

2.34 9.58 – 6.06 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Materials 

TiO2 NPs were purchased from Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials Inc. ʟ-

lysine (>98.5%) and glycine (>98.5%) were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Inc. ʟ-
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glutamic acid (>99%) and ʟ-serine (>99%) were purchased from Acros Organics. 

Characteristics of the amino acids used in this study are listed in Table 3.1. 2-(N-

morpholino)-ethane sulfonic acid (MES) and 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) were obtained from Fisher Scientific Inc., and 

tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamino propane sulfonic acid (TAPS) from Spectrum Chemical. 

Table 3.2 presents the selected buffers used to maintain a stable pH throughout the 

adsorption experiments. Solutions were prepared with MilliQ water (Millipore, resistance 

= 18.2 MΩ·cm at 25 °C). pH was adjusted using hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) solutions from Fisher Scientific, Inc. Ionic strength was maintained at 

50 mM with addition of sodium chloride (NaCl) (Fisher Scientific, Inc.). All chemicals 

were used without purification. 

Table 3.2: Selected buffers used for experiments and their different pH ranges. 

Buffer Common Name 

(Chemical Formula) 

Molecular 

Structure 

Applicable 

pH Range 

Selected 

pH 

MES 

(C6H13NO4S)  
 

5.5 – 6.7 6.0 

HEPES 

(C8H18N2O4S) 
 

6.8 – 8.2 7.4 

TAPS 

(C7H17NO6S) 
 

7.7 – 9.1 9.0 

 

3.3.2 Nanoparticle Characterization 

The crystalline phase of TiO2 NPs was determined with a D8 ADVANCE Bruker 

powder X-Ray diffractometer (XRD) using Cu Kα radiation at λ=1.54184 Å (40 kV, 40 
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mA). A 20 µL droplet from sonicated TiO2 suspension (0.03 g/L) was placed on 

formvar/carbon coated 100-mesh copper grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and dried 

overnight. Images of the TiO2 NPs were taken by a JEOL JEM-1400 Plus transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) at 80 kV. Size distribution of more than 100 NPs was analyzed 

with an ImageJ software and results were fit to a Gaussian model. A Quantachrome Nova 

4200e analyzer was used for surface area measurements from BET 

(Brunauer−Emmett−Teller) N2 adsorption isotherms. Prior to analysis, TiO2 NPs were 

degassed overnight at 120º C. Measurements were run in triplicate and the average value 

was reported. A Zeiss Sigma 500 field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) 

was used to determine the morphology of the thin film. A horizontal 45º beveled faces 

amorphous material transmitting infrared radiation (AMTIR) crystal (PIKE Technologies) 

was initially covered with 16 silicon wafers, 5x5 mm each (TED Pella, Inc.). 1 mL NP 

suspension (1.5 mg/mL TiO2 in MilliQ water) was deposited on the wafers and dried 

overnight. The wafers were then placed on 90º sample holders and images were taken under 

3 kV beam current. 

3.3.3 ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy  

ATR-FTIR spectra were collected using a horizontal flow cell with an AMTIR 

crystal in a Thermo−Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer equipped with an MCT-A detector 

(Fig. 3.1a). Spectra were recorded every 5 min at 4 cm−1 resolution. pH was controlled by 

dissolving amino acids in corresponding 25 mM buffered solutions (except for pH 2, a 

buffer was not used) and adjusted to 2, 6, 7.4, and 9. Amino acid solution spectra were 

collected for 100 mM concentration. For adsorption studies, 5 mM amino acid solutions 
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(much lower concentration than solution phase only studies) were used in order to prevent 

contributions from solution phase species to the spectrum. 1.5 mg/mL TiO2 NP suspension 

was deposited on the AMTIR crystal and dried overnight to form a thin film (Fig. 3.1b). 

The solution flow rate over the film was then fixed 1 mL/min. Initially, MilliQ water was 

flushed for 10 min to eliminate loosely bound particles and then buffer solution was 

introduced for 30 min followed by collection of a background spectrum. Finally, 5 mM 

amino acid solution was flushed for 1 h and the background spectrum was subtracted from 

the results to remove any buffer contributions from the spectrum. 

3.3.4 Dynamic Light Scattering and Zeta-Potential Measurements 

Hydrodynamic sizes of bare and amino acid adsorbed TiO2 NPs were investigated 

using a Beckman Coulter Delsa Nano submicron particle analyzer. TiO2 NPs stock 

suspension was sonicated for 2 min, and aliquots were added to 5 mM amino acid solutions. 

The final concentration (0.03 g/L) was much more diluted than ATR-FTIR experiments to 

increase the efficiency of light scattering.37, 38 Prior to the addition of NPs, the solutions 

were filtered through 0.2 µm pore size syringe filters (Acrodisc, PALL) to remove any dust 

that could potentially distort the analysis and give erroneous results. Zeta-potential 

measurements were carried out with a Malvern Instruments Zetasizer Nano instrument. 

Samples were prepared following the same method for DLS measurements without buffers. 

Triplicate measurements were taken with 120 s equilibrium time between each repetition. 

Zeta-potential and number distribution of the hydrodynamic diameter results were fit to a 

Gaussian model and the mean values were reported. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Nanoparticle Characterization 

Cross-sectional FE-SEM image of the corresponding TiO2 NPs thin film shows a 

thickness of ~1.5 µm (Fig. 3.1b). The spectrum of the film suggests there is minimal 

contributions of organic compounds on the film surface (Fig. 3.1b insert). The peaks at 800 

cm−1 and 905 cm−1 are associated with the TiO2 lattice vibrations.39 Hydroxylated TiO2 NP 

surfaces have a broad 3400 cm−1 peak corresponding to O–H stretching vibration [ν(O−H)], 

and the 1640 cm−1 peak represents H2O bending mode [δ(H2O)].40  

 

Figure 3.1: TiO2 NPs thin film used in amino acid adsorption. (a) Schematic 

representation of the ATR-FTIR set-up; (b) FE-SEM image and the respective ATR-FTIR 

spectrum (insert) of the film; (c) TEM image and the size distribution analysis (insert); and 

(d) XRD data of TiO2 NPs. 
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Size analysis of the particles in the TEM image shows the mean TiO2 NP diameter 

is 5  1 nm and NPs exhibit spherical morphology (Fig. 3.1c). XRD pattern in Fig. 3.1d 

identifies that NPs are entirely anatase, and the average surface area from BET analysis is 

110 ± 3 m2/g (Fig. A1). This is much lower than the calculated geometric area (308 m2/g) 

for anatase TiO2, based on bulk weighted density of 3.9 m2/g, and indicates that NPs are 

aggregated. 

 

3.4.2 Effects of pH on Lys and Glu Solution ATR-FTIR Spectra 

In the aqueous phase, amino acids coexist as different species; protonated (cation), 

neutral (zwitterion) and deprotonated (anion) forms. The molar distribution of these 

different species can be determined using the Henderson−Hasselbalch approximation as 

follows (Eq. 3.1):41 

 pH = pKa + log 
[A−]

[HA]
                                  (Eq 3.1) 

where pKa is the logarithmic dissociation constant of the weak acid; [HA] is the molarity 

of the weak acid and [A−] is the molarity of the conjugate base at a certain pH.42 The pH-

dependent amino acid speciation can be summarized in a speciation plot as seen in Fig. 3.2 

for Lys and Glu at different pH values, the solution spectra is also shown in the Fig. 3.2. 

Each spectrum includes the subtraction of appropriate buffered solution spectrum. The 

emergence and disappearance of vibrational peaks often times are obscured by overlap of 

neighboring peaks or interpreted as peak shifts.43 To better observe all vibrational peaks, 

local minimum values from the second derivatives of the ATR-FTIR spectra were found 

via an OMNIC 9.0 software (Thermo Fisher) and used for assignments. 
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Figure 3.2: pH-dependent amino acid speciation diagram with the corresponding 

structures (left) and the solution ATR-FTIR spectra as a function of pH (right). Spectra are 

shown for 100 mM (a) lysine and (b) glutamic acid solutions. The bars represent speciation 

percentages at each pH. 

Lys has two amine groups in the structure and protonation species are represented 

as dication (K2+), monocation (K+), zwitterion (K), and monoanion (K−). According to the 

Lys speciation distribution results at pH 2, ca. 60% the species is K2+ and the remaining 
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(40%) is K+ (Fig. 3.2a left). The prominent carboxylic acid stretches at 1727 cm−1 and 1257 

cm−1 are referred to ν(C=O) and ν(C−OH), respectively (Fig. 3.2a right). These peaks 

disappear with increasing pH due to deprotonation of carboxylic acid to form carboxylate 

ion.21 Since Lys speciation is almost entirely K+ in the pH range of ~3.7−7.5, the spectrum 

at pH 7.4 is identical to the one at pH 6. Carboxylate contributions to the spectra is seen by 

the asymmetric νas(COO−) and symmetric νs(COO−) stretching modes. The two modes 

show stronger peak intensities at these pH values in comparison to pH 2 due to carboxylate 

formation.24, 43  

Table 3.3: Vibrational modes for solution phase and adsorbed lysine as a function of 

pH. 

a ν
s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: wag vibrations. 

ATR-FTIR spectral changes are observed under basic conditions as well. At pH 9, 

53% of Lys speciation is K+ and the remaining (47%) is K. The peak correspondent with 

the asymmetric bending mode of protonated amine [δas(NH3

+
)] overlaps with the νas(COO−) 

peak at 1599 cm−1.44 The deprotonated amine peak associated with the scissor motion at 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2  pH 6  pH 7.4  pH 9  Literature 

(Solution) 
21, 43-49 Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  

ν(C=O) 1727 1724  - -  - -  - 1740  1730-1733 

δ
as

(NH
3

+

) 1621 1621  1621 1615  1621 1621  1621 1621  1620-1634 

ν
as

(COO−) 1596 1599  1595 1593  1595 1592  1599 1598  1584-1608 

ν
sc

(NH
2
) - 1558  - 1558  1547 1547  1557 1564  1559 

δ
s
(NH

3

+

) 1528/1512 1528/1512  1527/1512 1521/1506  1528/1512 1527/1513  1527/1515 1527/1512  1521-1527 

δ(CH
2
) 1476/1461/

1444 
1484/1462/

1442 
 1477/1461/

1442 
1473/1458/

1446 
 1478/1462/

1442 
1476/1461/

1443 
 1477/1463/

1445 
1478/1461/

1443 
 1445-1476 

ν
s
(COO−) 1412 1416/1402  1413 1417/1397  1413 1413/1400  1412 1413/1401  1396-1414 

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1353/1332 1352/1331  1354/1327 1348/1320  1356/1332 1347/1321  1354/1310 1347/1321  1311-1352 

ν(C−OH) 1257 1242  - -  - -  - 1236  1237-1255 
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1557 cm−1 [νsc(NH2)] begins to appear while the δas(NH3

+
) decreases.44 A summary of Lys 

peak assignments is listed in Table 3.3.21, 43-49 

Glu consists of two carboxyl groups with the following protonation species present 

in solution: monocation (E+), zwitterion (E), monoanion (E−), and dianion (E2−). At pH 2, 

ca. 60% of the speciation is E+ and the remaining (40%) is E (Fig. 3.2b left). Carboxylic 

acid groups are present on both species. The corresponding vibrations of ν(C=O) and 

ν(C−OH) appear at 1726 cm−1 and 1228 cm−1, respectively (Fig. 3.2b right). The νas(COO−) 

peak at 1597 cm−1 and the νs(COO−) peak at 1410 cm−1 together confirm the presence of -

carboxylate (attached to -carbon) in the zwitterion E. Glu solution spectra at pH 6 and pH 

7.4 show similar features since only monoanion E− species is present. At these pH values, 

the amine group is protonated and differentiates the two carboxylate vibrations.50 The 

νas(COO−) of -carboxylate peak at 1598 cm−1 gets broadened as a result of H-bonding 

with the amine group, and another νas(COO−) peak at 1550 cm−1 appears for the distal-

carboxylate group (as part of the side chain). Formation of the distal-carboxylate causes an 

increase in the νs(COO−) peak intensity at ~1402 cm−1. Additionally, increase in pH causes 

the occurrence of the νas(COO−) peaks for - and distal-carboxylate at very similar 

wavenumbers.50 Thus, the shoulder at 1597 cm−1 gets narrower and νas(COO−) peak at 1552 

cm−1 is present at high intensity at pH 9. In contrast to the Lys solution spectrum at this 

pH, there is no significant νsc(NH2) peak observed for Glu spectrum due to overlapping 

with the νas(COO−) peak. Glu peak assignments are summarized in Table 3.4.21, 43-50 
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Table 3.4: Vibrational modes for solution phase and adsorbed glutamic acid as a 

function of pH. 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2  pH 6  pH 7.4  pH 9  Literature 
(Solution) 

21, 43-50 Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  

ν(C=O) 1726 1722  - -  - -  - 1744  1712-1728 

δ
as

(NH
3

+

) 1621 1621  1621 1621  1628 1621  1621 1621  1583-1635 

ν
as

(COO−) 1597 1597/1546  1597/1547 1598/1552  1598/1550 1596/1552  1595/1552 1595/1551  1537-1560 

δ
s
(NH

3

+

) 1527 1522  1527 1522  1530 1534  1527 1534  1520-1540 

δ(CH
2
) 1462/1451 1451  1462/1451/

1442 
1453  1465/1446 

1467/1451/

1443 
 1462/1451/

1443 

1462/1451/

1442 
 1440-1454 

ν
s
(COO−) 1410 1423/1404  1401 1424/1403  1402 1424/1402  1401 1401  1400-1417 

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1351/1320 1345/1321  1351/1320 1346/1325  1348/1322 1345/1326  1346/1325 1346/1325  1323-1350 

ν(C−OH) 1228 1219  - -  - -  - -  1205-1253 

a ν
s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: wag vibrations. 

3.4.3 Carboxylate Binding Modes and pH-dependence of TiO2 Nanoparticle 

Surfaces 

Possible carboxylate binding modes on TiO2 NPs are illustrated in Scheme 3.1.52-

55 Electrostatic interactions (as seen in Scheme 3.1a) and H-bonding (as seen in Scheme 

3.1b-c) are shown. Monodentate, bidentate bridging, and bidentate chelating are the metal 

coordinated carboxylate binding modes (as seen in Scheme 3.1d-f).51, 52 Bridging oxygen 

atoms of TiO2 surface are coordinated to two in-plane titanium atoms.51 Monodentate mode 

(as seen in Scheme 3.1d) involves binding between a single Ti4+ ion and an oxygen atom 

from carboxylate, whereas bidentate bridging (as seen in Scheme 3.1e) involves 

carboxylate binding onto two neighboring Ti4+ ions by two oxygen atoms.51, 53 Both of the 

oxygen atoms from carboxylate bind to one single Ti4+ ion for bidentate chelating (as seen 

in Scheme 3.1f). Inner-sphere complexes along with the outer-sphere coordination, where 
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the water molecule is between the surface and adsorbate, play important roles to understand 

adsorption mechanisms.54, 55 

 

Scheme 3.1: Possible binding modes of carboxylate group onto TiO2 NPs. (a) 

Electrostatic attraction; (b) double H-bonding; (c) single H-bonding; (d) monodentate 

(ester-like linkage); (e) bidentate bridging and (f) bidentate chelating. 

Vibrational frequencies change depending on adsorbate coordination to NP 

surfaces.47, 51 Carboxylate interactions can be characterized in part by the wavenumber 

splitting of the asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes (νas-s= νas- νs). A large 

change in the νas-s value of adsorbate compared to the value of uncoordinated species 

suggests a strong interaction with the NP surface.15, 20, 23 If the difference is not significant 

enough, it is generally concluded that the bonding is not strong or chemisorption is not 

involved.56 The difference in νas-s values between the ionic (free aqueous) state and the 

bidentate bridging are very similar to distinguish, and H-bonds are known to affect the 

stability of ionic bonds.51 An ab initio study53 of acetate interactions with Na+, Mg2+ and 

Ca2+ ions and water molecule showed that νas-s value for double H-bonded carboxylate 

was smaller than the one of free acetate ion, but larger than the one of bidentate bridging. 
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According to Deacon’s rule, νas-s values for metal coordinated carboxylate binding modes 

follow the order: νas-s(monodentate) > νas-s(ionic) > νas-s(bidentate bridging) > νas-s 

(bidentate chelating).52-55 Considering the order and the existing studies, it is suggested that 

the νas-s values for H-bonds are close to that for the ionic state. The observed νas−s values 

are listed in Table A1. TiO2 surfaces are known to have amphiphilic properties with both 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic sites. Hydrophilic sites can rapidly hydroxylate and form 

surface hydroxyl groups with changing pH. 14, 42 The protonation/deprotonation of the 

hydroxyl groups and the charge state of the surface can be controlled by solution pH as 

follows:39, 57, 58 

                                     Ti–OH +H+  → TiOH2
+                                       (Eq. 3.2) 

                                     Ti–OH+OH ̶ → TiO  ̶ + H2O                                  (Eq. 3.3) 

At pH values below the point zero charge (pHPZC) of TiO2, hydroxyl sites protonate, and 

the surface gains a net positive charge (Eq. 2). At pH values above the pHPZC, it is expected 

to see deprotonation, and surface gains a net negative charge due to reaction with OH− ions 

(Eq. 3.3).29  

 

3.4.4 ATR-FTIR Analysis of Lys and Glu Adsorption as a Function of pH  

Lys and Glu adsorbate spectra as a function of time are shown in Fig. 3.3. Although 

the experiments were conducted for 1 h, data are shown until the 20 min mark because 

adsorption reaches equilibrium at ~20 min, and no spectral changes are visible after this 

time. The dashed lines represent the spectra of 5 mM amino acid solutions used in the 
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adsorption studies. The importance of the carboxyl and amine groups during adsorption is 

clear when comparing the solution and adsorbate spectra (Fig. A2). Vibrational 

assignments for adsorbate spectra were based on the solution spectra. Effects of pH on 

adsorption is not only observed in the spectral features, but also in the peak intensities that 

correlate to the amount of adsorbed amino acids.  

Lys adsorbate spectra at pH 2 shows two overlapping peaks of νs(COO−) at 1416 

cm−1 and 1402 cm−1, indicating the interaction between the carboxylate groups and the NP 

surface (Fig. 3.3a).21 The observed ν(C=O) peak at 1724 cm−1 suggests the presence of 

protonated carboxylic acid groups. As previously discussed,47 changes in the bandwidth 

for adsorbed νs(COO−) possibly reflect the heterogeneity in the hydration sphere and/or 

heterogeneity in the molecular interactions with the surface. This observation also refers to 

occurrence of multiple νas−s values for amino acid adsorbate, which confirms that different 

states or orientations are present on the NP surfaces.20 The νas-s values for adsorbed Lys 

at pH 2 are 183 cm−1 and 197 cm−1, while the uncoordinated Lys νas-s value is 184 cm−1. 

Displacement of surface hydroxyl groups and direct binding to Ti4+ ions are favorable in 

acidic conditions.26 Changes in the νas-s value from free species to the coordinated 

adsorbate are suggestive of surface hydroxyl group displacement and carboxylate 

adsorption. Thus, an increase of 13 cm−1 in νas-s is due to the asymmetry in carboxylate 

stretch upon adsorption, confirming the mode of monodentate ①, as seen in Scheme 3.2a.46 

A decrease in νas-s value can be concluded as a result of bidentate bridging ②; however, 

this change is not significant and could refer to double H-bonding of the carboxylate ③ to 

the hydroxylated TiO2 NP surface (TiOH2
+), as seen in Scheme 3.2a.  
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Figure 3.3: ATR−FTIR spectra of adsorbed (a) lysine and (b) glutamic acid onto TiO2 

NPs at different pH values as a function of time. Spectra were collected for 20 min at 5 

min intervals. The dashed line shows the contribution from solution (5 mM) used for 

adsorption. 
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For Lys adsorbate spectra at pH 6 and pH 7.4, there is a drastic decrease in the 

δs(NH3

+
) peak intensity compared to solution phase, suggesting the interactions from 

protonated amine group to the TiO2 NP surfaces. An increase in νas-s value from free K+ 

species is pointed to be a result of monodentate configuration. Moreover, the νs(COO−) 

peak is broadened and a decrease in νas-s value indicates the bidentate bridging. At pH 6 

(≈ pHPZC of the TiO2 NPs, see Fig. 3.6), surface is monoprotonated (Ti–OH) and has a 

neutral charge. The shoulder is ~1635 cm−1 conceivably associated with the interfacial 

water. Inner-sphere complexes are energetically favorable on the surface, and outer-sphere 

complexes are known to initiate their formation. 24, 51 The high absorbance intensity of the 

spectra at pH 6 and pH 7.4 is suggested to be results of outer-sphere complexes. Thus, 

changes in νas-s value for Lys adsorbate may indicate that double ③ and single H-bonding 

④ configurations are also possible on the surface, as seen in Scheme 3.2a. In addition, an 

increase in pH from 6 to 7.4 enhances dehydroxylation, causing the NP surface to acquire 

a slightly negative charge (TiO−).24 For this reason, electrostatic attractions ⑤ are likely 

between the TiO2 NP surfaces and the protonated amine group in K+ species at pH 7.4, as 

seen in Scheme 3.2a. The higher peak intensities at pH 7.4 in comparison to pH 6 is 

explained by this phenomenon. 
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Scheme 3.2: pH-dependent conformations of adsorbed amino acids onto TiO2 NPs. 

Surface charge and amino acid speciation change as a function of pH. Atoms are colored 

as oxygen (red), nitrogen (dark blue), carbon (grey), and hydrogen (white).  
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A notable change for Lys adsorbate spectrum at pH 9 is that the νsc(NH2) peak at 

1557 cm−1 is not observed while a new peak at 1740 cm−1 is associated with proton transfer 

from the amine group the carboxylate assisted potentially through an intermolecular 

process involving the surface hydroxyl groups.21 At this pH, dehydroxylation of the TiO2 

NP surfaces increases even more. Protonated amine groups in K+ and K are then attracted 

to the negative TiO2 surface through electrostatic interactions with K+ species showing a 

higher affinity. It is important to note that -amine group in the Lys structure is in close 

proximity to the carboxylate group, and the possibility electrostatic interactions through 

this site onto negative TiO2 NP surfaces can be excluded. Therefore, interactions are 

expected to occur through distal-amine group side chain. Although we propose that at pH 

9 dominant interactions of Lys to the TiO2 NP surface are through electrostatic attractions, 

there are slight changes in νas-s values. These may indicate that double and single H-

bonding from carboxylate sites are also possible with some of the remaining surface 

hydroxyl groups. 

Glu preferably adsorbed on anatase (101) and rutile (100) TiO2 active faces in 

bridging configurations and H-bonds.17 Moreover, Glu showed higher coverage onto TiO2 

at pH values where there were strong electrostatic attractions to the surface.50 The different 

peak intensities, associated with the surface coverage, are notable for Glu adsorption (Fig. 

3.3b). When pH increases, electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged NP 

surface and anionic Glu species increases. This causes a significant decrease in surface 

coverage; similar to what was observed for citric acid (a tricarboxylic acid) adsorption on 

TiO2 NP surfaces.59 In comparison to Glu solution spectrum at pH 2, the ν(C=O) peak 

diminishes in intensity and the bandwidth gets broadened, suggesting protonated surface 
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species and a weakening of the C=O bond due to interaction with the surface.21 Multiple 

νs(COO−) peaks in the adsorbate spectrum displays that there are different coordination 

modes coexist on the surface. A peak appears at 1546 cm−1 for νas(COO−) with a 

corresponding high intensity νs(COO−) peak at 1404 cm−1, presumably associated with the 

distal-carboxylate. This can be deduced from the observed differentiation of carboxylate 

asymmetric stretches at higher pH values in the solution spectra (Fig 2b). Thus, Glu 

interactions with the surface happen in where both of the - and distal-carboxylates are 

present together.21, 50 At pH 2, Glu solution spectrum has only one asymmetric carboxylate 

stretch which tentatively comes from the -carboxylate (see Table 3.4). The solution phase 

value for νas-s is 187 cm−1, whereas on the surface it is 174 cm−1 and 193 cm−1. Therefore, 

it is proposed that -carboxylate possibly adsorbs onto the surface in monodentate ① and 

bidentate bridging ② modes, as seen in Scheme 3.2b. The appearing distal-carboxylate 

νas(COO−) peak indicates that this group coordinates to the surface in bidentate bridging 

mode.  

At pH 6 and pH 7.4, adsorbate spectra of Glu resemble the solution spectra, and 

there is no significant increase in the νas-s value observed. In fact, it is decreased ~20 cm−1 

in comparison to solution phase. This can be explained as adsorbed carboxylates have 

higher symmetry in the structure. Therefore, we suggest that Glu adsorbs onto the surface 

in bidentate bridging mode from both of the carboxylates. Furthermore, one of the νas-s 

values remains stable for both carboxylates, indicating double H-bonding ③, as seen in 

Scheme 3.2b. Electrostatic repulsion is possible through deprotonated carboxylate species 

to the negative TiO2 NP surfaces at pH 7.4, which is seen by a decrease in the peak intensity.  
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At pH 9, the least surface coverage of Glu is observed due to gradually increasing 

electrostatic repulsion as pH increases. Despite the electrostatic repulsion, there is still 

some amount of Glu adsorbed on the TiO2 NP surfaces. This is because of double H-

bonding configuration to the surface hydroxyl groups, and the observed high intensity of 

the νs(COO−) peak also support this assumption. Similar to Lys adsorption at pH 9, a new 

peak at 1744 cm−1 is associated with proton transfer from the amine groups to the 

carboxylates.21 

 The pH-dependent adsorption behavior of Glu is notably different from that of Lys. 

In fact, it displays distinctly opposite behavior, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Peak intensities of the 

Glu adsorbate spectra are much greater under acidic conditions. On the contrary, Lys 

adsorbate spectra have higher peak intensities under basic conditions. At pH 2, Glu 

(consists of E+ and E species) shows the highest adsorption from strong carboxylate 

interactions to the positively charged TiO2 NP surfaces. At pH 9, Lys (consists of K+ and 

K species) exhibits the highest adsorption due to strong electrostatic attractions to the 

negatively charged TiO2 NP surfaces. Both of the Lys and Glu have their zwitterionic forms 

in the speciation closer to where they show the highest adsorption results through different 

adsorption mechanisms (Fig. 3.2). Combinations of amine and carboxylate group 

interactions take place on pH-dependent adsorption mechanisms. 
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3.4.5 Effects of pH on Ser and Gly Solution ATR-FTIR Spectra 

Ser has a polar uncharged alcohol side chain and two pKa values associated with the 

three possible protonation species: monocation (S+), zwitterion (S) and monoanion (S−) as 

seen in Fig. 3.4a left. Alcohol group vibrations are observed in the solution spectra (Fig. 

3.4a right). The v(C−OH) and δ(C−OH)alcohol modes are coupled in the spectral region 

extending from 1000 cm−1 to 1420 cm−1.45 In particular, the peak ~1054 cm−1 is associated 

with the bending mode of the alcohol group [δ(OH)alcohol], and increases in intensity with 

increasing pH as a result of changing structures of Ser from cationic to anionic species.49 
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Figure 3.4: pH-dependent amino acid speciation diagram with the corresponding 

structures (left) and the solution ATR-FTIR spectra as a function of pH (right). Spectra are 

shown for 100 mM (a) serine and (b) glycine solutions. The bars represent the speciation 

percentages at each pH.  

At pH 2, ca. 60% of Ser speciation is S+ and the remaining (40%) is S (Fig. 3.4a 

left). Carboxylic acid stretches at 1740 cm−1 [ν(C=O)] and 1252 cm−1 [ν(C−OH)] are from 

the monocation S+ species (Fig. 3.4a right). The ν(C−OH) peak is anticipated to diminish 

in intensity and eventually reach unresolvable levels at high pH values. However, the peak 
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does not completely disappear, due to the fact that it couples to the δ(C−OH)alcohol 

vibration.21,48 The peaks at 1596 cm−1 and 1411 cm−1 are assigned as the νas(COO−) and 

νs(COO−) vibrations in S species, respectively.43 At pH 6 and pH 7.4, Ser solution phase 

spectra vibrational appearances are identical. When pH is increased to 9, amine group 

deprotonates, and the 1550 cm−1 peak is referred to νsc(NH2).
21 Peak assignments for Ser 

are summarized in Table 3.5.20, 44, 45, 60, 61 

Table 3.5: Vibrational modes for solution phase and adsorbed serine as a function of 

pH. 

a ν
s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: wag vibrations. 

The vibrational assignments of Gly are useful to define the vibrational modes for 

other amino acids, since Gly is the simplest molecular structure. Gly exhibits three 

protonation species as monocation (G+), zwitterion (G), and monoanion (G−) which are 

shown in Fig. 3.4b left. The ν(C=O) peak at 1742 cm−1 and ν(C−OH) peak at 1260 cm−1 

are from carboxylic acid stretches in G+ species (Fig. 3.4b right).21, 48 The two high intensity 

peaks at 1596 cm−1 and 1411 cm−1 refer to νas(COO−) and νs(COO−) vibrations, 

respectively.48 At pH 6 and pH 7.4, zwitterion G is the only protonation form present in the 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2  pH 6  pH 7.4  pH 9  Literature 

(Solution) 
20, 44, 45, 60, 61 Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  

ν(C=O) 1740 1738  - -  - -  - -  1735 

δas(NH3
+) 1621 1621  1621 1621  1622 1622  1621 1621  1602-1621 

νas(COO−) 1596 1595  1598 1599  1598 1597  1597 1595  1599-1621 

νsc(NH2) - -  - -  - -  1550 -  1561 

δs(NH3
+) 1512 1512  1512 1512  1515 1513  1512 1512  1517-1531 

δ(CH2) 1463 1462  1463 1462  1464 1462  1462 1462  1450-1470 

νs(COO−) 1411 1413/1403  1406 1412/1390  1405 1409/1391  1406 1412/1391  1407-1409 

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1353 1344  1353 1339  1353 1350  1353 1353  1318-1375 

v(C−OH)/ 

δ(C−OH)alcohol 
1252 1242  1236 1242  1235 1240  1235 1229  1236-1251 

δ(OH)alcohol 1061 1058  1055 1045  1054 1059  1054 1060  1053-1066 
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speciation. A similar observation was made for all the other amino acids solution spectra 

as there is no spectral change observed in Gly solution at these pH values. At pH 9, the 

1564 cm−1 peak is assigned as νsc(NH2) for deprotonated amine group in the monoanion, 

G−. The decreasing peak intensity of δas(NH3
+) coupled with the νas(COO−) gives the 

appearance of a peak shift with increasing the pH from 2 to 9.43 A summary of the Gly peak 

assignments is listed in Table 3.6.43-48, 60, 62-64 

Table 3.6: Vibrational modes for solution phase and adsorbed glycine as a function of 

pH. 

a ν
s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: wagging 

vibrations. 

3.4.6 ATR-FTIR Analysis of Ser and Gly Adsorption as a Function of pH.  

Fig. 3.5 shows the adsorbate spectra of Ser and Gly onto TiO2 NPs as a function of 

time. Ser adsorbate spectra have δ(C−OH)alcohol peak ~1242 cm−1 at all pH values with a 

similar peak intensity, implying that alcohol group does not interact with the TiO2 NP 

surfaces in our experimental conditions (Fig. 3.5a). At pH 2, ν(C=O) peak bandwidth gets 

broadened indicating a weaker C=O bond during Ser adsorption.21 νs(COO−) peak at 1413 

cm−1 has the highest intensity suggesting a higher symmetry in the carboxylate structure. 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2  pH 6  pH 7.4  pH 9  Literature 
(Solution) 
43-48, 60, 62-64 Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  Solution Adsorbed  

ν(C=O) 1742 1742  - -  - -  - -  1740 

δas(NH3
+) 1621 1627  1621 1622  1621 1622  1621 1621  1606-1654 

νas(COO−) 1596 1598  1596 1596  1598 1595  1597 1596  1590-1620 

νsc(NH2) - -  - -  - -  1564 1564  1561-1563 

δs(NH3
+) 1512 1515  1512 1512  1512 1512  1512 1512  1508-1527 

δ(CH2) 1439 1442  1443 1444  1443 1443  1443 1443  1435-1447 

νs(COO−) 1411 1410/1380  1411 1414/1379  1413 1413/1380  1413 1412/1381  1378-1414 

ω(CH
2
) 1331 1330  1331 1332  1331 1331  1331 1331  1332-1338 

ν(C−OH) 1260 1243  - -  - -  - -  1258-1275 
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νas-s value for Ser solution is 185 cm−1; however, different νas-s values are observed on 

the surface as 182 cm−1 and 192 cm−1 due to the presence of multiple surface species. 

Increase in νas-s indicates monodentate binding ①, as seen in Scheme 3.2c. In addition, 

the shift in the νas-s value to a lower wavenumber suggests the presence of bidentate 

bridging mode ②, as seen in Scheme 3.2c. However, the decrease (3 cm−1) alone is not 

significant enough to conclude the existence of chemisorption. Thus, one may suggest that 

double H-bonding ③ is seen on the surface as in Scheme 3.2c. 

νas-s values for adsorbate Ser at pH 6 and pH 7.4 show reduction in comparison to 

solution phase. Thus, we propose that Ser binds to NP surface through bidentate bridging 

configuration at these pH values. Aside from this, there is also an increase in νas-s values, 

indicating carboxylate interactions occurs as well via monodentate binding. The reduction 

in the relative intensity of the δs(NH3
+) peak at 1512 cm−1 displays the interactions from 

amine group to surface hydrogen ion.17, 24 Higher peak intensities at neutral pH values (in 

comparison to pH 2) consequences of higher surface coverage as a result of H-bonding ③ 

– ④, as seen in Scheme 3.2c. At pH 9, Ser shows decreased surface coverage which can be 

observed in the change of the adsorbate spectra peak intensities. The reason behind this 

reduction requires further analysis in order to be explained. 
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Figure 3.5: ATR−FTIR spectra of adsorbed (a) serine and (b) glycine onto TiO2 NPs at 

different pH values as a function of time. Spectra were collected for 20 min at 5 min 

intervals. The dashed line shows the contribution from solution (5 mM) used for 

adsorption. 
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The increase in the Lys adsorption at pH 9 was explained as a result of electrostatic 

attractions. At basic conditions, the presence of positively charged molecules in the 

speciation is required to attract to the negative TiO2 surface. According to the 

Henderson−Hasselbalch calculations at pH 9, protonated amine group is only present in 

zwitterion which is ca. 60% of the overall Ser speciation. Thus, the mean positive charge 

and the percentage of protonated amine group in the speciation are much lower when 

compared to Lys (53% K+ and 47% K) and Gly (86% G). Thus, electrostatic attraction ⑤ 

could be less likely to the TiO2 NP surfaces, as seen in Scheme 3.2c.  

Gly adsorbate spectra at pH 2 has a high intensity νs(COO−) peak at 1410 cm−1 (Fig. 

3.5b). νas-s value for Gly solution spectra is 185 cm−1, which is similar to Ser solution at 

this pH. An increase in νas-s value ~33 cm−1 indicates that Gly adsorbs to the NP surface 

in monodentate binding ①, as seen in Scheme 3.2d. A decrease in νas-s value ~7 cm−1 

suggests that  bidentate bridging ② configuration is also present at pH 2, as seen in Scheme 

3.2d. Gly adsorbate spectra have similar features at pH 6 and pH 7.4. Observed  νas-s values 

at these pH values were similar to one at pH 2. This supports that the modes of adsorption 

are same, and Gly carboxylate is in monodentate and bidentate bridging configurations on 

the TiO2 NP surface. Compared to pH 2, there is a change in the amount of surface coverage 

as a result of hydroxyl group interactions at these pH values. In addition to the initially 

suggested modes, Gly could also displays double ③ and a single H-bonding ④, as seen in 

Scheme 3.2d. Due to the electrostatic attractions ⑤ from zwitterion Gly species to the 

surface, the peak intensities at pH 7.4 are higher than at pH 6, as seen in Scheme 3.2d. Gly 

adsorption on rutile TiO2 surface in aqueous medium at pH 9 was previously performed, 
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and adsorption was not evidenced.24 However, we observed a high amount of Gly 

adsorption at pH 9 onto anatase TiO2 NPs. This is suggested to be a result of strong 

electrostatic attractions with a higher affinity of zwitterion to the surface, and H-bonding 

of carboxylates to the surface hydroxyl groups.  

An overall summary of the pH-dependent changes in infrared peak intensities for 

amino acid adsorption behavior onto TiO2 NPs is plotted in Fig. A3. The data can be 

understood in terms of the charges on the amino acids and NP surfaces along with specific 

molecular interactions that drive the adsorption process and cause changes (increases and 

decreases) in peak intensities. The normalized absorbance intensities at 1600 cm−1 from 

adsorbate spectra, along with the results from Fig. 3.3, clearly show the interesting 

adsorption behavior for charged residues. An MD study of amino acid adsorption onto 

negatively charged rutile TiO2 NP surfaces in aqueous environment predicted the binding 

affinity of amino acids following the order as: arginine > lysine ~ aspartic acid > serine.65 

Our results show that compare to adsorption of neutral amino acids, adsorption of charged 

residues display larger changes due to pH. Total amino acid coverage onto TiO2 NP 

surfaces changes notably as a function of pH. Lys and Gly exhibit similar adsorption trends; 

adsorption capacity increases with increasing pH. The difference in the peak intensities is 

a result of different affinities to the NP surfaces due to extra amine residue on Lys structure. 

Interestingly, Ser shows the highest adsorption capacity at pH 6, when solution pH is close 

to pHIEP (see Table 3.1). The significantly different trend displayed by Ser can be the 

consequence of a different mean charge per unit molecule with changing pH. Comparable 

results on ferrihydrite surfaces was previously reported.66 Ser showed gradually increased 

adsorption results from acidic to neutral pH values and decreasing results with higher pH. 
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3.4.7 Effects of the Amino Acid Adsorption on Hydrodynamic Size and Zeta-

Potential 

 In aqueous solutions, NPs undergo various physicochemical transformations 

including aggregation and surface reconstruction to minimize their surface free energy.40 

These transformations impact the hydrodynamic sizes which are determined to be different 

than their initial states. Therefore, understanding the pH-dependent NP aggregation 

behavior is important, because it is highly correspondent to the biological responses.67 

According to DLS results in Fig. A4, measured hydrodynamic diameters are less than 1 

µm, and the biggest aggregates are observed at ~pHPZC of the TiO2 NPs. The presence of 

amino acids does not change the aggregation size significantly. However, charged residues 

slightly increase the hydrodynamic sizes due to high surface coverages. Zeta-potential can 

be described as the electrical potential of the interface between the solution and the 

stationary layer of the ions attached to particle surface.34 Electrostatic mobility in 

suspension is used to determine the zeta-potential, and the calculated results depend on 

various conditions such as: nanomaterial properties, solution features, and the selected 

theoretical model.37 Eq. 3.4 shows the Smoluchowski model is applied to measure the zeta-

potential of NPs. 

         ζ = µ . η / (ε0 . εr)   (Eq. 3.4)  

where µ is the electrostatic mobility, η = 8.90 x 10−4 [Pa.s] is the viscosity of the solvent 

(water, 25 ºC), ε0 = 8.85 [pF/m] is the vacuum permittivity, and εr = 78.54 [pF/m] is the 

relative permittivity of water.34, 37  
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Figure 3.6: Changes in the zeta-potential upon amino acids adsorption onto TiO2 NP 

surfaces. The corresponding pHIEP values were determined by measuring the zeta-potential 

of bare and amino acid adsorbed TiO2 NPs (0.03 g/L) as a function of pH. The solid lines 

represent polynomial fits of the distribution. The presence of glycine and lysine increases 

pHIEP to 6.4 and 7.1, respectively; whereas, glutamic acid and serine adsorption decreases 

the pHIEP to 5.4 and 4.4, respectively. 

Changes in the zeta-potential measurements upon amino acids adsorption onto TiO2 

NPs are shown in Fig 3.6. The measured pHIEP of bare TiO2 NPs is 6.1, is consistent with 

literature values (~5.8−7.5).51 At the pHIEP (zero zeta-potential), repulsion between the NPs 

is minimized and they tend to aggregate. It is essential to note that the pHIEP is not 

necessarily identical with the pHPZC. At the pHPZC (the surface has zero net charge), the 

adsorbed H+ and OH– ions are in equal amount. However, at the pHIEP, other ions are also 

present on the surface and influence the charge state.68 When the absolute value of the zeta-

potential reaches prominent levels and pH is far from the pHIEP, electrostatic repulsion is 

more dominant than Van der Waals forces. Therefore, strong electrostatic repulsive forces 

prevent the aggregation and NPs are closed to colloidal stability.34, 37 Based on the results 
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from Fig. 3.6, ±35 mV is the highest zeta-potential value measured. TiO2 NPs are 

moderately stable in the low (<pH 2) and high (>pH 9) pH regions. This conclusion is also 

supported by the hydrodynamic size measurements; the smallest NP aggregation is 

observed in the presence of all of the amino acids at pH 2 and pH 9. 

The hydroxylated TiO2 surface contains two distinct types of hydroxyl groups, 

terminal and bridged hydroxyl sites.39, 42 These sites are predominantly present on the 

chemically active face of the NP crystal structure, whereas the other crystal faces mostly 

include weakly bonded water molecules.39 Shifts in the pHIEP values are often times results 

of hydroxyl residual interactions and changes of the surface acidity. An increased acidity 

for arginine adsorption onto TiO2 surface (71% anatase, 29% rutile) was previously 

observed as a negative shift in the pHIEP value.56 Measured pHIEP values, where polynomial 

fits of the data points cross the zero zeta-potential, are listed in Fig. 3.6. The pHIEP of Ser 

adsorbed TiO2 NPs is 4.4 and pHIEP of Gly adsorbed TiO2 NPs is 6.4. The opposite 

direction of the shifts has been proposed to be a result of interactions with different surface 

hydroxyl groups,42 whereby Ser interacts with the terminal hydroxyl and makes the TiO2 

NP surfaces more acidic and Gly (the smallest of the amino acids) potentially interacts with 

bridged hydroxyl groups. There is a positive shift in pHIEP in the presence of Lys (pHIEP = 

7.1). A similar shift in pHIEP for Lys adsorption on superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs has 

been seen previously.22 It is implied that carboxyl groups of Lys interact with the surface 

where amine groups orient outward into the aqueous media, increasing the overall NP 

surface charge. In contrast to Lys, there is a negative shift in pHIEP in the presence of Glu 

(pHIEP = 5.4) due to the interaction of carboxylate groups with the NP surface and reduced 

net surface charge. 
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3.5 Conclusions and Implications 

In the current study, we investigated effects of pH on amino acids adsorption onto 

TiO2 NP surfaces. From the ATR-FTIR spectra, it is evident that solution pH significantly 

influences amino acid speciation and adsorption mechanisms. Depending on the 

predominant speciation and TiO2 NP surface charge, adsorption involves a combination of 

carboxylate and amine group interactions. Gly and Lys reveal a similar trend of higher 

adsorption with increasing pH. In contrast, Glu adsorption decreases with increasing pH. 

Ser adsorption onto TiO2 NPs surfaces is the highest around pHIEP. In our experimental 

conditions, multiple surface species coexist at different pH values. Protonated surface 

species are present for all amino acids at pH 2. At pH 9, Lys and Glu adsorbate spectra 

have new peaks at 1740 cm−1 and 1744 cm−1, respectively. As previously demonstrated in 

the example of histidine, this is a possible result of surface-induced deprotonation of the 

amine group and proton transfer to the carboxylate.21 

Individual amino acid-NP studies provide great potential to design biocompatible 

materials. In fact, these single amino acid or small peptide interaction results can be used 

to model more complex systems. Adsorption studies of Glu on rutile and amorphous TiO2 

surfaces69, 70 proposed that at high concentrations, distal-carboxylate group attaches to 

surface via bidentate chelating adsorption, possibly a mechanism which allows chiral-self 

organization. The current study covers a wider range of pH values including physiological 

and basic pH conditions. Additionally, chelating coordination would require a significant 

decrease in the νas-s value,56 and this is not observed in these data for Glu at pH 2. Thus, 

it is suggested here that in fact both - and distal-carboxylates of Glu are involved in the 
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interactions. Furthermore, density functional theory (DFT) and MD studies reported that 

zwitterion species have higher stability on TiO2 surface and are present in adsorbed 

multilayers.71-73 In general, we observed the highest adsorption (as indicated by the 

increase in the peak intensities) when amino acid speciation consists of zwitterion species. 

This can support our assumption that stability of surface species is related to the adsorption 

behavior, and potentially alters the total surface coverage. DLS results conclude that 

adsorption of amino acids changes NP aggregation and zeta-potential. Additionally, 

hydrodynamic sizes are greatest at ~pHPZC of TiO2 NPs. The presence of charged residues 

causes the most significant changes on zeta-potential measurements. Lys adsorption 

increases the pHIEP value of the TiO2 NPs, whereas Glu adsorption decreases the pHIEP 

value. Ser and Gly interact with the surface from different surface hydroxyl groups. 

Qiu et al. have used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to understand the 

adsorption behavior of Gly onto TiO2 and results show that Gly adsorbs onto single crystal 

surface dissociatively as anionic (G–) form.74 Lerotholi et al. used X-Ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) and suggested that only at low surface coverage, Gly surface species 

are present as anionic form. High surface coverage regime corresponds to existence of 

multilayers where zwitterion presents.75 However, those experiments are conducted under 

highly controlled gas phase conditions. Biomolecular processes are highly dependent on 

the presence of aqueous environment and our results reveal that water molecules modify 

amino acid interactions. In addition, ionic strength and pH affect the physiological 

responses and need to be considered in experimental studies. At the pH values where 

solution spectra look identical, significant changes in the peak intensities are observed for 
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adsorption results since NP surface charge changes upon dehydroxylation. Higher surface 

coverages are explained as the possible results of H-bonding.  

This study of pH-dependent amino acid adsorption in buffered solutions onto TiO2 

NP surfaces presents integration of different types of data, including ATR-FTIR 

spectroscopy and DLS measurements, to better understand adsorption processes. The 

findings of this work help to determine the surface species and possible insights into protein 

adsorption mechanisms and protein corona formation. Overall, the results provide valuable 

insights into the mechanisms of more complex aqueous biomolecule-surface interactions 

at different pH values and illuminate a detailed understanding of the human exposure to 

NPs. 
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Chapter 4 Polar Amino Acid Interactions with α-Fe2O3 Nanoparticles: Effects of 

pH, Nanoparticle Type, and Amino Acid Concentration onto Adsorption 

4.1 Abstract 

Environmentally abundant nanoscale iron oxide could interact with biomolecules 

and consequently impact the environment and human health. In this study, polar amino 

acids, lysine (Lys), glutamic acid (Glu), aspartic acid (Asp), and arginine (Arg), adsorption 

onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were investigated. Lys and Glu adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 as a 

function of pH was compared with the results from an earlier study of TiO2 to determine 

the effect of different nanoparticle types on amino acid interactions. Attenuated total 

reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was used to probe amino 

acid side chain interactions with nanoparticles and determine surface species upon 

adsorption. Predominant speciation of the amino acids and the surface chemistry of α-

Fe2O3 nanoparticles led to differences in adsorption mechanisms. Asp surface coverage 

onto α-Fe2O3 was higher in comparison to Arg. Lys and Glu showed a different trend of 

adsorption with changing pH. Nanoparticle type changed amino acid adsorption behavior 

onto surfaces. Amino acids showed a stronger amine group interaction and higher 

symmetry of carboxylate coordination on the α-Fe2O3 compared to TiO2. These differences 

were attributed to the different speciation of the functional groups within the amino acids 

and the nanoparticle surface charge. The detailed chemistry in the adsorption processes 

implied the formation of outer-sphere and inner-sphere complex differences between 

different nanomaterials. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Iron oxide nanoparticles have shown great promise for various environmental and 

biological applications, including removing pollutants from contaminated water,1–3 

tracking cancer cell growth,4,5 and improving targeted drug delivery.6 They attain interest 

due to their magnetic properties, light absorbance capacity, high chemical reactivity, and 

long-term adsorbent stability under most circumstances.7 Many applications of 

nanoparticles rely on surficial reactions with chemical compounds they are exposed to,8,9 

particularly adsorption of molecules with useful characteristics.6,9 Nanoparticle surfaces 

can be functionalized by molecules using a covalent modification strategy via synthesis or 

noncovalent modification complexation or adsorption process.10 Amino acids –the building 

blocks of more complex protein molecules– are common adsorbates used to functionalize 

nanoparticles.11 By studying amino acid adsorption, an understanding of the persistence 

and availability of such bio-essential compounds and predictive insight into how larger 

molecules (i.e., enzymes) might behave upon introduction to nanoparticle surfaces can be 

gained.5,6 Consequently, amino acid interactions with nanoparticles have been studied to 

understand how the size, morphology, and surface chemistry of the nanoparticles change 

after adsorption occurs,5 and how external factors –such as pH, ionic strength, and 

concentration– play a role in amino acid adsorption.12,13 

Despite the abundant research efforts to characterize molecular-level interactions 

between nanoparticles and sorbates/ents, amino acid-nanoparticle complexes are highly 

heterogeneous and consequently remain poorly understood. Much of this ambiguity is 

rooted in the diversity of amino acids, nanoparticles, and environmental conditions present, 
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which affect complex formation kinetics, structure, and stability. For instance, nanoparticle 

concentration and composition in an aqueous environment have significantly impacted the 

adsorption extent.14 High concentrations of nanoparticles led to a small shift in the total 

amount of glycine and glutamic acid adsorption. In contrast, a dilute concentration 

promoted adsorption by a factor of 3 to 4 and 1.5 to 6 times onto ZnO and TiO2, 

respectively.14 pH impacted adsorption density, as was exemplified with aspartic acid and 

lysine adsorption onto iron oxide.12 In particular, at pH 2, 4, 7 –when amino acid 

suspension concentration was higher than 2 mg/mL– lysine showed higher surface 

coverage than aspartic acid on superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION).12 

Agglomeration studies of iron oxide nanoparticles showed that the pH effect is more 

substantial than amino acid acidity.15 While the adsorption reactions are generalized to 

Langmuir model kinetics16, the impact of pH, concentration, and other parameters on 

reaction rates are still not well constrained.  Of particular importance to biological systems, 

hematite (α-Fe2O3) is a ubiquitous and bio-incompatible oxide phase, found abundantly in 

soils and sediments globally.5,17,18 Due to its prevalence in natural environments, 

biomolecules frequently interact with hematite, impacting nano-bio complex 

environmental fate and nutritional (N, P, S, and C) lifecycles.18,19 Moreover, the research 

available on hematite-contaminant sorption suggests that these phases are highly reactive, 

and iron promotes the preservation of organic matter in sediments.16 Ionic strength also 

plays a role in how molecules adsorb onto α-Fe2O3 surfaces, as higher ionic strength 

decreased the ratio of monodentate complexes observed.20  

These previous studies confirm that iron oxide nanoparticles interact with 

biological and ecological systems frequently; however, little is known about the 
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interactions of amino acids and biological macromolecules at α-Fe2O3 surfaces. 

Biomolecule adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 suggests that when provoking the surface chemistry 

of the nanoparticles and the size-dependent orientation of the functional groups, it is 

expected to see different surface species of the amino acids upon adsorption. However, the 

exact patterns and mechanisms of these interactions still need to be investigated. Since the 

functional groups and polarity of amino acids are highly diverse, their adsorption behavior 

onto α-Fe2O3 cannot be generalized by studying one type of amino acid. Structural 

properties of amino acids impact adsorption mechanisms, structures, and dynamics, 

influencing mineral surface catalytic changes and stability.  

This study examines the adsorption of polar amino acids, lysine, glutamic acid, 

aspartic acid, and arginine, onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surfaces. These amino acids were 

selected due to their different functional groups and charge properties at physiological pH 

(Table 4.1).21,22 The results from pH-dependent lysine and glutamic acid adsorption were 

compared to the results from an earlier study to assess the difference in amino acid 

adsorption mechanisms between the TiO2 and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Furthermore, the 

effect of arginine and aspartic acid concentration on the interactions was also investigated. 

A comprehensive comparison of amino acid adsorption behavior can promote a detailed 

understanding of how larger molecules may interact with nanoparticles. Here, Attenuated 

Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was used to 

analyze the surface interactions. The results of this study will add new perspectives to the 

body of literature available on nanoparticle-amino acid adsorption interactions, with an 

insight into the role of ubiquitous hematite phases in modulating amino acid cycling. In 

probing diverse amino acid behavior at the nanoscale iron interface, it is aimed to further 
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our understanding of complex nanoparticle-biomolecule interactions, and reactivity and 

dynamics of α-Fe2O3 as a sorbent in relevant environmental and biological systems. 

Subsequently, the results from this study can be used to inform a variety of projects, from 

environmental remediation applications to targeted drug treatment methods.  

Table 4.1: The amino acids used in this study, including their side-chain characteristics, 

molecular structures, logarithmic dissociation constants (pKa), and isoelectric points 

(pHIEP) at 25 ºC. 

Amino Acid 

(Abbreviation) 
Side Chain 

Side Chain 

Characteristics 

Molecular 

Structure 

pKa 

pHIEP 

pKa1 pKa2 pKa3 

Lysine 

(Lys, K) 

-(CH2)4 

NH2 

Polar, 

Positively 

Charged 

(Acidic)  

2.15 9.16 10.67 9.47 

Glutamic 

Acid 

(Glu, E) 

-(CH2)2 

COOH 

Polar, 

Negatively 

Charged 

(Basic)  

2.16 4.15 9.58 3.22 

Arginine 

(Arg, R) 

-(CH2)3NH-

C(NH)NH2 

 

Polar, 

Positively 

Charged 

(Acidic)  

2.03 9.00 12.1 10.76 

Aspartic Acid 

(Asp, D) 

-CH2 

COOH 

Polar, 

Negatively 

Charged 

(Basic)  

1.95 3.71 9.66 2.85 

 

4.3 Experimental Methods and Materials 

4.3.1 Materials 

α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were purchased from Alfa Aesar, MA. Aspartic Acid 

(Sigma-Aldrich, MO), lysine (Fisher Scientific, Inc), glutamic acid (Acros Organics), and 
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arginine (Sigma-Aldrich, MO) were used as purchased without further purification; Table 

4.1 shows their molecular structures and properties. The experiments' primary solvent was 

MilliQ water (Millipore, resistance = 18.2 MΩ.cm at 25 oC). Throughout the experiments, 

the desired ionic strength was 10 mM for aspartic acid and arginine, 50 mM for lysine and 

glutamic acid, and adjusted with NaCl (Fisher Scientific, Inc.). There was no buffer 

solution involved in the adsorption experiments for aspartic acid and arginine. However, 

to better compare lysine and glutamic acid adsorption on α-Fe2O3 from the results of their 

adsorption on TiO2, the same buffers in an earlier study were used.13 HEPES [4-(2-

hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid] were obtained from Fisher Scientific Inc. 

and TAPS [tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamino propane sulfonic acid] from Spectrum 

Chemical. Lysine and glutamic acid were dissolved in 25 mM HEPES buffer (for pH 7.4) 

and 25 mM TAPS buffer (for pH 9.0). There was no buffer for the experiments at pH 2.0, 

and the pH values for the experiments were achieved using HCl and NaOH solutions 

(Fisher Scientific, Inc.). 

4.3.2 Nanoparticle Characterization 

A JEOL JEM-1400 Plus transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at 80 kV was 

used to determine the size and morphology of the α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Nanoparticles 

were deposited on a formvar/carbon-coated 100-mesh copper grid (Electron Microscopy 

Sciences) for TEM imaging. Nanoparticle crystalline phase was determined using an 

APEX II Ultra diffractometer equipped with a CCD-based area detector, with MoKα 

radiation at λ= 0.71073 Å. Surface area and pore size measurements were performed using 

a Quantachrome Nova 4200e analyzer. Before analysis, samples were degassed for 6 hours 
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at 120 ºC, and the data from Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) N2 adsorption and desorption 

were analyzed using 20 multipoint isotherms with partial pressures (P/Po) of 0.05-0.95.  

A Malvern Instruments Zetasizer Nano instrument particle analyzer was used for 

zeta-potential measurements of bare α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles to determine the isoelectric 

point (pHIEP). The procedure for collecting zeta-potential measurements was similar to the 

approach used previously13 and is as follows: α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle stock suspension was 

sonicated for 2 mins, and 100 μL aliquots were added to 10 mM NaCl solutions at desired 

pH values. The α-Fe2O3 final concentration (0.01 g/L) of the resulting solution was 

significantly diluted to increase light scattering efficiency. Before nanoparticles' addition, 

solutions were filtered through 0.2 µm pore size syringe filters (Acrodisc, PALL) to 

remove any dust that could potentially distort the analysis. Triplicate measurements were 

taken (with 2 minutes interval) after 24 hours of solution preparation, and the mean values 

were reported. 

4.3.3 ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy 

A horizontal 45o angle of incidence Amorphous Material Transmitting Infrared 

Radiation (AMTIR) crystal (PIKE Technologies) in a Thermo–Nicolet iS10 FTIR 

spectrometer equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT-A) detector was used for 

the ATR-FTIR experiments. Spectra were collected in 5 min intervals at 4 cm-1 resolution 

with an average of 512 scans per spectrum. The background IR spectra of the MilliQ 

solution on the AMTIR crystal was subtracted from the final amino acid IR spectra. For 

solution-phase arginine and glutamic acid spectral collection, 5 mM and 25 mM 

concentrations of amino acid solutions were examined. A higher solution concentration 
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was not possible for aspartic acid to be prepared due to its low solubility compared to 

arginine. Thus, 25 mM amino acid spectra were used for aspartic acid and arginine solution 

peak assignments, and the results were used to identify adsorbate peaks. Lysine and 

glutamic acid solution-phase results were used from an earlier study (refer to Fig 3.2) and 

peak assignments were recorded in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 accordingly. To study the 

adsorption/desorption of amino acids onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surfaces, a 1 mL 

nanoparticle suspension from a 5 mg/mL stock solution was drop-cast onto the AMTIR 

crystal to create a thin film and was dried overnight. For arginine and aspartic acid 

adsorption: a flow system with a peristaltic pump was used to flow MilliQ solution 

(adjusted to desired pH 7.4) across the film for 20 minutes. This step aimed to eliminate 

loosely bound nanoparticles on the crystal and adjust the film surface charge accordingly. 

For lysine and glutamic acid: instead of MilliQ, 25 mM buffer solutions have flowed in 

this step. The final spectrum of the first flow (sampled after 30 minutes) was used as the 

background for data reprocessing. After the background spectrum collection, the inflow 

was switched to the amino acid solution (at a concentration of 1 mM or 5 mM), and the 

data were collected for 90 minutes. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Nanoparticle Characterization 

Details of the characterization results can be seen in Fig. 4.1. Powder X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) results revealed that the 

nanoparticles are entirely hematite with ~5-20 nm diameters and have a high aggregation 

tendency with 110 m2/g surface area. Zeta-potential is the electrical potential of the 
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interface between the solution and the stationary layer of the ions attached to the particle 

surface.23 Changes in the zeta-potential measurements of α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles are shown 

in Fig 4.1c. The measured pHIEP was 6.0, and -36 mV and +25 mV were the lowest and 

highest zeta-potential values measured. 

 

Figure 4.1: Characterization of α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. (a) XRD pattern indicates that 

particles are hematite; (b) BET surface area measurement shows that particles have 110 

m2/g surface area, and (c) TEM image of the nanoparticles indicates high aggregation 

tendency of the nanoparticles. 

4.4.2 Amino Acid Solution Phase ATR-FTIR Results 

IR spectral resolution of lysine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and arginine side-

chains are of interest for monitoring complex biomolecule (i.e., protein) activity.24 The 

solvent-exposed carboxylic and amine groups make these amino acids versatile and highly 

reactive. Thus, these amino acids are often found in the active sites of proteins.24 The molar 

distribution of arginine and aspartic acid species at a pH range from 0-14 was determined 
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using the Henderson−Hasselbalch approximation25. The results from these calculations can 

be seen in Fig. 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2: pH-dependent amino acid speciation diagram with the corresponding 

structures (left) and the solution ATR-FTIR spectra at pH 7.4 (right). Spectra are shown for 

5 mM and 25 mM (a) aspartic acid and (b) arginine solutions. The molar fraction of the 

forms of amino acids present in the solution is computed via the Henderson-Hasselbalch 

equation.25 The 25 mM amino acid solution spectra were used for peak assignments. 
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Aspartic acid has two carboxyl groups with the following protonation species 

present in solution: monocation (Asp+), zwitterion (Asp), monoanion (Asp−), and dianion 

(Asp−2). According to the speciation plot in Fig. 4.2a, aspartic acid solution at pH 7.4 has 

a molar fraction of 0.99 Asp-, with a small percentage of Asp-2. In monoanion species, 

aspartic acid side-chains include two deprotonated carboxylate groups and one protonated 

amine group. The 25 mM aspartic acid solution spectrum was used to define the peaks of 

the solution spectra. The vibrational frequencies from the functional groups can be seen in 

the solution phase ATR-FTIR spectra in Fig. 4.2a. Here, each spectrum includes the 

subtraction of the appropriate pH-adjusted MilliQ solution spectrum. The vibrational peaks 

were determined from the local minimum values of the second derivatives via OMNIC 9.0 

software (Thermo Fisher) and used for assignments Table 4.2.26–28 

At pH 7.4, both carboxylic acid groups are deprotonated as carboxylate in aspartic 

acid. The C=O band of the COO− groups can be identified as it features absorption in a 

frequency region isolated from other side chains and appears due to stretching vibrations: 

the antisymmetric and the symmetric. The peak at 1592 cm−1 is assigned for νas(COO−) of 

α-carboxylate (attached to α-carbon). The amine group of aspartic acid is also protonated 

and differentiates the two carboxylate vibrations. Thus, the band for νas(COO−) of α-

carboxylate is broadened due to H-bonding with the deprotonated amine group.13 

Additionally, the occurrence of the νas(COO−) peaks for - and distal-carboxylate (as part 

of the side chain) are at very similar wavenumbers at this pH value.27 The shoulder on the 

right side of the 1592 cm−1 peak appears for the distal-carboxylate group νas(COO−) 
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vibration.13,27 1418 cm−1 and 1393 cm−1 peaks are assigned as νs(COO−) vibrations for α- 

and distal-carboxylate, respectively.  

Table 4.2: Vibrational modes for solution-phase and adsorbed phase aspartic acid and 

arginine at pH 7.4.26–28 

Solution-phase arginine at pH 7.4 in Fig. 4.2b shows the pH-dependent molecular 

structure. The amine groups are protonated, and the carboxylic acid group is deprotonated 

to form a carboxylate ion. The arginine speciation is almost entirely Arg+ at this pH. 

Carboxylate contributions to the spectra are seen by the asymmetric νas(COO−) and 

  Vibrational Frequency (cm−1)  

  Experimental Values   

 
Vibrational 

Modes* 
Solution 

1 mM  

Adsorbed on 

α-Fe2O3 

5 mM  

Adsorbed on 

α-Fe2O3 

Literature 

(Solution) 
 

A
sp

a
rt

ic
 A

ci
d

 

δ
as

(NH
3

+
) 1652 1651 1652 1618-1641  

ν
as

(COO−) 1592/1556 1591/1559 1587/1557 1570-1598  

δ
s
(NH

3

+
) 1521 1523 1520 1520-1532  

δ(CH
2
) 1474/1455 1475/1462 - 1456-1481  

ν
s
(COO−) 1413/1393 1416/1392 1415/1393 1390-1421  

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1355/1307 1353/1308 1351/1307 1306-1358  

δ(C−OH) 1230 1229 1224 1221-1247  

  Vibrational Frequency (cm−1)  

 Experimental Values   

Vibrational 

Modes* 
Solution 

1 mM  

Adsorbed on 

α-Fe2O3 

5 mM  

Adsorbed on 

α-Fe2O3 

Literature 

(Solution) 
 

A
rg

in
in

e 

δ
as

(NH
3

+
) 1621 1631 1632 1633  

ν
as

(COO−) 1598 1582 1589 1574-1608  

δ
s
(NH

3

+
) 1521 1519 1520 1516-1527  

δ(CH
2
) 1473/1446 1474/1450 1475/1452 1454-1475  

ν
s
(COO−) 1412 1408 1405 1410-1414  

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1353/1332 1352/1331 1350/1330 1325-1356  

δ(C−OH) 1212 1230 1232 1212  
a ν

s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: 

wag vibrations. 
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symmetric νs(COO−) stretching modes. The asymmetric stretch of the α-carboxylate, close 

to the cationic amine, is at 1598 cm−1, and the symmetric stretching νs(COO−) is at 1412 

cm−1. The νas(COO−) band is broadened, presumably as a result of hydrogen bonding with 

the amine.13 The peak correspondent with the asymmetric bending mode of protonated 

amine δas(NH3

+
) at 1621 cm−1 does not overlap and can be seen clearly. Symmetric 

δs(NH3

+
) deformation of the amine group also occurs at ∼1521 cm−1, and the peak at 1665 

cm−1 is assigned as ν(C-N).26 Amine absorptions of arginine are comparatively strong 

compared to aspartic acid as the arginine species contains an additional amine group in the 

side-chain. A summary of arginine peak assignments is listed in Table 4.2.26–28  

Solution-phase lysine peak assignments were recorded from the earlier study13 

(refer to Fig 3.2) and a summary of lysine peak assignments is listed in Table 4.3.26,29–31 

Briefly, lysine contains two amine groups in its structure, and species are shown as dication 

(Lys2+), monocation (Lys+), zwitterion (Lys), and monoanion (Lys−). At pH 2, the 

prominent carboxylic acid stretches at 1727 cm−1, and 1257 cm−1 are referred to ν(C=O) 

and ν(C−OH), respectively (Fig. 4.3a right). At pH 7.4, lysine speciation is entirely 

monocation (Lys+). Deprotonated carboxylate group contributions to the IR spectra appear 

as the asymmetric νas(COO−) and symmetric νs(COO−) stretching modes at 1595 cm−1 1413 

cm−1, respectively.13 These two vibrational modes show stronger peak intensities when pH 

increases due to polar charged amino acid speciation.29,32 The deprotonated amine peak 

associated with the scissor motion at 1557 cm−1 [νsc(NH2)] begins to appear while the 

δas(NH3

+
) decreases.13 
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Table 4.3: Vibrational modes for solution-phase and adsorbed lysine on different metal 

oxide nanoparticles as a function of pH. 

 

Solution-phase glutamic acid peak assignments were also recorded from the earlier 

study13 (refer to Fig 3.2). A summary of Glu peak assignments are summarized in Table 

4.4.13,26,27,29–31 Glu consists of two carboxyl groups with the following protonation species 

present in solution: monocation (Glu+), zwitterion (Glu), monoanion (Glu−), and dianion 

(Glu2−). At pH 2, νas(COO−) at 1597 cm−1 and the νs(COO−) at 1410 cm−1 together confirm 

the presence of α-carboxylate in the zwitterion form. At pH 7.4, the amine group is 

protonated and differentiates the two carboxylate vibrations.27 There is no significant 

νsc(NH2) peak observed at pH 9 spectrum due to overlapping with the νas(COO−) peak.13  

 

 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2 pH 7.4 pH 9.0  

Solution 

Adsorbed 

on  

TiO2 

Adsorbed 

on   

α-Fe2O3 
Solution 

Adsorbed 

on  

TiO2 

Adsorbed 

on   

α-Fe2O3 
Solution 

Adsorbed 

on  

TiO2 

Adsorbed 

on   

α-Fe2O3 

Literature 

(Solution) 

ν(C=O) 1727 1724 - - -  - 1740 - 1730-1733 

δ
as

(NH
3

+

) 1621 1621 1618 1621 1621 1626 1621 1621 1626 1620-1634 

ν
as

(COO−) 1596 1599 1595 1595 1592 1587 1599 1598 1583 1584-1608 

ν
sc

(NH
2
) - 1558 1558 1547 1547 1559 1557 1564 1558 1559 

δ
s
(NH

3

+

) 1528/1512 1528/1512 1520/1512 1528/1512 1527/1513 1521/1508 1527/1515 1527/1512 1520/1508 1521-1527 

δ(CH
2
) 1476/1461/

1444 

1484/1462/

1442 

1474/1460/

1448 

1478/1462/

1442 

1476/1461/

1443 

1474/1459/

1442 

1477/1463/

1445 

1478/1461/

1443 

1474/1459/

1443 
1445-1476 

ν
s
(COO−) 1412 1416/1402 1411 1413 1413/1400 1410/1397 1412 1413/1401 1397 1396-1414 

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1353/1332 1352/1331 1350/1327 1356/1332 1347/1321 1351/1320 1354/1310 1347/1321 1350/1309 1311-1352 

ν(C−OH) 1257 1242 - - -  - 1236 - 1237-1255 

a ν
s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: wag vibrations. 
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Table 4.4: Vibrational modes for solution-phase and adsorbed glutamic acid on 

different metal oxide nanoparticles as a function of pH. 

 

4.4.3 pH-Dependent Lysine and Glutamic Acid Adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 

Nanoparticles: Effects of Nanoparticle Type 

The pH-dependent adsorption behavior of glutamic acid and lysine onto α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticle surfaces is notably different from each other, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The peak 

intensities of the lysine adsorbate spectra are much greater under basic conditions. On the 

contrary, glutamic acid adsorbate spectra have higher peak intensities under acidic 

conditions. A similar trend was observed for glutamic acid and lysine adsorption onto TiO2 

nanoparticles due to combinations of amine and carboxylate group interactions take place 

on pH-dependent adsorption mechanisms.13 

Lysine adsorbate spectra at pH 2.0 show only one νs(COO−) peak at 1411 cm−1 on 

α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surface different than its adsorption onto TiO2 (Fig. 4.3a).13 Unlike 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2 pH 7.4 pH 9.0  

Solution 

Adsorbed 

on  

TiO2 

Adsorbed 

on   

α-Fe2O3 
Solution 

Adsorbed 

on  

TiO2 

Adsorbed 

on   

α-Fe2O3 
Solution 

Adsorbed 

on  

TiO2 

Adsorbed 

on   

α-Fe2O3 

Literature 

(Solution) 

ν(C=O) 1726 1722 - - - - - 1744 - 1712-1728 

δ
as

(NH
3

+

) 1621 1621 1622 1628 1621 1620 1621 1621 1622 1583-1635 

ν
as

(COO−) 1597 1597/1546 1584/1538 1598/1550 1596/1552 1583/1552 1595/1552 1595/1551 1583/1552 1537-1560 

δ
s
(NH

3

+

) 1527 1522 1523 1530 1534 1544 1527 1534 1543 1520-1540 

δ(CH
2
) 1462/1451 1451 1448 1465/1446 

1467/1451/

1443 
1478/1448 

1462/1451/

1443 

1462/1451/

1442 
1475/1448 1440-1454 

ν
s
(COO−) 1410 1423/1404 1406 1402 1424/1402 1402 1401 1401 1402 1400-1417 

ω(CH
2
)/δ(CH) 1351/1320 1345/1321 1359/1316 1348/1322 1345/1326 1346//1315 1346/1325 1346/1325 1347/1316 1323-1350 

ν(C−OH) 1228 1219 - - - - - - - 1205-1253 

a ν
s
/ν

as
: symmetric/asymmetric stretches; δ

s
/δ

as
: symmetric/asymmetric bends; νsc: scissor; and ω: wag vibrations. 
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its solution-phase, there was no observed ν(C=O) peak on the hematite surface, suggesting 

the absence of a protonated carboxylic acid group on the surface. Vibrational frequencies 

could change upon adsorbate coordination to nanoparticle surfaces, and carboxylate group 

interactions can be characterized in part by the wavenumber splitting of the asymmetric 

and symmetric stretching modes (νas-s= νas- νs).
33 The calculated results for νas-s are 

recorded in Table 4.5. According to Deacon’s rule, νas-s values for metal coordinated 

carboxylate binding modes follow the order: νas-s(monodentate) > νas-s(ionic) > νas-

s(bidentate bridging) > νas-s (bidentate chelating).13,34 Considering this order and the 

existing studies, it was suggested that the νas-s values for H-bonds are close to that for the 

ionic state.13 The νas-s value for adsorbed lysine at pH 2 is 184 cm−1 (see Table 4.5), which 

is the same as the uncoordinated Lys νas-s value could refer to H-bonding of the 

carboxylate. The occurrence of a single νas−s value for lysine adsorbate confirms a more 

symmetrical orientation; therefore, double H-bonding is present on the α-Fe2O3 surface.  

For lysine adsorbate spectra at pH 7.4, there is a drastic decrease in the δs(NH3

+
) 

peak intensity compared to the solution-phase, suggesting the interactions from protonated 

amine group to the α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surface. A similar observation was recorded lysine 

adsorption onto TiO2.
13 The νs(COO−) peak is narrowed, and the νas-s value for adsorbed 

lysine at pH 7.4 is 177 cm−1. A decrease in νas-s value from free K+ species is pointed to 

be a result of bidentate bridging configuration. At pH 7.4 (> pHIEP of the α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticle, see Fig. 4.1c), the surface is deprotonated and negatively charged, whereas 

lysine is mostly present at its Lys+ species; thus, inner-sphere complexes are favorable, and 
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outer-sphere complexes are known to initiate their formation.32 The higher absorbance 

intensity of the spectra at pH 7.4 compared to the one at pH 2.0 is suggested to result from 

outer-sphere complexes. Electrostatic attractions are likely to occur between the hematite 

surface and the protonated amine group in Lys+ species at pH 7.4. 

At pH 9, dihydroxylation of the hematite surface increases further. Protonated 

amine groups in K+ and K are then attracted to the negatively charged α-Fe2O3 surface 

through electrostatic interactions. Similar to the lysine adsorption onto TiO2 surface, 

νsc(NH2) peak at 1557 cm−1 is not observed, suggesting Lys+ species are showing a higher 

affinity to the surface than K species. There is a significant change in νas-s value (173 

cm−1) for the adsorbate lysine spectra compared to its free form, indicating bidentate 

bridging. Electrostatic interactions were expected to occur through the distal-amine group 

side chain as this group is farther in terms of molecular-proximity to the carboxylate group. 
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Table 4.5: Changes in the wavenumber splitting of symmetric and asymmetric 

carboxylate stretches for lysine and glutamic acid upon adsorption on TiO2 and α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles. The results from TiO2 re-recorded from an earlier study.13 

 

 Vibrational Frequency Shift (cm-1) (Δν
as-s

)* 

Vibrational 

Modes a 

pH 2.0 pH 7.4 pH 9.0 

 Adsorbed  Adsorbed  Adsorbed 

Solution TiO2 α-Fe2O3 Solution TiO2 α-Fe2O3 Solution TiO2 α-Fe2O3 

Lys 184 183/197 184 182 179/192 177 187 185/197 173 

Glu 

α-carboxylate 
187 174/193 178 196 172/194 181 194 194 181 

Glu 

distal-

carboxylate 

- 123/142 132 148 128/150 150 151 150 150 

*(Δν
as-s

= Δν
as  

- Δν
s 
); ν

as
: asymmetric stretching and ν

s
: symmetric stretching vibrations. 
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Figure 4.3: ATR−FTIR spectra of adsorbed (a) lysine and (b) glutamic acid onto α-

Fe2O3 NPs at different pH values as a function of time. Spectra were collected for 20 min 

at 5 min intervals. 

The difference in the peak intensities associated with glutamic acid's surface 

adsorption is notable (Fig. 4.3b). When pH increases from 2 to 9, electrostatic repulsion 

between the negatively charged nanoparticle surface and anionic species increases. This 
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causes a significant decrease in surface coverage, similar to what was observed for 

glutamic acid adsorption on TiO2 nanoparticle surfaces.13 

According to Fig 4.3b glutamic acid adsorbate spectra at pH 2, the ν(C=O) peak 

does not appear, indicating the weakening of the C=O bond due to interaction with the 

hematite surface.16 The peak at 1538 cm−1 is for νas(COO−) with a corresponding high-

intensity νs(COO−) peak at 1404 cm−1, presumably associated with the distal-carboxylate.13 

The observed differentiation of carboxylate asymmetric stretches indicates glutamic acid 

interacts with the hematite surface with both of the α- and distal-carboxylates. At pH 2, 

glutamic acid solution spectrum has shown to have only one νas(COO−) which tentatively 

comes from the -carboxylate (see Table 4.4). Moreover, the solution-phase νas-s value 

was 187 cm−1, whereas, on the hematite surface this value was decreased to 178 cm−1 and 

a new νas-s value was occurred for distal-carboxylate as 132 cm−1. Therefore, it is proposed 

that both α- and distal-carboxylate possibly adsorb onto the surface in bidentate bridging. 

At pH 7.4, electrostatic repulsion is possible through deprotonated carboxylate 

species to the negatively charged α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surfaces, which can be seen by a 

decrease in the absorbance intensities compared to pH 2. A further decrease in the νas-s 

value for α-carboxylate was observed ~15 cm−1 in comparison to solution phase. This can 

be explained as adsorbed α-carboxylate have higher symmetry in the structure.13 Therefore, 

we suggest that at pH 7.4 glutamic acid adsorbs onto the hematite surface in bidentate 

bridging mode from α-carboxylate. Furthermore, the change in distal-carboxylate νas-s 

value was minimal, indicating a single H-bonding. The least surface coverage of glutamic 

acid was observed at pH 9 due to gradually decreasing electrostatic attraction as pH 
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increases. Despite the electrostatic repulsion, some amount of glutamic adsorption onto 

hematite surfaces can be a result of double H-bonding configuration to the surface hydroxyl 

groups.  

Overall, in comparison to lysine and glutamic acid adsorption onto TiO2 

nanoparticle surfaces, both amino acids have shown stronger amine group interaction on 

the α-Fe2O3. In most cases, νas-s value was smaller for adsorbates on α-Fe2O3 indicating 

more symmetrical carboxylate coordination to the surface. Heterogeneity of the surface 

species was reduced as less variety in the νas-s was observed onto Fe2O3 nanoparticles. 

Thus, it is shown here that nanoparticle type changes amino acid adsorption behavior and 

surface species. 

4.4.4 Aspartic Acid and Arginine and Adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 

Nanoparticles: Effects of Amino Acid Concentration 

To determine the effects of amino acid concentration onto adsorption mechanisms 

and surface species, aspartic acid and arginine adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles was 

investigated. Fig. 4.4 shows the adsorbate spectra of 1 mM and 5 mM (a) aspartic acid and 

(b) arginine on α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles at pH 7.4 as a function of time. Solution peak 

assignments from Fig. 4.2 were used to determine the adsorbate vibrations in Fig. 4.4 as 

the adsorption plots shared similar peak values. However, the shape and wavenumber of 

infrared bands of adsorbate spectra varied between experiments when the adsorbate 

solution's concentration was changed. The emergence and disappearance of vibrational 

peaks were obscured by overlapped neighboring peaks or interpreted as peak shifts and 

used to indicate the changes in amino acid adsorption mechanisms.29 By looking at the Fig 
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4.4, we can see the increase in the absorbance intensity when amino acid concentration 

increases from 1 mM to 5 mM. Aspartic acid surface coverage onto on α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles at pH 7.4 was higher than arginine.  

 

Figure 4.4: Adsorption spectra of 1 mM and 5 mM aspartic acid (a) and arginine (b) on 

α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles at pH 7.4 as a function of time. Darker color spectra indicate the 

data collection at a later time. 

The spectrum of adsorbed aspartic acid (in Fig 4.4a) resembles that of solution 

spectrum at pH 7.4 with a change in the absorbance intensities of the νs(COO−) vibrations 

for distal- and α-carboxylate. For 1 mM aspartic acid adsorbate, the two carboxylate groups 
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are present spectra and the 1416 cm−1 and 1392 cm−1 peaks are assigned as νs(COO−) for 

α- and distal-carboxylate, respectively. The α-carboxylate νs(COO−) at 1392 cm-1 has 

higher absorbance intensity than the same vibration for distal-carboxylate, indicating the 

carboxylate group interaction within the α-Fe2O3 preferably from the α-carboxylate. 

Furthermore, the 1587 cm-1 and 1412 cm-1 peaks have the greatest change in absorbance 

over time during both adsorption and desorption, compared to the other peaks. When the 

concentration of aspartic acid increased, the peak values for νas(COO−) and νs(COO−) 

stretches did not change significantly indicating carboxylate binding modes to hematite 

surface for aspartic acid remained same. However, the deprotonated amine group bending 

modes diminished in intensity, could indicate an increase in H-bonding at higher 

concentration. νas-s value for α-carboxylate of aspartic acid reduced from 179 cm-1 to 172 

cm-1 indicating a higher symmetry in the carboxylate structure. Outer-sphere complexes 

are known to initiate energetically more favorable inner-sphere complexes on the surface.13 

At pH 7.4 hematite surface is negatively charged. Higher surface coverage of aspartic acid 

onto negatively charged surface explained as a result of outer-sphere complexes. As the 

changes in νas-s values were not as significant from the free species to adsorbate form 

however total amino acid coverage is still higher, double H-bonding configurations from 

distal-carboxylates are also possible on the α-Fe2O3 surface. 

1 mM arginine adsorbate spectra at pH 7.4 shows a drastic decrease in the 

νas(COO−) peak intensity compared to solution phase, suggesting the interactions from 

carboxylate group to α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surfaces. Solution-phase νas-s value for 

Arginine was 186 cm-1, this value lower to 174 cm-1 and 184 cm-1 for 1 mM and 5mM 
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adsorbate spectra, respectively. A decrease in νas-s value from free Arg+ species is pointed 

to be a result of bidentate bridging configuration for lower concentration. However, when 

amino acid concentration increased H-Bonding is more favorable on the surface as the 

change in νas-s was less significant.  

4.5 Conclusions 

This study investigated the interactions between α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles and the 

polar amino acids, lysine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and arginine. Comparing the pH-

dependent adsorption of lysine and glutamic onto α-Fe2O3 with an earlier study onto TiO2 

nanoparticles give us a better understanding of how nanoparticles, in general, interact with 

amino acids, and thus equips us to manage them as necessary for health and environmental 

protection. α-Fe2O3 and TiO2 nanoparticles are important metal oxides nanomaterials that 

are widely used in industry and consumer products. Their increased abundancy in the 

environment makes them easily accessible to come into contact with biological 

environments and ecosystems. This study shows that these two metal oxide nanoparticles 

could interact distinctively with the amino acids as a function of pH. Amino acid 

conformation differs on the two oxide surfaces compared to that of solution. Depending on 

the predominant speciation of amino acids and the surface charge of nanoparticles, 

adsorption involves a combination of carboxylate and amine group interactions. Lysine 

adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles increased with increasing pH. In contrast, Glu 

adsorption decreased with increasing pH. Surface species were changing at different pH 

values. Furthermore, amino acid concentration was impacting the extend of adsorption. 

Aspartic acid showed higher surface coverage in comparison to arginine onto α-Fe2O3 
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surface at pH 7.4. Moreover, a stronger H-bonding was occurred when aspartic acid 

concentration increased. The findings of this work help to determine the surface species 

and possible insights into more complex biomolecule (i.e., protein) adsorption mechanisms 

in aqueous environment.  Overall, the results provide valuable insights into the mechanisms 

biomolecule-nanoparticle surface interactions on different metal oxide nanoparticles and 

illuminate a detailed understanding of their environmental and human exposure. 
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Chapter 5 Interaction of Proteins with Iron Oxide (α-Fe2O3) Nanoparticles in the 

Presence and Absence of Pre-Adsorbed Phosphate and Lipopolysaccharides 

5.1 Abstract 

Protein adsorption onto geochemical surfaces (mineral surfaces in complex 

aqueous environmental systems) is critical to the environmental fate and transport of 

biological compounds. However, adsorption kinetics, coverage, and conformation of 

biological macromolecules are poorly understood, particularly in the presence of 

ubiquitous oxyanions and endotoxins in environmental matrices. In this study, the 

adsorption of two proteins, beta-lactoglobulin (β-LG) and bovine serum albumin (BSA), 

onto hematite iron oxide (α-Fe2O3) nanoparticles was investigated in the presence and 

absence of phosphate. Immunoglobulin G (IgG) adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 was also 

investigated in the presence and absence of lipopolysaccharides (LPS). Using attenuated 

total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR), our results show that phosphate 

occupied active sites and reduced protein surface coverage. Furthermore, the secondary 

structures of proteins when adsorbed onto α-Fe2O3 surfaces were substantially altered 

compared to their unbound conformations. When bound, β-LG conformation shifted to an 

increase in α-helix forms, whereas BSA transitioned from α-helix to β-sheet secondary 

structure upon adsorption. However, these differences were attenuated in the presence of 

adsorbed phosphate, slowing the kinetics of conformational changes during BSA and β-

LG adsorption. The impact of pre-adsorbed phosphate on adsorption was, notably, protein-

specific —β-LG exhibited a higher adsorption rate compared to BSA— and the former was 

partially reversible when phosphate was present. Pre-adsorbed LPS impacted IgG protein 
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secondary structure upon adsorption, and α-helix content of IgG was increased, and 

extended-chains content was reduced in the presence of LPS. Conformational changes 

could impact protein behavior, cycling, etc., as the protein domains are associated with 

different functions contributing to protein's overall role. Our results reveal the importance 

of phosphate on protein-mineral adsorption kinetics, conformation, and fate in complex 

aqueous systems. 

5.2 Introduction 

Nanoscale iron oxides, ubiquitous in terrestrial and marine soils and sediments,1–4 

are well-known sorbents of organic compounds and contaminants due to their high surface 

area and reactivity, thermodynamic stability, and subsequent adsorption capacity.5–7 As 

such, iron oxide nanoparticles and their bio-inorganic hybrid forms are commonly used as 

a sorbent in coatings, cosmetics, catalysis, drug delivery, and environmental remediation 

applications.8–10 Hematite (α-Fe2O3) is the most thermodynamically-stable iron oxide 

mineral, with surface terminations that have elevated free energies of formation and surface 

enthalpies promoting strong water adsorption and interaction with ions.11,12 Despite this 

enhanced reactivity, adsorption dynamics and stability of many common molecules to α-

Fe2O3, particularly in heterogeneous aqueous matrices, are not fully understood.  

Proteins, an essential subset of biological macromolecules, play a vital role in 

environmental and biological processes.13 Derived as byproducts of human activities and 

from secretion or lysis of microorganisms, roots, and fungi.14,15 All proteins, including 

enzymes, bind to other molecules to perform their function and associate protein-mediated 

processes.16 For instance, proteins attach to viruses or bacteria for destruction; the enzyme 
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hexokinase binds glucose and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to catalyze their reaction.15,16 

Indeed, microbially-derived proteinaceous compounds are found to be abundant at mineral 

interfaces.17,18 Most proteins have a high propensity for adsorption at solid-liquid interfaces 

due to their amphiphilic—both hydrophilic and hydrophobic—properties.19 When proteins 

encounter nanoparticle interfaces in an aqueous environmental and biological milieu, 

proteins do not behave like rigid particles.20 Instead, they can form a dynamic layer on 

nanoparticle surfaces once they are adsorbed.21,22 In biological systems, this layer is termed 

the "protein corona" 23–25, whereas, in the environment, this layer is termed "eco-corona."26 

The formation of this corona can influence aggregation, reactivity, toxicity, and 

transformation of the minerals.27 Moreover, adsorbed proteins can change their secondary 

conformation, mobility, and enzymatic activity.28–31 Thus, amino acid and protein 

interactions at the aqueous-nanomaterial interfaces have been widely-investigated using 

various vibrational spectroscopic and computational methods.32–36 

Previous studies of protein adsorption onto metal oxide nanoparticles, polymers, 

and other clay surfaces have demonstrated how perturbations in pH, temperature, protein 

concentration, and nanomaterial surface chemistry can significantly influence the 

adsorption kinetics, adsorbed protein assembly, and protein secondary structure.19,33,37–40 

Different structural units in a protein (i.e., α-helix, β-sheet) form the protein domains 

associated with different functions contributing to protein's overall role.41 For instance, a 

recent study probed the kinetics and mechanisms of bovine serum albumin (BSA) 

adsorption onto hematite particles using two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy 

(2DCOS) of the attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) 

spectra.28 The results revealed that an increase in the α-helix structure was observed during 
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the initial surface coverage of BSA. In contrast, α-helical structural loss happens at the later 

stage of the adsorption process. BSA adsorption on montmorillonite was also analyzed as 

a function of concentration.33 At higher concentrations and surface coverage, BSA 

unfolding was found to be less pronounced, and a more compact, aggregated protein 

structure was present. Furthermore, a study of beta-lactoglobulin (β-LG) and BSA 

adsorption onto hydrophobic surfaces –combined with molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM)– 

suggested that proteins formed a rigid monolayer on the solid surfaces.42 The isoelectric 

point (pHIEP) of the protein-coated surface was similar to the pHIEP of the protein in solution 

at high surface coverage.42 Upon adsorption of β-LG onto montmorillonite at acidic pH, 

modification of the interlayer space and a partial exfoliation of the clay mineral were also 

observed in addition to structural conformational changes of the protein.37  

While our understanding of nanoparticle behavior and protein interactions has 

advanced in model systems, the experimental design often does not account for aqueous 

systems' natural complexity. Environmental and biological aqueous systems consist of 

naturally-occurring assemblies of salts, nutrients, oxyanions, endotoxins, and 

heterogeneous organic compounds with varying molecular weights, which may compete 

with, co-adsorb, or aggregate with proteins in solution.24 As such, the adsorption of a 

biomolecule on the nanoparticle surface depends on adsorption affinity, diffusion kinetics, 

and solution chemistry as compounds dynamically compete, co-adsorb, and scaffold on the 

nanoparticle surface driven by their nano-size and large surface-to-mass ratio.43–47 

Phosphate, a highly-abundant nutrient in aqueous soil and groundwater systems,48 

can impact protein surface adsorption.30 Inorganic and organic phosphate compounds 
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accumulate in environmental systems, catalyzing harmful algal growth (eutrophication) 

and the proliferation of aquatic plants, and have been identified as pollutants of concern in 

groundwater.49,50 Phosphate provides a pH-stable environment51 and can itself adsorb onto 

nanoparticles,52 occupying active sites on the surfaces.53  

Bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS), large molecules of endotoxins, are present on 

the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria and one of the most abundant bioactive 

molecules present in the environment and several body compartments. The human body 

limits the entrance of LPS through mucosal penetration; however, low-level LPS can be 

found in the plasma54, and their content could increase in certain conditions.55 LPS contains 

a lipid and a polysaccharide composed of O-antigen, its outer and inner core are joined by 

a covalent bond and works as a pathogen-associated molecular pattern.56 It can activate 

macrophages and promote pro-inflammatory protein production.56 Recently, studies on 

cell-based immunological tests were stated that LPS adsorbed nanoparticles could interfere 

with test results,57 because LPS contamination could be overlooked or their adsorption 

could modulate the effects of LPS on immune cells. In fact, LPS adsorbed bio-corona of 

TiO2 nanoparticles were found to activate selected pro-inflammatory transduction 

pathways.56 Despite the ubiquitous presence of phosphate and LPS in environmental 

systems, the dynamics of protein adsorption onto iron oxide surfaces in the presence of 

these molecules are not well understood. Proteins adsorption onto nanoparticles in 

phosphate or LPS containing complex systems could alter protein conformational changes 

which would further impact protein binding capabilities and functions contributing to the 

overall role of a protein.  
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Table 5.1: Protein properties and crystal structures of BSA, β-LG, and IgG. Protein Data 

Base numbers of protein models are 4F5S, 1BEB, and 1HZH, respectively.37,58 

 

Bovine Serum 

Albumin 

(BSA) 

β-Lactoglobulin 

(β-LG) 

Immunoglobulin G 

(IgG) 

Crystal Structure 

  

 

Number of 

Amino Acids 
582 162 1331 

Isoelectric Point 

(pHIEP) 
4.9 5.1 6.6 

Molecular Mass 

(kDa) 
68 18.4 151.6 

 

To probe protein sorption under environmentally and biologically relevant 

conditions, β-LG and BSA were adsorbed to α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles in the presence and 

absence of phosphate at pH 6. These model proteins represent endmembers of protein size, 

flexibility, and native conformation.59 β-LG is a small (162 amino acids), rigid protein and 

is considered to be a model for a 'hard' protein that does not experience significant structural 

alterations after adsorption onto surfaces (Table 5.1).42 β-LG is a globular protein with a 

predominantly β-sheet structure59 and one of the major allergens in cow's milk.60 Thus, 

studies involving the denaturing conditions (pH and temperature) of β-LG have been 

investigated because of their relevance to food and dairy processing.61 Additionally, the 

heat-induced aggregation of β-LG is also used as a model for fibril formation of 

neurodegenerative disease.62 In comparison, BSA has a larger size (582 amino acids) and 
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is considered to be a 'soft' protein model, as it undergoes a conformational change upon 

surface adsorption.30,39 It also differs from β-LG in that BSA mainly consists of α-helix in 

aqueous media in its crystal structure.30,63 BSA is also used as a model protein in many 

studies due to its high abundance, low cost, and similarity to human serum albumin 

(HSA).30 By comparing the adsorptive behavior of these two model proteins, we can begin 

to understand the structural and kinetics effects of phosphate pre-adsorption on protein 

surface interactions in aqueous systems. Furthermore, IgG was adsorbed to α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles in the presence and absence of LPS at pH 7.4. IgG is a relatively large protein 

with a molecular weight of about 153 kDa and made of four peptide chains. Its secondary 

structure largely consists of β-sheet structures whereas the α-helix content is relatively 

small.64,65 By comparing the adsorptive behavior of these model proteins, we can begin to 

understand the structural and kinetics effects of phosphate and LPS pre-adsorption on 

protein surface interactions in aqueous systems. 

To characterize aqueous-phase protein surface adsorption, ATR-FTIR 

spectroscopy was used. The information from these in situ analyses is intended to provide 

an understanding of real-time biomolecule-surface interactions in a multi-component 

environment. Solution-phase secondary structural analysis of these proteins in the Amide 

I region was compared to that of adsorbed proteins by deconvolution analysis to understand 

the conformational changes upon adsorption. Both Amide I (1600-1700 cm-1) and Amide 

II (1500-1600 cm-1) regions of the ATR-FTIR spectra are further analyzed to identify 

phosphate and LPS effects on the adsorption and desorption experiment kinetics of the 

proteins. This study provides a framework and conceptualization of fundamental 

mechanisms involved in protein adsorption/desorption in a multi-component, more 
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complex aqueous environment. It offers essential information on how interactions at the 

nano-geo-bio interface can change the conformation of biological molecules. 

5.3 Materials and Experimental Methods 

5.3.1 Materials 

α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were purchased from Alfa Aesar, MA. The lyophilized forms 

of β-LG (≥90%), BSA (≥99.5%), IgG (≥99.5%), and LPS from E.Coli O111:B4 were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Characteristics of the proteins used in this study and their 

crystal structures are shown in Table 5.1. The phosphate buffer solution of 250 µM 

Na2HPO4.H2O (Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and 0.04 g L-1 LPS solutions were used for 

adsorption studies. The experiments to determine phosphate's effect were performed at pH 

6, whereas the LPS study was conducted at pH 7.4. Solution pH values were adjusted by 

using hydrochloric acid (HCl), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solutions from Fisher 

Scientific, Inc. Solutions were prepared with Milli-Q water (Millipore, resistance = 18.2 

MΩ.cm at 25 oC) and NaCl (Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was used to maintain 10 mM ionic 

strength through the experiments. All chemicals were used as received without further 

purification. 

5.3.2 Nanoparticle Characterization 

The size and morphology of the α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were determined by a JEOL 

JEM-1400 Plus transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at 80 kV. For TEM imaging, a 

10 µL droplet from a sonicated α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle suspension was deposited on a 

formvar/carbon-coated 100-mesh copper grid (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and kept 

inside a dry air chamber until it is completely dried. A high-resolution transmission 
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electron microscopy (HRTEM) instrument (JEOL-2800) was used to determine the 

exposed facet at 200 kV. The crystalline phase of nanoparticles was determined using an 

APEX II Ultra diffractometer equipped with a CCD-based area detector, using MoKα 

radiation at λ= 0.71073 Å. 2D images from the APEX II detector were processed using 

DiffractEva software (Bruker). A Quantachrome Nova 4200e analyzer was used for surface 

area and pore size measurements from Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) N2 adsorption. 

Before analysis, samples were degassed for 8 hours at 120 ºC and the data were analyzed 

using a 15 multipoint isotherm with partial pressures (P/Po) of 0.05-0.95. 

5.3.3 ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy 

ATR-FTIR spectra were collected using a horizontal 45o beveled faces amorphous 

material transmitting infrared radiation (AMTIR) crystal (PIKE Technologies) in a 

Thermo–Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride 

(MCT-A) detector. The MCT-A has a narrow band with a 650 cm-1 cutoff and offers high 

mid-IR sensitivity and more significant IR response for small amounts of energy reaching 

the detector. All spectra were recorded in 2-minute intervals at 4 cm-1 resolution, and an 

average of 128 scans was collected over a spectral range of 750-4000 cm-1. 

The primary solvent for all the solutions was 10 mM NaCl in Milli-Q water. Protein 

solutions were made immediately before analysis to maintain the desired pH throughout 

the experiment. Two phosphate solutions of 25 mM and 250 µM were prepared for 

solution-phase analysis and adsorption studies, respectively. Solution-phase spectra of the 

proteins were compared to those of protein adsorbates to observe any spectral changes that 

occurred upon adsorption onto α-Fe2O3.  To obtain solution-phase protein spectra, native 
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BSA and β-LG were dissolved in the solvent to 5 mg mL-1 concentration. Native IgG was 

dissolved in the solvent to 0.2 mg mL-1, and the same concentration of IgG was used for 

both solution-phase analysis and adsorption studies. 

A high concentration of protein solution is needed to obtain a quality spectrum due 

to the low affinity of the protein for the ATR crystal surface. However, above the 

concentration of 5 mg mL-1, gel-like solutions of β-LG were observed. Thus, this 

concentration was selected for the solution phase analysis for BSA and β-LG proteins. 

Aqueous protein spectra were collected using ATR-FTIR flow-cell crystal without an α-

Fe2O3 coating. After collecting protein solution spectra, a background spectrum of each 

solvent was subtracted from the sample spectrum. To reduce the interference of water 

bands in the IR region at ~1640 cm–1 (H–O–H bending), which overlaps with the Amide I 

mode of the proteins (1600-1700 cm–1), an atmospheric suppression correction was 

performed in the OMNIC 9 software (ThermoFisher). 

 

Scheme 5.1: The detailed schematic of the ATR-FTIR protein adsorption and desorption 

experimental steps in the study. 
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The methodology for surface adsorption and desorption reactions are detailed in 

Scheme 5.1. Briefly, experiments followed these steps: (1) α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were 

drop cast on the AMTIR crystal by depositing 1 mL of 5 mg mL-1 nanoparticle suspension, 

and (2) dried overnight in a dry air chamber. After nanoparticle film preparation, (3) pH-

adjusted Milli-Q water flowed at 0.5 ml min-1 over the thin film for 20 min to remove any 

loosely bound nanoparticles, to adjust nanoparticle surface charge, and to allow for 

background spectrum collection. Next, (4) phosphate buffer (or LPS solution) was 

introduced to the system for 90 min to create phosphate- or LPS-coated nanoparticles 

before protein flow. This step was omitted in the absence of phosphate/LPS experiments. 

(5) For BSA and β-LG, a 1 mg mL-1; for IgG, a 0.2 mg mL-1 protein solution was flowed 

over the nanoparticle film surface for 90 min to induce adsorption. Following protein 

adsorption, (6) the protein-coated surface was again washed with the primary solvent for 

90 min. The pH of the protein solutions was measured before and after the experiment to 

ensure stability throughout the adsorption experiments. Phosphate adsorption was 

confirmed by observing saturated adsorbed phosphate at ~90 min which was determined 

by plotting absorbance peak intensity for the adsorbed phosphate band (at 1040 cm−1) 

during adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 (Fig. 5.4).  

5.3.4 Computational Analysis of the ATR-FTIR Data  

For quantitative analyses of absorbed protein secondary structures, ATR-FTIR 

solution conformation results were compared to those of the adsorbates over time. Selected 

spectra at 4 and 90 min of adsorption were isolated to compare protein secondary structure 

at low and high surface coverage. In the presence of pre-adsorbed phosphate, the additional 
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adsorption spectra at 46 min were also analyzed at the adsorption half-time to observe time-

dependent conformational changes better. Before curve fitting, the Amide I band range 

(1600-1700 cm-1) was extracted from each original time-dependent spectral series (Fig. 

5.1). This range was baseline corrected to a linear-line, and the Amide 1 band range was 

normalized with the highest peak intensity to ensure that observed bands were due to 

protein adsorption rather than water. The second derivatives of the spectra were processed 

using Origin 2017 Suite (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, Massachusetts, USA) to 

better observe all vibrational peaks. The local minimum values from the second derivatives 

of the ATR-FTIR spectra were used to identify each secondary component's band position 

and used for assignments. Curve fitting iterations to a Gaussian shape at the band positions 

were then performed to achieve the best composite results. Protein solution-phase 

secondary structural results and previous literature values30,39,60 were used as a preliminary 

standard to fit the adsorbed protein spectra.  

 

Figure 5.1: Process of curve fitting data analysis: (1) The Amide I band range from the 

raw data of protein adsorption experiment was extracted at a selected reaction time. (2) 

This range was baseline corrected to a linear-line and normalized the Amide 1 band range 

with the highest peak intensity. (3) The second derivatives of the spectra were processed, 

and the local minimum values were used to identify the band position of each secondary 

component. (4) The Amide I band was deconvolution into Gaussian curves were then 

performed to achieve the best composite results. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Nanoparticle Characterization 

Fig. 5.2 shows the detailed physical characterization of iron oxide nanoparticles. 

XRD pattern in Fig. 5.2a identified that sampled nanoparticles were entirely hematite, with 

a specific surface area of 89 m2 g-1 and average pore size of 0.247 cm3 g-1 from Density 

Functional Theory (DFT) method calculations. TEM and HRTEM images of α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles (Fig. 5.2b-c) indicated that the particles had a high aggregation tendency and 

were approximately 5-20 nm in diameter, with the most exposed facet being the (104) 

surface plane. 

 

Figure 5.2: Characterization of α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. (a) XRD pattern indicates that 

particles are hematite; (b) TEM and (c) HRTEM images of the nanoparticles with exposed 

(104) facets. 

5.4.2 ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy of Phosphate and LPS in Solution and 

Adsorbed on α-Fe2O3 

Unbound and mineral-adsorbed phosphate were both examined via ATR-FTIR 

spectroscopy to determine vibrational frequency changes of phosphate and show the 

surface coverage before protein adsorption. The protonation state of phosphate can be seen 

in Fig. 3a. At pH 6, the molar fraction of phosphate is comprised of 0.94 H2PO4
- and 0.06 

HPO4
2- species (Fig. 5.3b). The vibrations of these aqueous phosphate species can be seen 
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in the IR spectra in Fig. 5.3c. There are two primary phosphate vibrations identified: 

nondegenerate symmetric stretching (ν1) and triply degenerate symmetric stretching 

(ν3).
66,67 Due to asymmetry in the tetrahedral structure of H2PO4

- species, the bands at 990 

cm-1 and 1155 cm-1 appear from the split degenerate symmetric stretching (ν3). The band at 

940 cm-1 indicates coexisting HPO4
2- species, and the ν1 band is active at 878 cm-1. The 

broad shoulder at ~1220 cm-1 represents bending mode [δ(POH)] and is derived from 

H2PO4
- species.66,67 

 

Figure 5.3: (a) Phosphate acid-base reaction equilibria where pKa1= 2.12, pKa2= 7.20, 

and pKa3= 12.37; (b) phosphate speciation diagram calculated using Henderson-

Hasselbalch equation66 shows that 0.94 molar fraction of phosphate speciation at pH 6 is 

H2PO4-. (c) IR spectrum of aqueous phase phosphate (25 mM) in 10 mM NaCl solution 

at pH 6. 

Adsorption and desorption spectra of phosphate were characterized as a function of 

interaction time (Fig. 5.4). Phosphate adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 surfaces is shown in Fig. 

5.4a. The bands observed ~1098 cm−1 and 1040 cm−1 comprise sets of doublets derived 

from the phosphate ion's P-O stretching vibration.69 The adsorption band region in Fig. 

5.4a is notably broader, suggesting multiple adsorption bonding modes are co-occurring. 
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Notably, a large amount of phosphate irreversibly binds to the α-Fe2O3 surface, as the peak 

absorbance intensities do not return to baseline when desorbed with water at pH 6 (Fig. 

5.4b). Normalized absorbance peak intensities of the adsorbed phosphate (band at 1040 

cm−1) during adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 (0-90 min) and desorption experiments (90-180 min) 

suggests that adsorbed phosphate is saturated on the α-Fe2O3 surface at ~90 min (Fig. 5.4c). 

This component of adsorbed phosphate may bond via inner-sphere complexation directly 

at the solid-solution interface.66,70,71 Therefore, these data suggest that phosphate is forming 

a mixture of surface species and bonding modes, as is evidenced by multiple overlapping 

peaks in the phosphate region of the ATR-FTIR spectrum.70,72 LPS adsorption was 

confirmed by observing adsorbate spectrum at ~60 min. Adsorbate spectra reveals 

similarities to its native protein structure based on the existing literature,73 and 0.2 g L-1 

LPS adsorbate spectra can be seen in Fig. 5.5. The peaks at 1642 cm-1 and 1544 cm-1 were 

assigned as Amide I and Amide II, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.4: ATR-FTIR spectra of (a) 250 μM phosphate adsorption on α-Fe2O3 as 

function of time at pH 6; (b) Phosphate desorption from α-Fe2O3 with 10 mM NaCl as a 

f(time) at pH 6; (c) Normalized absorbance peak intensity for the adsorbed phosphate band 

(at 1040 cm−1) during adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 (time 0-90 min) and desorption experiments 

(time 90-180 min) plotted as a f(time). The dashed line represents the spectrum of aqueous 

phase phosphate (25 mM) in 10 mM NaCl solution at pH 6. When phosphate desorbed, 

there no change to the adsorbed spectra corresponding to the irreversibility of phosphate 

surface adsorption. 
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Figure 5.5: ATR-FTIR spectra of 0.2 g L-1 LPS adsorbate on α-Fe2O3 at pH 7.4 at 90 

mins. 

5.4.3 ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy of Proteins in Solution  

ATR-FTIR spectra of BSA and β-LG solutions at pH 6 are shown in Fig. 5.6. Peak 

assignments from these solution-phase spectra were compared to adsorbed-phase spectra 

within the Amide І and II regions. The Amide І bands were centered at 1633 cm-1 and 1653 

cm-1 for β-LG and BSA, respectively.39,59 The Amide I band predominantly contains 

symmetric stretching of C=O, with contributions from out-of-phase C−N bending and in-

plane N-H bending.30,74 Amide II bands of the proteins were located at 1548 cm-1 and 1545 

cm-1 for β-LG and BSA, respectively.40,59,60,75 The Amide II and Amide III (1200-1350 cm-

1) regions consist of out-of-phase C−N stretching mode and out-of-phase in-plane N-H 

bending from the peptide backbone of the proteins.74,76 The peaks observed at 1452 cm-1 

and 1455 cm-1 were assigned to CH2 scissoring, and 1400 cm-1 is derived from C−O 

carboxylate stretching. The peaks ranged ~1050 cm-1 for β-LG correspond to C−C and 

C−OH groups.76,77 ATR-FTIR spectra of 0.2 g L-1 IgG in 10 mM NaCl solution at pH 7.4 

can be seen in Fig 5.7. The peak at 1639 cm-1 is for the Amide I band; the 1549 cm-1 peak 
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is for the Amide II band of the protein. The peak at 1454 cm-1 is assigned to the CH2 

scissoring, and 1398 cm-1 is from C−O carboxylate stretching. These peak assignments 

were further used to compare the solution phase with the adsorbed phase spectra for the 

Amide I and II regions. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Normalized ATR-FTIR spectra of 5 mg mL-1 BSA and β-LG in 10 mM 

NaCl solution at pH 6. Spectra normalized by the Amide I band relative intensities. The 

peaks at 1633 cm-1 and 1653 cm-1 are for the Amide I bands; 1548 cm-1 and 1545 cm-1 

peaks are for the Amide II bands of the proteins. The peaks at 1452 cm-1 and 1455 cm-1 are 

assigned to the CH2 scissoring, and 1400 cm-1 is from C−O carboxylate stretching. These 

peak assignments were further used to compare the solution phase with the adsorbed phase 

spectra for the Amide I and II regions. 
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Figure 5.7: ATR-FTIR spectra of 0.2 g L-1 IgG in 10 mM NaCl solution at pH 7.4. 

5.4.4 Effect of Phosphate and LPS on ATR-FTIR Spectroscopy of Proteins 

Adsorbed onto α-Fe2O3 

ATR-FTIR is a powerful in-situ characterization method to monitor protein 

secondary conformational changes upon adsorption on nanoparticle surfaces.78 Upon 

adsorption onto the nanoparticle surface, proteins form a well-organized layer that dictates 

the identity of the bio-nano complex.79 These changes are essential for protein biological 

activity as they could create new binding sites on the protein structure, which determine 

the protein interactions with other ligands, change protein structure, and impact protein 

aggregation.58,80,81 Furthermore, phosphate at mineral surfaces in complex aqueous 

environmental systems could potentially influence protein-nanoparticle interactions. Thus, 

to understand the impact of phosphate on protein adsorption, IR spectra were recorded with 

and without the presence of pre-adsorbed phosphate. To identify specific surface 

interactions causing frequency shifts and band shape differences, solution-phase spectral 

results (Fig. 5.6) were compared to those of adsorbed species (Fig. 5.8). 
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ATR-FTIR spectra of protein adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 over time (color scale) in the 

presence and absence of phosphate are shown in Fig. 5.8. The total surface coverage of the 

proteins decreased when phosphate was pre-adsorbed to the particle surface. This 

phenomenon was observed in the decreased intensity of the Amide I and Amide II peaks 

for proteins when phosphate is present, suggesting that phosphate competes with proteins 

for available nanoparticle surface area.  

 

Figure 5.8: ATR-FTIR spectra of 1 mg/mL (a) BSA and (b) β-LG adsorption 

experiments on α-Fe2O3 without phosphate (top) and with pre-adsorbed phosphate 

(bottom) as a f(time) at pH 6. In the presence of phosphate, a fewer amount of protein is 

adsorbed on the nanoparticle surface. By comparing the solution phase with adsorbed phase 

spectra, shifts in the Amide I band of the spectra indicating the secondary structural 

changes of the proteins upon adsorption. The increase in the phosphate region ~1000 cm-

1 stems from the β-LG solution contribution. 
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Compared to solution-phase spectra, peak shifting upon adsorption implicates 

inner-sphere complexation, secondary structural changes, and hydrogen bonding between 

the protein and nanoparticle surface.75 Upon adsorption onto the nanoparticle surface, 

proteins underwent secondary structural changes, which can be observed by notable peak 

shifts for both BSA and β-LG Amide I and Amide II bands. The vibrational frequency 

assignments for these bands are shown in Table 5.2. During BSA adsorption onto the 

nanoparticle surface, frequency shifts in the peak location were minimal, indicating small 

protein structure changes.76 Critically, the presence of pre-adsorbed phosphate affected β-

LG adsorption onto the α-Fe2O3 surface, as suggested by smaller shifts in Amide I peaks 

from its position of solution-phase upon adsorption. The solution phase Amide I peak was 

at 1633 cm-1 for β-LG. This band showed a blue-shift upon adsorption to nanoparticle 

surfaces and was observed at 1626 cm-1 in the absence of phosphate. Shifts to lower 

wavenumbers in the Amide I band are indicative of increasing hydrogen bonds.74 However, 

when there was pre-adsorbed phosphate on the nanoparticle surface, the observed decrease 

in band position was dampened. This observation suggests that pre-adsorbed phosphate 

may reduce the extent of protein secondary structural changes and prevent protein 

denaturation on the α-Fe2O3 surface. A similar result was previously observed during BSA 

adsorption onto TiO2 surface under acidic conditions.30  
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Table 5.2: Vibrational frequencies for protein Amide I and Amide II peaks for the 

solution and adsorbed phase. 

 Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

 BSA β-LG 

 
Solution 

Phase 

Adsorbed 

on α-Fe2O3 

(Δ)* 

Adsorbed on 

phosphate-

coated  

α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

Solution 

Phase 

Adsorbed 

on α-Fe2O3 

(Δ)* 

Adsorbed on 

phosphate-

coated  

α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

Amide I 1653 1657 (+5) 1653 (-0) 1633 1626 (-7) 1628 (-5) 

Amide II 1545 1546 (+1) 1542 (-3) 1548 1542 (-6) 1543 (-7) 

(Δ)* = Difference between adsorbed and solution phase vibrational frequency. 

 

In addition to Amide band frequency shifts, band shape changes were also observed 

upon protein adsorption onto the α-Fe2O3 surface. For instance, when β-LG was adsorbed 

in the absence of phosphate, the spectral shoulder at 1640 cm-1 developed (Fig. 5.8b), 

hypothesized to be due to hydrogen bonding changes upon protein adsorption.74  However, 

in the presence of phosphate, the band shape of β-LG Amide I resembled its native state, 

indicating phosphate constrained protein denaturation and secondary structural changes.30 

We observed no change in phosphate band intensities during sorption experiments; 

however, band shape changes were detected upon protein introduction indicating possible 

differences in surface phosphate species and adsorption modes during protein adsorption. 
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Figure 5.9: ATR-FTIR spectra of 1 mg/mL (a) BSA and (b) β-LG desorption 

experiments from α-Fe2O3 with 10 mM NaCl (in MilliQ) without phosphate (top) and with 

co-adsorbed phosphate (bottom) as a f(time) at pH 6. 

Adsorbed proteins were also subjected to desorption experiments to determine their 

stability (Fig. 5.9). As seen in desorption spectra, BSA did not desorb from the α-Fe2O3 

surface, indicating this protein is irreversibly adsorbed onto the surface, and pre-adsorbed 

phosphate did not impact the irreversibility of BSA adsorption significantly. However, 

partial reversibility was observed for β-LG in the absence of phosphate, and kinetics 

measurements were completed to investigate this distinction. Notably, the adsorption and 

desorption of BSA and β-LG were highly time-dependent. To understand the time-
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dependency of secondary structural changes, adsorption kinetics, and changes to Amide 

I/II spectral ratios were further probed. 

For the effect of pre-adsorbed LPS, IgG was absorbed onto hematite surfaces and 

the results of the protein adsorption in the presence and absence of LPS can be seen in Fig. 

5.10. In the presence of LPS, a higher amount of protein is adsorbed on the nanoparticle 

surface. By comparing the solution phase with adsorbed phase spectra, shifts in the Amide 

I band and the change in the band shape was observed indicating the secondary structural 

changes of the proteins upon adsorption.  

 
Figure 5.10: ATR-FTIR spectra of 0.2 mg/mL IgG adsorption experiments on α-Fe2O3 

without LPS (a) and with pre-adsorbed LPS (b) as a f(time) at pH 7.4. 
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5.4.5 Adsorption Kinetics, Conformation Changes, and Reversibility of BSA 

and β-LG at the α-Fe2O3 Surface 

The dynamic adsorption behavior of proteins on α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles in the 

presence and absence of phosphate are shown in Fig. 5.11 In kinetic isotherms analyses, 

the Amide II band was used rather than the Amide I or III regions to monitor and quantify 

protein adsorption, as this band is less sensitive to structural changes or potential 

aggregation, and to minimize water interference.33,82 Peak intensities of the Amide II band 

absorbance for the adsorbed BSA and β-LG during adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles 

(0-90 min) and desorption (90-180 min) were examined as a function of time at pH 6 (Fig. 

5.11). It is apparent that phosphate affected the total concentration of proteins adsorbed on 

the α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surface. BSA alone reached saturation at ~0.2 absorbance units; 

however, in the presence of pre-adsorbed phosphate on the nanoparticle surface, saturation 

was reached at approximately 0.1 absorbance units, indicating phosphate occupies the 

active sites of the particle surface and reduced total protein coverage. α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles showed pHIEP near 6 (see Fig. 4.1 in Chapter 4), indicating a neutral charge 

and hydroxylic surface at the experimental pH value. In terms of sorbate reactivity, as both 

proteins were negatively charged at pH 6, we suggest that adsorption was altered through 

hydrogen bonding, and polar amino acid residues or other protein fragments may contribute 

to the adsorption process while electrostatic interactions were minimal.  
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Figure 5.11: Absorbance intensities for the adsorbed BSA and β-LG for the Amide II 

peak height during adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (0-90 min) and desorption (90-

180 min) plotted as f(time) at pH 6. The solid and empty symbols represent the Amide II 

bands' peak heights in the presence and absence of pre-adsorbed phosphate, respectively. 

Kinetics results in this plot show the Difference in the total protein coverage on the 

nanoparticle surfaces. The adsorption rate of proteins is slowed in the presence of 

phosphate, β-LG absorbance intensity almost four times higher to BSA, as a possible result 

of the higher affinity of β-LG to the surface and its smaller size compared to BSA. 

In addition to modulating surface coverage, phosphate influenced protein 

adsorption kinetics via protein-specific mechanisms. β-LG did not reach equilibrium when 

phosphate was absent, while equilibrium was achieved within 90 minutes when phosphate 

is present (Fig. 5.11). This observation was not as significant for BSA adsorption onto α-

Fe2O3 surfaces. β-LG adsorbed onto surface ~4 times higher in comparison to BSA, as can 

be seen from the absorbance intensities in Fig. 5.11. Protein surface coverage could depend 

on the solution concentration in which the adsorbent is immersed and/or the molecular 

volume of the adsorbing protein (proportional to its molecular weight).83 The Difference 

within the total absorbance was suggested to be a result of a higher affinity of β-LG to the 
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surface and its smaller size compared to BSA and controlled by water/surface interactions. 

Thus, the total surface coverage of  BSA onto α-Fe2O3 surfaces was proposed to be less.  

Adsorption isotherms onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were protein-specific and, 

notably, phosphate did not impact the isotherm morphology. Kinetic analysis of BSA 

revealed Langmuir-type adsorption isotherms,  similar to previous adsorption studies of 

BSA on oxides39,84,85 and clay materials.34,86 In contrast, a sigmoidal-shape (S-shape) 

adsorption curve for β-LG adsorption was achieved in our experimental conditions in Fig 

5.11. An S-shape adsorption isotherm is often caused by lateral interactions between the 

adsorbed species and unrestricted monolayer-multilayer formation related to protein 

size.83,87,88 Our replicate experiments resulted in consistent S-shape isotherms, confirming 

that aqueous phase β-LG adsorption to α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles forms multilayer structures. 

To probe such disparate adsorption structures' stability, desorption experiments 

were carried out by flowing 10 mM NaCl at pH 6 over protein-α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle 

complexes. The desorption region in Fig. 5.9 shows that pre-adsorbed phosphate impacts 

protein adsorption reversibility and BSA adsorbed onto α-Fe2O3 surface irreversibly. 

Similar behavior was observed before in an earlier study; BSA adsorption reversibility on 

TiO2 surface at pH 4 was influenced in the presence of co-adsorbed phosphate.30 In the 

absence of phosphate, partial desorption for β-LG was observed, supporting the 

hypothesized result of multilayer formation for β-LG in the absence of pre-adsorbed 

phosphate. During multilayer adsorption, protein adsorbs to surfaces primarily through 

protein/surface interactions as higher-order layers are too distant from the adsorbent 

surface to be held by interaction forces in close-proximity this type of adsorption is mostly 

partially reversible.83 
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Real-time changes in the Amide I/II ratio provides insight into protein 

conformational changes during adsorption.89 Therefore, this ratio was examined as a 

function of time during adsorption and desorption experiments (Fig. 5.12). In here, 

Adsorption experiments are done in the presence and absence of co-adsorbed phosphate. 

Desorption studies are done with NaCl solutions at pH 6. The solid and empty symbols 

represent the peak heights of the Amide II bands in the presence and absence of co-

adsorbed phosphate, respectively. The figure indicates protein conformational changes 

happen in the earlier time points (before 20 mins) in the absence of phosphate, whereas the 

conformational change is slower in the presence of co-adsorbed phosphate (before 60 

mins). We observed time-dependent protein conformational changes phosphate-driven 

impacts on the rate of such changes. Conformational changes occurred in the first 20 

minutes of the reaction in the absence of phosphate yet took up to 60 minutes to appear in 

the presence of pre-adsorbed phosphate. Insights from this figure were used to select time 

points for secondary structural analysis at an early (4 min) and final time point (90min). 
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Figure 5.12: Ratio of the Amide I/II peak absorbance intensities for the adsorbed BSA 

and β-LG during adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (0-90 min) and desorption (90-180 

min) plotted as f(time) at pH 6. 
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5.4.6 Phosphate and LPS Effects on Secondary Structural Changes of The 

Proteins Adsorbed on α-Fe2O3 Nanoparticles  

Protein secondary structures were investigated via analysis of the ATR-FTIR 

Amide I band, which is highly sensitive to protein conformational changes.36 Protein 

solution ATR-FTIR spectra were deconvoluted into β-sheets, turns, α-helices, extended 

chains (short-segment chains connecting the α-helical segment), random coils, and side-

chain moieties (Fig. 5.13). Vibrational frequencies (cm–1) of the absorption peak centers 

associated with individual secondary structure components of the BSA and β-LG solutions 

after curve fitting are summarized in Table 5.3. The peak center positions were shifted ±3 

cm–1 from the local minimum positions determined by the second derivative, and the 

coefficients of determination (R2) were ≥ 0.9 for deconvolution fits. 

 

Figure 5.13: Background subtracted and normalized protein Amide I band for secondary 

structural analysis with curve fitting results for (a) BSA and (b) β-LG solutions at pH 6.0. 
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Table 5.3: Summarized vibrational frequencies (cm–1) of the absorption peak centers 

associated with individual secondary structure components of the BSA and β-LG solutions 

after curve fitting. 

   Vibrational Frequency (cm-1) 

 
  

Adsorbed 

on α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

Adsorbed on phosphate-

coated α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

 Secondary 

Structure 

Solution 

Phase 
4 min 90 min 4 min 90 min 

B
S

A
 

β-sheets 1684 1690 1690 1689 1683 

Turns 1671 1677 1677 1674 1671 

α-helices 1652 1659 1658 1658 1655 

Random coils 1636 1643 1645 1644 1642 

Extended chains 1625 1629 1631 1631 1630 

Side-chain moieties 1613 1612 1612 1612 1611 

 Secondary 

Structure 

Solution 

Phase 
4 min 90 min 4 min 90 min 

β
 -

L
G

 

β-sheets 1688 1695 1690 1691 1688 

Turns 1676 1676 1680 1683 1679 

α-helices 1660 1658 1658 1666 1661 

Random coils 1644 1650 1643 1647 1644 

Extended chains 1628 1635 1628 1629 1626 

Side-chain moieties 1612 1618 1612 1614 1611 

(Δ)* = Difference between adsorbed and solution phase secondary structure content. 

 

Earlier studies showed that β-LG structure is comprised of a short α-helix and eight 

strands of antiparallel β-sheets, which form a conical barrel.37 In contrast, BSA is 

comprised solely of α-helix structures.39 However, it is essential to note that reported 

variations are possible within ±10% among secondary structures distribution.11 The curve 

fitting results for solution-phase protein conformational analyses, shown in Fig. 5.13, were 

aligned with previous findings,39 as the dominant component of BSA solution-phase 

conformation at pH 6.0 was largely α-helix (52%), and of β-LG solution was primarily 

extended chains/β-sheets (49%).  
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Figure 5.14: Background subtracted and normalized protein Amide I band for secondary 

structural analysis with curve fitting results for (a) BSA and (b) β-LG adsorbed on α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles in the presence and absence of pre-adsorbed phosphate at pH 6.0. The 

magenta and dark blue solid lines represent the original experimental spectrum, and the 

black dashed lines represent the cumulative fit. Component bands are given for 

intermolecular β-sheets/turns (cyan), β-sheets (green/brown), α-helices (fuchsia), random 

coils (dark red), short-segment chains connecting the α-helices (orange), side-chain 

moieties (lime). 

To further our understanding of the effects of pre-adsorbed phosphate on adsorbed 

protein conformation, curve fitting analyses of the ATR-FTIR data at different time points 

(4 and 90 min) were performed and shown in Fig. 5.14. The deconvoluted integrated peak 

area of the overlapping peaks was fitted for relevant secondary components. The changes 

with varying conditions are reported in Table 5.4.39,40,76,90,91 Critically, protein 

conformations changed upon adsorption, and phosphate presence affected these changes. 

During BSA adsorption in the absence of phosphate, a comparison of the IR spectra of the 

aqueous and adsorbed phase showed a distinct loss of α-helix content (↓9%) and a gain in 

the extended chains (↑18%). An unfolding process after BSA adsorption on metal oxides 

has been previously observed. 30,39 However, when phosphate was present, the loss of α-
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helix content and gain in the extended chains were reduced. This suggests that pre-adsorbed 

phosphate inhibited BSA unfolding on the α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surface. During β-LG 

adsorption in the absence of phosphate, curve-fitting analyses implicate increasing α-helix 

content (19→48%) and decreasing random coils (29→3%)This type of secondary structure 

shift could be the result of a higher exposition of hydrophilic groups of side-chains and 

protection of the hydrophobic core of the protein.92  

Table 5.4: Secondary structural elements content (%) in the Amide I region determined 

via curve-fitting for solution phase (5 mg/mL) and after 90 min adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 

and phosphate-coated α-Fe2O3. 

 
  

Adsorbed 

on α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

Adsorbed on phosphate-

coated α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

 Secondary 

Structure 

Solution 

Phase 
4 min 90 min 4 min 90 min 

B
S

A
 

β-sheets/turns 3 3 (↓0) 5 (↑2) 1 (↓2) 1 (↓2) 

β-sheets 20 17 (↓3) 15 (↓5) 13 (↓7) 15 (↓15) 

α-helices 52 38 (↓14) 43 (↓9) 27 (↓25) 48 (↓4) 

Random coils 11 23 (↑12) 6 (↑5) 21 (↑10) 12 (↑1) 

Extended chains 12 15 (↑3) 30 (↑18) 35 (↑13) 22 (↑10) 

Side-chain moieties 2 4 (↑2) 1 (↑1) 3 (↑1) 2 (↓0) 

 Secondary 

Structure 

Solution 

Phase 
4 min 90 min 4 min 90 min 

β
 -

L
G

 

β-sheets/turns 4 1 (↓3) 3 (↑1) 1 (↓3) 2 (↓2) 

β-sheets 13 9 (↓4) 3 (↑10) 2 (↓11) 6 (↓7) 

α-helices 19 27 (↑8) 48 (↑19) 27 (↑8) 29 (↑9) 

Random coils 29 12 (↓17) 3 (↓26) 28 (↓1) 23 (↓6) 

Extended chains 32 37 (↑5) 39 (↑7) 35 (↑3) 36 (↑4) 

Side-chain moieties 3 14 (↑11) 4 (↑1) 7 (↑4) 4 (↑1) 

(Δ)* = Difference between adsorbed and solution phase secondary structure content. 

  

Less noticeable structural changes were observed during B-LG adsorption in the 

presence of phosphate, suggested by dampened increases in β-LG α-helix content. 

Conformational changes for the β-LG were more significant in comparison to the BSA in 

the absence of phosphate, as can be seen in Table 5.4. In a recent study,28 an increase in α-
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helix structure was observed in BSA adsorbed on hematite surfaces under increasing 

protein concentrations. Another study of β-LG adsorption on montmorillonite by Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy revealed that at high β-LG concentrations, 

significant secondary structural changes with a loss of β-sheet organization occurred.37 

Since β-LG likely adsorbed onto the mineral surface as a multilayer; this assembly may 

result in a more compact and aggregated protein structure. 

 

Figure 5.15: Summary bar plot of the secondary structural content (%) in (a) BSA and 

(b) β-LG determined via curve fitting in solution and after 4 and 90 mins of adsorption 

onto α-Fe2O3 and phosphate-coated α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle surfaces. 

 

The temporal sequences of protein conformational changes were characterized by 

comparing early time point (4 min) curve fitting results with those from the final time point 

(90 min) (Table 5.4). In the absence of phosphate at 4 min, BSA appeared to unfold first 

into random coils (↑12%) followed by a loss of α-helices (↓14%). At 90 min, BSA 

unfolding of α-helices was reduced (↓9) with an increment to extended chains (↑18%). 

When pre-adsorbed phosphate was present during BSA adsorption, the protein first 

unfolded into random coils (↑10%) and extended chains (↑13%) simultaneously, followed 

by a loss of α-helices (↓25%). Overall, this corresponds to the conversion of more compact 
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α-helix forms into relatively disordered structures.11 During β-LG adsorption in the absence 

of phosphate, similar to BSA, the increment of the α-helix fraction was more significant at 

low protein coverage (early time point) and protein denaturation slowed down at higher 

coverage (later time point). These results are in agreement with analyses of the Amide I/II 

ratio in Fig. 5.12. Summary bar plot of the secondary structural content (%) of proteins 

determined via curve fitting in solution and after adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 and phosphate-

coated α-Fe2O3 nanoparticle can be seen in Fig. 5.15.  

IgG conformational changes upon adsorbed onto α-Fe2O3 were characterized by 

curve fitting results with those from the final time point (90 min) (Figure 5.16). And the 

changes in the secondary components are recorded in Table 5.5. In the absence of LPS, 

IgG unfold into extended chains (↑4%) and β-turns (↑4%) with a loss of α-helices (↓8%). 

However, when pre-adsorbed LPS was present during IgG adsorption, the protein folded 

to α-helices with a (↑6%) of a gain. This corresponds to the conversion of more compact 

α-helix forms and ordered structure.  
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Figure 5.16: Background subtracted and normalized protein Amide I band for secondary 

structural analysis with curve fitting results for IgG solution and adsorbed on α-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles in the presence and absence of pre-adsorbed LPS at pH 7.4. The solid cyan 

lines represent the original experimental spectrum, and the black dashed lines represent the 

cumulative fit.  

Table 5.5: Secondary structural elements content of IgG (%) in the Amide I region 

determined via curve-fitting for solution phase (0.2 mg/mL) and after 90 min adsorption 

onto α-Fe2O3 and LPS-coated α-Fe2O3. 

 
Secondary Structure 

Solution 

Phase 

Adsorbed on α-

Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

Adsorbed on LPS-

coated α-Fe2O3 (Δ)* 

Ig
G

 

β-sheets/turns 3 5 (↑2) 3 (↓0) 

β-sheets 9 12 (↑3) 9 (↓0) 

β-turns 21 24 (↑3) 18 (↓3) 

α-helices 13 5 (↓8) 19 (↑6) 

Extended chains 48 52 (↑4) 44 (↓4) 

Side-chain moieties 6 2 (↓4) 7 (↑1) 

(Δ)* = Difference between adsorbed and solution phase secondary structure content. 

 

5.5 Conclusions  

ATR-FTIR spectroscopic measurements in tandem with computational analyses 

demonstrate the critical impact of phosphate on protein adsorption kinetics, extent, 

conformation, and stability. Proteins underwent dynamic changes in their secondary 

conformation during adsorption on the hematite surface, and pre-adsorbed phosphate and 
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LPS prevented protein denaturation. Adsorption isotherms revealed that adsorption 

kinetics were protein-specific, as BSA exhibited Langmuir adsorption behavior, while 

contrastingly, β-LG showed sigmoidal-shape adsorption indicative of multilayer 

adsorption. From deconvolution analyses of the Amide I band for proteins, unfolding or 

refolding of adsorbed proteins was observed. While BSA unfolds into random coils and 

extended chains (followed by a loss of α-helices), β-LG was folding into α-helices. 

Likewise, β-LG, adsorbed IgG folded into α-helices in the presence of pre-adsorbed LPS. 

Protein conformational changes were sequential and time-dependent, and significant 

conformational changes occurred at low protein coverage. The potential impacts of pre-

adsorbed components, at the mineral-water interface, to protein denaturation impacts 

protein behavior in environmental and biological systems. Multi-component adsorption 

kinetics can have significant roles in biogeochemical cycling. Changes in protein structures 

can be followed by a loss of activity. Thus, pre-adsorbed phosphate and LPS could 

potentially impact protein’s function, ligand binding capability, and reactivity. 
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Chapter 6 Microscopic Analysis of Airborne Incidental Metal Containing 

Nanoparticles for Occupational Health 

6.1 Abstract 

There is great concern in the potential adverse health implications of engineered 

nanoparticles. However, there are many circumstances where the production of incidental 

nanoparticles,  i.e., nanoparticles unintentionally generated as a side product of some 

anthropogenic process, is of even greater concern. In this study, metal-based incidental 

nanoparticles were measured in two different occupational settings, a machining center, 

and a foundry. Sample collection substrates were used for off-site analysis, including 

single-particle analysis using scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy. Between the two sites, there were similarities in the size and composition of 

the incidental nanoparticles as well as in the agglomeration and coagulation behavior of 

nanoparticles. In particular, incidental nanoparticles were identified in two forms: sub-

micrometer fractal-like agglomerates from activities such as welding and super-

micrometer particles with incidental nanoparticles coagulated to their surface herein called 

nanoparticle collectors. These agglomerates will affect deposition and transport inside the 

respiratory system of the respirable incidental nanoparticles and the corresponding health 

implications. The studies of incidental nanoparticles generated in occupational settings lay 

the groundwork on which occupational health and safety protocols should be built.  
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6.2 Introduction 

The health implications of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) have been discussed 

for over a decade in the environmental health and safety (EHS) field.1 Efforts to develop a 

framework for evaluating EHS implications of ENPs and the corresponding risk 

assessments are currently in progress.2-4 These risk assessments are usually based on 

property-driven or functional assay-rooted approaches that consider changes in the 

properties of nanoparticles (NPs) under relevant environmental conditions.5 However, 

these approaches are difficult to apply to incidental nanoparticles (INPs) – nanoparticles  

unintentionally generated as a side product of anthropogenic processes – because they are 

often poorly characterized.  

In recent years, there has been great interest in assessing the concentrations of 

nanoparticles to  which workers are exposed during ENP production and product 

development.6, 7 Such studies have resulted in correlations between higher concentrations 

with specific work activities8, 9 and enabled the development of methodologies to better 

assess ENPs in the workplace.10-12 This work has undoubtedly helped to improve 

occupational safety in nanotechnology industries.13 However, the INPs generated in many 

occupations are not fully understood. Welding is one of the processes that generate high 

levels of INPs that are known to contain mostly iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) oxides, 

among many other metals.14 These particles are of great interest in terms of the health 

implications for welders due to the toxicity of Mn even at low levels of exposure.15 Other 

activities, such as smelting16, 17 or surface treatments,18 have been reported to generate 

significant quantities of aluminum (Al) containing INPs. In general, any industrial process 
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that involves combustion or generation of metal fumes likely produce INPs.(19-21) It is 

therefore important to understand the nature of these INPs.  

The health implications of airborne nanoparticles are not a new concern. For 

decades, epidemiological studies have associated particulate matter (PM) in air pollution 

with increases in mortality and the frequency of cardiovascular,22-25 pulmonary,26, 27 and 

neurological diseases.28-30 Despite the fact that mechanisms by which PM causes adverse 

health effects have not been fully elucidated, several studies have linked them to the ability 

to trigger oxidative stress.23, 25, 31 Stronger associations of PM exposure with adverse health 

effects have been found for ultrafine particles, i.e. nanoparticles in the ambient 

environment, rather than larger micron-sized particles.24 This finding may be due in part to 

the fact that ultrafine particles possess a higher content of transition metals and organics 

than larger particles, making them prone to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS).25, 32 

Furthermore, ultrafine particles are usually generated by anthropogenic sources such as 

power plants, car exhausts, combustion, mining, and other industrial sources.30  

Recently, Maher et al.33 observed anthropogenic magnetite nanoparticles generated 

by combustion in the brains of humans from Mexico and England. This study confirms that 

nanoparticles can translocate from the respiratory tract to accumulate in the brain after 

inhalation, a hypothesis once solely based on results of experiments in mice.34-36 Moreover, 

sufficient accumulation occurs even at relatively low PM concentrations (with peak values 

for roadside dust at ~40 µg/m3) that can result in a neurodegenerative disease.33 This 

finding motivated a thorough characterization of ultrafine particles, which have shown 

elevated concentrations of transition metals.37-40 These studies become really relevant 
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considering magnetic INPs found in the brain contained traces of other transition metals 

including nickel (Ni), platinum (Pt), cobalt (Co) and possibly copper (Cu).33  

Detailed size and composition characterization of INPs is required to better 

understand their potential implications. Off-site measurement techniques usually provide 

more detailed information about size and composition including lower detection and 

quantification limits; however, the implementation of on-site techniques not only decreases 

the time and cost of characterization compared to off-site analyses. Typical off-site 

analyses involve gravimetric analysis or digestion of samples deposited onto substrates.41 

These samples are collected on-site by aspirating a known volume of air through a 

substrate, in order to collect enough particle mass for further analyses. While methods for 

measuring particle concentrations and size distribution on-site are well established,42 more 

detailed chemical analysis, including elemental analysis, on-site remains challenging. A 

rapid method to measure on-site the mass concentration of metal-containing PM by size 

and composition from 10 nm to 10 µm was recently reported. This method uses a nano 

micro-orifice uniform-deposit impactor (nano-MOUDI) to collect and separate particles by 

size and a field portable x-ray fluorescence (FP-XRF) to measure metal concentrations.43 

By using this non-destructive technique, the nano-MOUDI substrates can be used further 

for single particle analysis, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). A previous study demonstrated that single particle 

analysis can be used to distinguish airborne engineered nanomaterials from incidental 

particles.44 

The present study aims to characterize and compare the composition, size and 

morphology of PM smaller than 10µm, with a special interest on the INPs generated in two 
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occupational settings. These sites were selected due to the significant concentration of Fe, 

Mn and Cu found during a recent assessment of INPs exposure levels.45 A FP-XRF was 

employed for on-site chemical characterization of metal-containing aerosol.43 An off-site 

single-particle analysis was then performed to characterize primary particle morphology, 

composition and agglomerate status of INPs found in these two settings. Implications of 

these findings and potential health effects are discussed. 

6.3 Methods 

6.3.1 Test Sites and Sampling Equipment 

A heavy vehicle machining and assembly center and an iron foundry were selected 

based on the similarities in the composition of particulate matter: Fe, Cu and Mn that were 

detected in a preliminary study at both sites.45 The machining center produces construction 

and forestry equipment. Metal and metal oxide PM including nanoparticles were generated 

by robotic and manual metal inert gas (MIG) welding as well as metal parts grinding at this 

site. The foundry manufactures ductile iron and grey iron metal parts, where PM 

monitoring was carried out during metal melting, metal pouring and grinding operations. 

In both locations, sampling was performed during three days using a field sampling cart 

placed in different areas of interest as described in detail previously.45   

     Size-resolved analysis of the INPs was carried out using the nano-MOUDI (Model 125-

R, MSP Corporation, Shoreview, MN). The nano-MOUDI was operated at 10 L/min with 

13 greased polycarbonate (PC) substrates (0.2 µm, 47 mm, Sterlitech Corporation, Kent, 

WA) as previously reported.45 A mixed cellulose ester (MCE) filter (0.8 µm, 47 mm, Zefon 

International, Inc., Ocala, FL) was used as a backup filter in the last nano-MOUDI stage. 
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Table 6.1 shows the particle size ranges that each stage collects. Particles were collected 

onto transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids (200-mesh carbon coated Ni grid, 

01840N-F, Ted Pella Inc., CA) with an electrostatic precipitator (ESPnano model 100, 

DASH Connector Technology, Inc., WA).  

Table 6.1: Size separation is done using a nano-MOUDI cascade impactor with the 

corresponding stages. 

 
 

For the machining center, sampling was carried out 6h/day on average. Day 1 

sampling occurred near a robotic welding area, Day 2 sampling was near a manual 
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welding and grinding areas, and Day 3 sampling was between the manual and robotic 

welding areas. For both types of welding, an ER70S-3 wire was used; the material safety 

data sheet (MSDS) reports elemental concentrations of 95.31% Fe, 1.85% Mn, 0.5% Cu, 

0.15% C, 1.15% Si, 0.035% S, 0.025% P, 0.15% Ni, 0.15% Cr, 0.03% V, 0.15% Mo. In 

the foundry, sampling was carried out 8h/day on average. The field measurement cart was 

positioned in the grinding area on Day 1, and in the hot metal melting/pouring area for 

days 2 and 3. Ductile iron was produced on the first two days, while grey iron was 

produced on the third day. Although exact alloy compositions were proprietary 

information, the alloys met specifications for American Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTM) grey iron and ductile iron designations. With Fe as the matrix, base composition 

for grey iron may range from 3.0 to 3.5% C, 0.6 to 0.9% Mn, 1.3 to 1.8% Si, together with 

relatively minor components of P and S. Ductile iron base composition is expected to 

range from 3.0 to 4.0% C, 0.1 to 1.0% Mn, 1.8 to 3.0% Si, with also P and S as relatively 

minor components. 

6.3.2 Electron Microscopy Analysis 

Particles collected on TEM grids were imaged by TEM (JEOL-1230, JEOL Ltd., 

Japan) and images were analyzed by ImageJ software (version 1.50i, NIH, USA). PC 

substrates from nano-MOUDI Stages 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 collected during Day 1 at the 

machining center site and during Day 2 at the foundry site were analyzed by SEM. In order 

to minimize charging effects, the PC substrates were coated with Iridium (K575X Sputter 

Coater, Quorum Technologies Ltd, UK) for 7 seconds with an 85 mA deposition current 

prior to the analysis. A Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope FE-SEM (Zeiss 
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Sigma 500, Carl Zeiss, Germany) was used for morphology characterization. An Apreo 

SEM (Thermo Scientific, Oregon, USA) was used for EDS analysis. EDS analysis was 

performed with Pathfinder X-ray microanalysis software (Thermo Scientific, USA). 

6.4 Results  

6.4.1 Single particle analysis of incidental particles in two occupational 

settings  

The morphology of the particles was characterized, and five nano-MOUDI stages 

collected during Day 1 at the machining center, were selected for SEM analysis: Stage 3 

(3.2 to 5.6 µm), Stage 5 (1.0 to 1.8 µm), Stage 7 (320 to 560 nm), Stage 9 (100 to 180 nm) 

and Stage 11 (32 to 59 nm). However, due to the diminished amount of the nanoparticles 

little data were obtained for Stage 11.  

Fig. 6.1a shows SEM images of the Stages 3, 5, 7 and 9. Low magnification images 

display the substrate homogeneity in Fig. 6.2. Spherical micron-sized particles are 

observed on Stage 3. These large spherical particles have smaller particles deposited onto 

their surface. Smaller spheres with similar morphology are also observed in Stage 5. The 

expected sub-micrometer fractal-like agglomerates densely pack Stages 7 and 9. The 

shapes of small agglomerates are distinguishable in Stage 7 but not in Stage 9, due to the 

fact that an iridium thin film covered a very compact bed of nanoparticles.  

Fig. 6.1b shows higher magnification SEM images to closely observe the 

morphology of the collected particles. Similar to the other site, these micron-sized particles 

observed in stages 3 and 5 have coagulated smaller particles on their surface, which have 

different shapes and sizes. On Stage 7, three different kinds of particles are clearly detected: 
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spheres with diameters around 150 nm, quasi-spherical nanoparticles with diameters 

around 30 nm and cubes with around 100 nm edges. On Stage 9, like in the previous site, 

the SEM images provide no morphology insights due to the iridium thin layer covering a 

very compact bed of nanoparticles.  

 

Figure 6.1: SEM images of particles found at the machining center and foundry sites 

for different size ranges including for particles collected by the nano-MOUDI stages 3 (3.2-

5.6µm), 5 (1-1.8µm), 7 (320-560nm) and 9 (100-180nm) at the machining center (a) and 

foundry (b). 
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Figure 6.2: Low magnification SEM images of particles found at the machining center 

and the foundry for different size ranges including for particles collected by the nano-

MOUDI stages 3 (3.2-5.6µm), 5 (1-1.8µm), 7 (320-560nm) and 9 (100-180nm) at 

machining center (a) and the foundry (b). 

For the foundry, Day 2 was selected for imaging due to the detection of metals in 

the stages collecting nanoparticles. Fig. 6.2 shows low magnification SEM images of the 

Stages 3, 5, 7 and 9 from iron foundry to display the substrate homogeneity. Highly 

irregular agglomerates are present in stages 3 to 7. Images obtained for Stage 7, where their 

concentration diminishes, show that these agglomerates are partially formed by a few 

hundred nanometers prisms. The images of stages 3 and 5 show that spherical micron-sized 

particles are embedded in a dense layer of irregular agglomerates. In addition, in stages 5 

and 7 few fractal-like agglomerates are observed connecting some distant isolated particles.  

To further understand the composition of the samples, SEM/EDS was carried out. 

Fig. 6.3a shows the elemental mapping of some Fe-based micron-sized spheres found in 

Stage 3. The high association of O indicates these particles are Fe (hydroxy-)oxides, which 
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is in agreement with previous reports for ambient, super-micrometer Fe-containing spheres 

possible from steel production.47 The Mn mapping shows higher intensities for the fractal-

like agglomerates located on the surface of the micron-sized spheres. Cu mapping provides 

little information since Cu concentrations are lower than 1%, which is below the detection 

limit of EDS.48 Fig. 6.4a shows a similar analysis for the particles collected in Stage 7, 

where large agglomerates (320 to 560 nm) of small nanoparticles are collected. In this case, 

the figure is less clear as the nanoparticles are smaller than the pixel size (40 nm), making 

the analysis less precise. However, key information is provided: i) all nanoparticles contain 

oxygen, ii) even when the Mn and Fe are easiest to be seen in the larger agglomerates, the 

areas with high intensity for each of these elements do not overlay and; iii) although Cu 

mapping is not very clear, there are a few points with high intensity. These observations 

allow the following conclusion: most of the nanoparticles are either Mn, Fe or Cu oxides, 

but are probably not mixed metals oxides.  
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Figure 6.3: SEM-EDS of select micron-sized particles found in the machining center 

and foundry. SEM images are compared to the Fe, O, Mn, and Cu elemental mappings for 

both sites. Zn, Mg, Al and Ca were also found and mapped in the foundry. 
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Figure 6.4: SEM-EDS of particles found on the machining center and the foundry. The 

SEM image is compared to the Fe, O, Mn, and Cu elemental mappings for both sites in 

nano-MOUDI stage 7 (320-560nm).  Zn, and Mg were also found and mapped in the 

foundry. 
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Fig. 6.3b shows the elemental mapping of particles collected on Stage 3 in the 

foundry. For this stage, micron-sized spheres are seen to be composed of Fe and O whereas 

Mn, Cu, and Zn mappings do not show much signal and suggest their mass concentrations 

were below the limit of detection of EDS.48 Aluminum is detected for the larger irregular 

agglomerates. Mg and Ca were also detected. In particular, Ca was observed when high Al 

was present. The presence of Ca, Al and Si (not measured) is possibly related to the use of 

clay materials for the casting process.49 MgO seems to be the main component of the 

micron-sized well-defined prisms, due to the presence of only Mg and O in those particles. 

The detection of Mg can also be attributed to clay materials but another source of Mg is as 

an additive in the preparation of ductile iron.50 Fig. 6.4b shows similar results for particles 

collected on Stage 7. Despite the fact that some nanoparticles are smaller than the pixel 

size (40 nm), key information can still be obtained: i) most particles are oxides, as O it is 

observed in all  the area where the SEM image shows particles; ii) Mn and Cu are not 

observed as expected from the elemental analysis by ICP-MS; iii) Mg is observed in large 

amount but is present on the agglomerates with a smooth surface; iv) Fe is observed when 

small nanoparticles are observed; and v) Zn mapping is not very clear, but there are a few 

points with high intensity which may indicate that some small particles are ZnO.  

In general, metal oxide INPs were observed occurring with two distinct and specific 

morphologies: fractal-like agglomerates and NP-collectors, referring to the micron-sized 

spheres decorated with nanoparticles on their surface. The term NP-collector is inspired by 

the analogous deposition of nanoparticles on grains during their transport through porous 

media.51  
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Figure 6.5: TEM (top) and SEM (bottom) images of particles detected at the machining 

center (a) and foundry (b) sites. For both sites, particles with different morphologies are 

observed including spherical and cubic (blue arrows) nanoparticles. At least four 

populations of spherical particle are observed including: very small nanoparticles, less than 

10 nm (red arrows); small nanoparticles, less than 100 nm (yellow arrows); larger 

nanoparticles, approximately 100nm (green arrows) and very larger particles which are 

hundreds of nanometers in size or micrometers in size (purple arrows). 
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Fig. 6.5 shows both morphologies observed with TEM (top) and SEM (bottom) in 

both sites. In the machining center, fractal-like agglomerates were more common and were 

formed by four kinds of nanoparticles: spherical particles with diameters ~200 nm (green 

arrows), ~50 nm (yellow arrows) and ~10 nm (red arrows); and cubic particles with edges 

~70 nm edges (blue arrows). This kind of agglomerates is the main component of the PM 

found in the machining center, but the NP-collectors significantly contribute to the micron-

sized particles. In contrast, in the foundry the fractal-like agglomerates were observed in a 

minor proportion, due to the small amount of mass found for nanoparticles. The NP-

collector architecture was not only found in micron-sized spheres as shown in the top of 

Figure 5b, but also in ~200 nm particles shown at the bottom. The NP-collector architecture 

is in agreement with what had been modeled for the first stages of coagulation in particles 

where the size distribution is highly polydispersed.52 However, these agglomerates are 

composed by two different size distributions of primary particles. These agglomerates will 

likely follow the self-conserving size distribution observed for other aerosols,53 including 

the fractal-like agglomerates observed in this work. 

6.5 Discussion 

A recent inhalation exposure study indicated that the sizes of both the agglomerates 

and the primary particles are important in terms of pulmonary effects,54 but our study 

suggest that composition and morphology of agglomerates might play a role in the route 

of deposition and translocation. Both fractal-like agglomerates and NP-collectors are 

inhalable particles, however the NP-collectors will have different penetration range and 
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mechanism for deposition than the fractal-like agglomerates, and therefore, potentially 

very different locations, types, and severities of health effects.  

Small micron-sized particles (1-10 µm), such as the NP-collectors, have a high 

deposition efficiency in the nasal area.55 This is of particular importance as the olfactory 

route is one of the proposed mechanisms for nanoparticle translocation to the brain.36 

Despite that in the studies modeling nasal deposition only a few micron-sized particles 

deposit on the olfactory region,56 the NP-collectors could play an important role in 

nanoparticles translocation to the brain as their surface is enriched with multiple INPs. In 

addition, the translocation is expected to only occur for individual or a few nanoparticles 

agglomerates; which in both cases implies a de-agglomeration process. This de-

agglomeration process could be promoted by the presence of biomolecules,57 which are in 

high concentration and of diverse nature in the olfactory mucosa.58 

On the other hand, the sub-micron fractal-like agglomerates are more likely to reach 

the alveolar region of the lungs. To estimate the deposition of those particles, the NPM 

criterion was developed: it represents the fraction of particles smaller than 300 nm that 

would deposit in the respiratory system of an average adult under light exercise and nose-

breathing conditions.59 The NPM criterion, designed to represent deposition of near-

spherical nanoparticles, can be adjusted for different particle morphologies using an 

appropriate dynamic shape factor.54 Tables 6.2 and 6.3 summarize the total concentrations 

collected by the nano-MOUDI, by element and day, and the corresponding respirable and 

dynamic NPM fractions for the machining center and the foundry, respectively. A 

significant proportion of the INPs found in the fractal-like agglomerates contribute to the 

NPM fraction. This means that the NPM fraction provides a good estimation of the fractal-
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like agglomerates that deposits in the respiratory system and may better reflect their 

adverse health effects.  

Table 6.2: Concentrations of metals for total, respirable and NPM fractions of the 

collected particles in the machining center. The concentrations were calculated by adding 

concentration multiplied by the corresponding fraction of each of the nanoMOUDI stages. 

Elem

ent 

 Day 1  Day 2  Day 3 

 

Collec

ted, 

µg/m3 

Respir

able, 

µg/m3 

NP

M, 

µg/

m3  

Collec

ted,  

µg/m3 

Respir

able,  

µg/m3 

NP

M, 

µg/

m3  

Collec

ted,  

µg/m3 

Respir

able,  

µg/m3 

NP

M, 

µg/

m3 

Mn  28.9 27.3 7.8  24.7 23.9 6.8  18.4 17.3 4.8 

Fe  190.4 159.4 
45.

1 
 151.2 135.3 

36.

9 
 137.8 112.4 

32.

1 

Cu  3.1 3.0 0.9  5.1 4.4 1.0  1.3 1.2 1.0 

Total  222.4 189.8 
53.

8 
 181.1 163.6 

44.

7 
 157.4 134.9 

37.

3 

NPM = nanoparticulate matter 
 

Table 6.3: Concentrations of metals for total, respirable and NPM fractions of the 

collected particles in the foundry. The concentrations were calculated by adding 

concentration multiplied by the corresponding fraction of each of the nanoMOUDI stages. 

Elem

ent 

 Day 1  Day 2  Day 3 

 
Collec

ted, 

µg/m3 

Respir

able, 

µg/m3 

NP

M, 

µg/

m3 

 
Collec

ted,  

µg/m3 

Respir

able,  

µg/m3 

NP

M, 

µg/

m3 

 
Collec

ted,  

µg/m3 

Respir

able,  

µg/m3 

NP

M, 

µg/

m3 

Al  7.4 1.5 0.1  14.7 2.6 0.2  14.0 2.1 0.1 

Mn  2.3 0.3 0.0  3.6 0.8 0.1  16.1 8.2 1.3 

Fe  326.1 35.2 2.2  156.3 29.5 3.2  444.9 101.3 
10.

9 

Cu  0.5 0.0 0.0  0.9 0.7 0.1  1.2 0.6 0.1 

Zn  0.3 0.0 0.0  8.8 6.9 2.4  7.4 4.3 0.6 

Total  336.6 36.9 2.3  184.3 40.5 5.9  483.6 116.5 
13.

1 

 NPM = nanoparticulate matter 
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Another important feature to consider is the heterogeneous composition of these 

agglomerates. Our EDS results suggest that both kinds of agglomerates are composed of 

single metal oxide particles; which is explained by the fact that each metal condenses at a 

different temperature.60 Recent studies have shown that heterogeneous aggregation 

changes the fate of nanoparticles in the environment, as aggregation can change the 

reactivity of the nanoparticles including their ROS generation capabilities and 

photocatalytic properties.61-63 Furthermore, the presence of Mn in Fe-rich PM has shown 

to change the proportion of the different oxidation states of Fe oxides.40 This can have a 

significant effect on the inflammatory responses that the agglomerates will generate in the 

lung as each oxide dissolves at different rates.64, 65 In addition, the transport of the same 

INPs to different parts of the respiratory tract may generate different health effects.66 For 

example, ZnO and Cu/CuO nanoparticles have shown to dissolve in the lung mostly by 

macrophage action,64, 67 but there is no indication that dissolution will occur if transported 

directly to the brain by the olfactory system. Previously, the generation of Fe and Mn 

nanoparticles was simulated to have a close model to characterize the materials and their 

behavior under contact with biological solutions.65, 68 However, from this study, it is 

concluded that new models that include heterogeneous agglomerates of incidental 

nanoparticles (Fe-Mn-Cu and Fe-Mn-Zn) with both architectures are required to better 

understand the health implications that these incidental nanoparticles will have. 

6.6 Conclusions 

In this work, an on-site technique to analyze substrates deposited particulate matter 

recently reported on43 was used successfully for metal analysis in PM characterization. The 
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same substrates can then be later used in off-site analysis to obtain more information of the 

collected particles, including morphology using SEM. Two types of agglomerates were 

found: fractal-like agglomerates, typically observed in INPs generating activities such as 

welding, and NP-collectors. Similar NP-collectors were recently observed in factories 

conducting MIG welding46 and in PM collected from air pollution,37 which indicates that 

they might be as common as the fractal-like agglomerates and should be studied in detail 

since they transport incidental nanoparticles on their surface.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Directions 

Metal oxide nanoparticles attract significant attention in many applications and are 

ubiquitous in the environments. There has been rising interest in their interactions with 

proteins and amino acids to improve the in-situ material performance and better understand 

biological component-surface interactions at the molecular level for human health and the 

environment. Despite their enhanced usage, adsorption dynamics and stability of many 

common molecules to metal oxide nanoparticles, particularly in heterogeneous aqueous 

matrices, are not fully understood.  

This dissertation focuses on understanding protein and amino acid adsorption on 

metal oxide nanoparticle surfaces and the effects of various nanoparticle and environmental 

factors of complex media on biomolecule-nanoparticle surface interactions. Adsorption of 

biomolecules on the nanoparticle surfaces could play a critical role in determining their 

behavior in complex aqueous systems. By studying biomolecule interactions, an 

understanding of the persistence of such bio-essential compounds and predictive insight 

into how larger molecules might behave upon introduction to nanoparticle surfaces can be 

gained. Due to the complexity of the interactions at bio-nano interfaces, influencing factors 

including nanoparticle surface chemistry, pH, the presence of phosphate, and 

lipopolysaccharides were individually studied to investigate each aspect in detail. 

Chapter 2 presents the experimental techniques used in elemental and 

morphological characterization of nanoparticles, biomolecule-nanoparticle surface 

interactions, aqueous phase protein and amino acid surface adsorption, protein structural 

analysis nanoparticle–nanoparticle interactions, and aggregation states were described. The 
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described techniques were helpful to characterize both the bulk biomolecules and nano-bio 

interface. They provided qualitative and quantitative analysis for protein and amino acid 

adsorption and surface-induced protein secondary structural change. 

In Chapter 3, the effects of pH on amino acid adsorption onto TiO2 nanoparticle 

surfaces were investigated. Results from the ATR-FTIR spectra and zeta-potential analyses 

evidence that solution pH significantly influences amino acid speciation and adsorption 

mechanisms. At acidic conditions, protonated surface species were present for all amino 

acids. High amount of adsorption was observed when amino acid speciation consists of 

zwitterion species. Moreover, glycine and lysine revealed a similar adsorption trend where 

their adsorption was increased with increasing pH. When considered together, the results 

provide valuable insights into the mechanisms of more complex aqueous biomolecule-

surface interactions at different pH values and illuminate a detailed understanding of 

human and environmental exposure to TiO2 nanoparticles. 

In chapter 4, adsorption of arginine, aspartic acid, and lysine on ɑ-Fe2O3 

nanoparticles were investigated. The results of the pH-dependent adsorption of lysine and 

glutamic onto α-Fe2O3 were compared to those in Chapter 3. ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was 

used to probe the spectral changes. TiO2 and α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles interacted distinctively 

with the amino acids as a function of pH. Amino acids showed a stronger amine group 

interaction and higher symmetry of carboxylate coordination on the α-Fe2O3 than TiO2. 

Surface species were changing at different pH values, and a stronger H-bonding occurred 

when aspartic acid concentration increased. Overall, the results provide valuable insights 

into the mechanisms of biomolecule-nanoparticle surface interactions on different metal 

oxide nanoparticles. 
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In Chapter 5, the effects of pre-adsorbed phosphate and lipopolysaccharides on 

protein adsorption onto α-Fe2O3 nanoparticles were investigated. Phosphate occupied 

active sites and reduced the BSA and β-LG surface coverage, whereas LPS did not 

significantly impact the IgG surface coverage. Adsorption isotherms revealed that 

adsorption kinetics were protein-specific, as BSA exhibited Langmuir adsorption behavior, 

while β-LG showed sigmoidal-shape adsorption indicative of multilayer adsorption on α-

Fe2O3. Upon adsorbed onto surfaces, proteins underwent unfolding or refolding. While 

BSA exhibits a loss of α-helices, β-LG was folding into α-helices in the presence and 

absence of phosphate. Likewise, β-LG, adsorbed IgG folded into α-helices when pre-

adsorbed LPS was present. 

Chapter 6 of this dissertation complemented our understanding of protein and 

amino acid adsorption studies onto metal oxide nanoparticles. In this chapter, microscopic 

analyses of airborne metal-containing nanoparticles were performed in different 

production sites in an occupational health study. EDX analyses and SEM/TEM images 

were used to identify the produced nanoparticles in these settings. The results showed that 

the airborne particles were in forms of agglomerates and differed in size and composition. 

Sub-micrometer fractal-like particulates and super-micrometer particles (named as 

nanoparticle collectors) were observed. Furthermore, we proposed that these agglomerates 

with nanoparticles coagulated on their surfaces would impact deposition mechanisms and 

transportation in the human respiratory system. 

The interaction of amino acids and protein with metal oxide nanoparticle surfaces 

can be influenced by the chemistry of surrounding complex environments, the solid-liquid 

interface, nanoparticle composition and its surface chemistry, and the nature of the 
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biomolecule. The research presented in the dissertation contributes to a greater 

understanding of several influencing factors on amino acid and protein behaviors at the 

nano-bio interface. Although this dissertation opens doors to uncover some molecular-level 

details of these interactions, some unexplored investigation areas need to be addressed to 

fully understand and evaluate metal oxide nanoparticles' properties in complex 

environments. Some of the grand opportunities of the research areas include: 

i. Create a greater understanding of biomolecule-nanoparticle surface chemistry 

and morphology-dependent properties, which are essential in environmental 

and biological processes by involving more species of metal oxide 

nanoparticles. 

ii. Expand the investigation and comparison of the toxicity of metal oxide 

nanoparticles by including other proteins. Probe possible correlations exist that 

could help us to understand complex nano-bio interactions and their role in 

toxicity. 

iii. Create a systematic qualitative and quantitative evaluation of biomolecule-

nanoparticle surface interactions as a function of biologically and 

environmentally relevant factors by combining different experimental 

techniques (2DCOS, HDX-MS, QCM-D, AFM-IR etc.). 

To fulfill the gap in the existing literature on these open research areas, it is needed to  

combine computational, theoretical, and experimental efforts devoted to understanding 

nanoparticles and the critical properties in their physicochemical transformation, mobility, 

uptake, and toxicity in complex environmental and biological systems. 
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Appendix A Supporting Information for “ pH-Dependent Adsorption of α-Amino 

Acids, Lysine, Glutamic Acid, Serine and Glycine, on TiO2 Nanoparticle 

Surfaces 

A.1 Supporting Information – Figures 

 

Figure A.1: Solution (left) and normalized adsorbed ATR-FTIR spectra (right) of (a) 

lysine; (b) glutamic acid; (c) serine; and (d) glycine on TiO2 NPs at different pH values as 

a function of time. The bars represent the speciation percentages at each pH. 
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Figure A.2: The pH-dependent adsorption of amino acids onto TiO2 nanoparticles. 

Absorbance intensities at 1600 cm-1 were normalized by the peak maximum at each pH. 

Lysine and glycine show similar adsorption trends with changing pH and the greatest 

adsorptions occur at pH 9; adsorption increases by increasing pH. Whereas for glutamic 

acid the greatest adsorption occurs at pH 2; adsorption decreases as pH increases. Serine 

shows a different trend; adsorption is the highest when pH is close to the pHPZC of TiO2 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure A.3: The pH-dependent hydrodynamic sizes of bare and amino acids-coated 

TiO2 nanoparticles. The size distribution of TiO2 nanoparticles (30 mg/L) dispersed in 5 

mM (a) lysine; (b) glutamic acid; (c) serine; (d) glycine solution; and (e) MilliQ water. (f) 

The summary of the pH-dependent hydrodynamic diameter shows that bigger aggregates 

form at pH 6. 
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A.2 Supporting Information – Tables 

Table A.1: Changes in the wavenumber splitting of symmetric and asymmetric 

carboxylate stretches upon adsorption on TiO2 nanoparticles. 

 

 

Appendix A is reproduced with permission from Elsevier: Ustunol, I. B.; Gonzalez-

Pech, N. I.; Grassian, V. H. pH-dependent Adsorption of α-Amino Acids, Lysine, Glutamic 

Acid, Serine, and Glycine, on TiO2 Nanoparticle Surfaces. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2019, 

554, 362-375. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper. 

 

 

 Frequency Shift (cm-1) 

Amino Acids 

pH 2  pH 6  pH 7.4  pH 9  

Solution 

Δν
as-s

 

Adsorbed 

Δν
as-s

 
 Solution 

Δν
as-s

 

Adsorbed 

Δν
as-s

 
 Solution 

Δν
as-s

 

Adsorbed 

Δν
as-s

 
 Solution 

Δν
as-s

 

Adsorbed 

Δν
as-s

  

Lys 184 183/197  182 176/196  182 179/192  187 185/197  

Glu  

α-carboxylate 
187 174/193  196 174/195  196 172/194  194 194  

Glu  

distal-

carboxylate 

- 123/142  146 128/149  148 128/150  151 150  

Ser 185 182/192  192 187/209  193 188/206  191 183/204  

Gly 185 178/218  183 182/217  185 182/215  184 184/215  

(Δν
as-s

= Δν
as  

- Δν
s 
); ν

as
: asymmetric stretching and ν

s
: symmetric stretching vibrations.  




